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Chapter 1

Introduction

The research field of adaptive hypermedia (AH) and adaptive web-based information systems (AHS for short) has been growing rapidly during the past 15 years and this has resulted in new terms, models, methodologies, and a plethora of new systems. Adaptive systems are becoming more popular as tools for user-driven access to information. Adaptation of an information system or service to a user has been proven to be a powerful and useful concept. It is particularly helpful for the reduction of the information overload which is frequently experienced on the Internet or any other information system of a large scale. But it is equally helpful for guiding users towards “interesting” topics, products, artifacts or descriptions thereof in electronic shops, libraries or museums, or for filtering appropriate items from a general or domain-specific news feed.

The Generic Adaptation Framework (GAF) first and foremost creates a common framework for describing current and future AHS and adaptive web-based systems in general. It provides a common taxonomy and a reference model that encompasses the most general architectures of the present and proposed future architectures, including conventional AHS, and different types of personalization-enabling systems and applications such as Recommender Systems (RS) personalized web search, semantic web enabled applications used in personalized information delivery, adaptive e-Learning applications and many more. At the same time GAF is trying to bring together two (seemingly not intersecting) views on the adaptation: a classical pre-authored type, with conventional domain and overlay user models and data-driven adaptation which includes a set of data mining, machine learning and information retrieval tools. To bring these research fields together we conducted a number GAF compliance studies including RS (such as HeyStaks and Twittomender), AHS (such as KBS-Hyperbook, AHA!, APeLS and others), and other applications (e.g. CHIP and RPM system) combining adaptation, recommendation and search. We also performed a number of real systems case-studies and a detailed analysis and evaluation of the framework. Secondly it introduces a number of new ideas in the field of AH, such as the Generic Adaptation Process (GAP) which aligns with a layered (data-oriented) architecture and serves as a reference adaptation process. This also helps to understand the compliance features mentioned earlier. Besides that GAF deals with important and novel aspects of adaptation enabling and leveraging technologies such as provenance and versioning. The existence of such a reference basis should stimulate AHS
research and enable researchers to demonstrate ideas for new adaptation methods much more quickly than if they had to start from scratch. GAF will thus help bootstrap any adaptive web-based system research, design, analysis and evaluation.

1.1 Motivation

The GAF reference model is important for a number of reasons. First and foremost it allows people to communicate about the architecture of AH systems using a common framework and vocabulary. Many hypertext systems have been described in terms of the Dexter model [61] for instance, and adaptive hypertext systems are often described using the AHAM [139] terminology. A reference model allows people to specify the functionality of a system and to compare the architecture and functionality of different systems using the same terms and definitions. And this becomes the key point because many research simply don’t use the same terminology to describe similar or identical things thus producing systems with the same or slightly different functionality over again. Besides they hardly look out for seemingly unrelated concepts from outer research fields and hardly accept new trends leaving AH research field relatively closed. Essentially we offer a common AH research language for the researchers to communicate, explain the terms and definitions they’ve been using, elaborate on the functionality which had multiple interpretations.

The reference model also stimulates the development of new systems and application that match more of the functionality captured by the reference model (than the systems existing before the creation of the reference model). The AHA! system [48] was a good example of a system that has evolved to match the AHAM model. But of course AHA! was not a full implementation of the reference model, as AHAM was much more general than any existing system. Thus having an up-to-date common reference baseline new systems would be able to compare and evaluate the functionality (basically speaking the same language). This will help to explain and evaluate the functionality and identify further system extensions (examples are shown in sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.3 accordingly).

Previous reference models described the architecture of mainly closed and small to medium size adaptive hypermedia applications, besides many newer aspects that have entered the AH research field cannot be expressed and are not implemented. Thus there is also need to breach this and bring adjacent research initiatives in the new generic reference AH model. We elaborate on the detailed GAF contribution in section 1.4.

1.2 Research Goal and Approach

GAF research focuses on how different adaptive hypermedia aspects can fit in a generic adaptive information system framework. The goal is to describe the framework not as an abstract formal model but rather as an abstract description of a very generic adaptive information system architecture. Thus GAF research consists of the following steps or phases:
• Studying (in a survey form) existing adaptive hypermedia systems, web-based information systems, intelligent tutoring systems, intelligent agent systems and other related fields, in order to create an inventory of methods and techniques used in such systems and applications.

• As a result of the system analysis the architecture is created. It consists of a number of components, including a part that deals with concepts, concept relationships and relationships in ontologies, a part that deals with individual user-modeling, a part that performs data mining (e.g. to identify groups and group properties), and a part that deals with the low-level adaptation rules. The global architecture describes how the different modules or services work separately and comprise the overall architecture and work together.

• More detailed aspects including semantic-web, reasoning and data-oriented (including data-mining and machine retrieval techniques) parts study how systems can reason over concept structures and are used to define search facilities that use concepts, not page contents, as the basis for searching, to identify user groups, and navigation patterns respectively. Part of this research is fairly standard therefore we don’t elaborate on the general application of these methods but rather discuss novelties in AH context. Besides that we touch upon case-based reasoning aspects, define association rules for adaptation and much more.

• The global architecture is used to describe the architecture and models of other research projects (AHAM, AIMS, Hera, LAOS, LAG, MOT, CHIP, Twittomender, HeyStaks, ApeLS, GALE, etc.) and models and systems developed in other research groups.

• A model as general as GAF is able to describe systems that exhibit undesirable properties, like having adaptation specifications that may result in infinite loops when executed. In AHAM termination and confluence problems were already studied and a conservative analysis method for the ECA adaptation rules was developed. In GAF different types of ECA adaptation rules are studied and presented in a single reasoning framework leading to the specification of analysis tools that help application developers determine important properties of their systems.

• A reference model describes the functionality of an adaptation framework and an architecture that could possibly be implemented in a system. In order for GAF to be not just a model for describing and comparing systems, but also a guide for a future development of Adaptive Information Systems (AIS), it is represented from a number of diverse perspectives: data and system modelling, reasoning, process-oriented, compliance, analysis, etc. A complete implementation is not feasible within the boundaries of the GAF and current research observations. But still the main goal is to provide the architecture that needs to be implemented, to separate essential elements from optional and to define criteria distinguishing within these elements, to provide a modular structure that can be used either separately or to-
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gether, depending on the needs of the intended application, that can be developed over the generic framework to satisfy different needs.

1.3 Research Questions

This dissertation provides answers to the following research questions:

- **Question 0**: *What is use of a generic framework and what is the specific use of GAF?*

  Here we answer what is the intended purpose of the adaptation framework, reveal the particular use and potentials of GAF for the AH community and provide extensive definitions of the adaptation framework, adaptation process and related terms we use to define the composition and functionality of GAF. We essentially elaborated on the answer to this question in the motivation in section 1.1 (and that's why this question becomes question “zero” and sets the starting point for the GAF research).

- **Question 1**: *Is it possible to capture all up-to-date AHS functionality and developments? What would be the exemplary set of systems that can serve as a basis to capture the generalities of AH? What approaches, methods and techniques exist to support up-to-date adaptive hypermedia solutions?

  Most probably we won't be able to capture “All” AH systems in order to create an AH toolkit, but to answer this question we study in details all state-of-the-art systems dating back to the very beginning of AH research up until now, including the most recent developments in AH and adjacent fields. Besides that we try to capture new trends and ideas in AH development during the past 4 years when GAF research essentially takes place.

- **Question 2**: *Is it possible to bring conventional pre-authored Adaptive Hypermedia together with a data-driven approach to personalization?*

  Therefore we investigate data-driven personalization aspects such as Recommender Systems, Search Engines, etc., and conduct a number of compliance studies to bridge these two approaches together (conventional adaptation and data-driven approaches).

- **Question 3**: *What are the framework requirements ("mandatory" and “optional” building blocks)? How the reference architecture of a generic adaptation framework would look like?

  To answer this question we present the reference architecture of GAF by analyzing the existing AH systems, extracting the core AH functionality. And at the same time we bring new models, and aspects together defining truly generic adaptation framework which relies on the principle of separation of concerns and leverages AH with data-driven approaches. Thus the main goal of the GAF reference model becomes
to provide the reference architecture, to separate essential blocks from optional ones and define the criteria to distinguishing between these elements, also to provide a modular structure that can be used either separately or together, depending on the needs of the application or system designer.

- **Question 4:** *Is it possible to device a reference adaptation process out of the existing data models in order to clue together data representations the AH research field has been using?*

To answer this question we consider the process aspects of AHS from the very first classical user modelling-adaptation loop to a generic detailed flowchart of the adaptation in AHS. We introduce a Generic Adaptation Process (GAP) and by aligning it with a layered (data-oriented) GAF architectural building blocks discussed in question 4.

- **Question 5:** *Does such a framework exist and how do we evaluate the framework?*

To answer and discuss this question we construct a new way to evaluate AH architecture and models, similar to software architecture analysis approach which allows us to get in depths of reference modelling and system evaluation through the case-studies. The discussion of the answer to this question concerns a number of case-studies which were conducted. The systems studied covered a broad spectrum of personalization systems varying from social recommender system to a semantic web enabled personalized guide. The evaluation helped us to identify both advantages and flaws of the systems. At the same time having an evaluation feedback we could identify some weak points in the framework, which at the time couldn't be envisioned due to a fast developing field of personalization, and especially the variety of applications emerged recently.

- **Question 6:** *What are the technologies leveraging and extending the potentials of AH? How GAF-derived systems can use these technologies?*

Here we show that GAF not only describes and helps to evaluate other systems as it was the primary goal of the framework, but also has a great potential in terms of system extensions and bringing a number of seemingly unrelated technologies together which help to leverage and boost adaptation. We touch upon provenance and versioning ideas here in particular.

### 1.4 Thesis Outline and Contribution

Considering the research questions and approaches undertaken in GAF, the thesis is structured as follows:

- **AH Field Revisited.** The first and very important step of the thesis is studying the existing adaptive hypermedia systems, web-based information systems, intelligent tutoring systems, intelligent agent systems and other related fields. This is done in order to create an inventory of methods and techniques used in such systems and
applications, to establish a common base and background for the new framework. This is the part where we also capture possible directions of any adaptive hypermedia system, so to some extent envision the development in AH research field. This AH study is covered in a survey paper [82] and is discussed in chapter 2.

At the same we are bringing together two (historically disjoint) views on the adaptation: a classical pre-authored type, with conventional domain and overlay user models and data-driven adaptation which includes a set of data mining, machine learning and information retrieval tools.

- **Reference Model, Architecture and Process.** After conducting a number of system studies (representative examples of AHS) and establishing the baseline we could distinguish mandatory and optional elements of the studied systems and essentially of the new framework, identify the principles of functionality and some basic interactions involved in the adaptation as a process.

So, first and foremost GAF creates a common formal framework for describing current and future adaptive hypermedia and adaptive web-based systems in general. It provides a commonly agreed upon taxonomy and a reference model that encompasses the most general architectures of the present and future, including conventional AHS, and different types of personalization-enabling systems and applications studied.

Thus we construct the framework from building blocks (or layers) primarily following the separation of concerns and functionalities idea. Then we match the adaptation process (discussed in section 3.3) with the layered structure (section 3.1). This adaptation process model shows inter-layer connections, information and control flows first of all in the AHS, and at the same time it easily matches the workflow representation of the conventional concept-by-concept adaptation. Thus we have a two-fold process presentation which can to some extent be derived from the AHS structure and which can also drive requirements for a modular AHS composition from a process-oriented perspective which was previously published in [80]. The existence of such a reference model and process basis should stimulate AHS research and enable researchers to demonstrate ideas for new adaptation methods much more quickly than if they had to start from scratch. The framework modelling, process and architecture description is presented in chapters 3 and 4.

- **Compliance and Case Studies.** In order to bridge conventional AH and data-driven personalization systems we conduct a number of case-studies. This shows that many adaptive web-based system (including conventional AHS, and different types of personalization-enabling systems and applications such as recommender systems (RS) personalized web search, semantic web enabled applications used in personalized information delivery, adaptive e-Learning applications and many more) can be expressed by terms and definitions of our framework bringing all these fields together. Partial coverage of these compliance schemas can be found

\[\text{See section 1.5 for the extended definition.}\]
in previously published papers [80, 64], while the full discussion is presented in chapters 5 and 6.

- **Analysis and Evaluation Approach.** We also perform a number of real systems’ case-studies (continuing the framework compliance approach) and perform a detailed analysis and evaluation of the framework and systems being analyzed as a complimentary step. We analyze building blocks, functionality and architecture of these systems and applications in order to identify design alternatives, system composition, missing elements, improvements and new challenges for system designers and developers. To perform this type of system analysis we primarily base our conclusions of the compliance studies but at the same time develop a set of approaches based on the ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) [73] software architectures analysis which helps to the in-depth blocks connections and interfaces analysis of the framework and corresponding systems. A brief summary of this approach has been published in [79] and is elaborated in chapter 6.5.

- **AH-enabling Technologies.** GAF deals with important and novel aspects of adaptation enabling and leveraging technologies such as provenance and versioning. In section 7.1 we re-think provenance aspects (such as data lineage and origin explanation), advantages and issues in terms of AH, by showing how the GAF framework and one of the most complete provenance models W7 perfectly co-exist, which means that ‘provenance’ aspects of W7 can be re-used in GAF. And as a result - how GAF benefits from enabling provenance especially in the areas of adaptation process, UM scrutability and information reliability as well as reasoning and system behaviour analysis. The work on bridging provenance and AH has been presented in [85].

Another concept rarely considered in the context of adaptation in the hypertext (and hypermedia in general) is versioning, which can be used to capture user dynamics such as re-visitations and re-searches on the web, context changes, etc. Versioning has been considered in papers [83, 84] where particular personalization-enabling use-cases are elaborated. As we show these adaptation enabling and leveraging technologies contribute a lot in adaptation and personalization in general which is going to be discussed in section 7.2.

A summarized outline of the thesis’ contribution can be found in Figure 1.1. This figure also reflects the coverage of individual chapters. Overall the thesis covers a variety of AH areas, starting with the comprehensive overview of conventional AH systems, moving towards a process-oriented adaptation perspective, on to building a new reference model of a general purpose adaptive web-based system, enabling a number of new and innovative technologies for the AH field, and concluding with a new AHS evaluation approach with the help of the case-studies and overall system modules analysis. GAF will thus bootstraps any new adaptive web-based system research, design, implementation, analysis and evaluation.
Figure 1.1: Thesis structure outline (including chapters’ coverage).
1.5 Important definitions

In this section we would like to introduce a few crucial definitions that we use throughout the dissertation. These definitions give the main idea of an adaptation framework and a model and explain what is meant by an adaptation process and a compliance study.

- **Generic Adaptation Framework (GAF)** — is a generic purpose AH framework which provides the reference architecture, AH systems requirements to separate essential elements from optional and defines system criteria to distinguishing between these elements. It provides a modular structure that can be used either separately or together, depending on the needs of the application and that can be developed over a generic framework to satisfy different needs. GAF enhances adaptation capabilities by including new methodologies and techniques, facilitating more elaborate adaptation. Besides, it concerns the detailed system analysis and evaluation in terms of AHS building blocks, connections and dependencies, approaches that can be used to implement such a system.

- **GAF model** focuses on a layered architecture and discusses the adaptation of the content and navigation to the user properties as well as recommending the links to follow based on the user preferences and knowledge, thus bringing complementary aspects of adaptation, personalization and recommendation in a context of a generic framework which provides properties of information fusion and heterogeneity and serves as a reference model.

- **Generic Adaptation Process (GAP)** — describes interactions in AHS usually starting with the goal statement, exploiting features of the user and domain models in different contexts and adapting various aspects of the information and presentation to the user. GAP tightens the building blocks of the reference model and can be considered as the reference adaptation process.

- **GAF Compliance** — means the conformance between the GAF framework structural layered representation and any other given model, system or application functional breakdown, as well as the correspondence of the adaptation process steps (both flowchart and the ‘sequence’ chart representation). A system is compliant with GAF if it can be expressed/described in terms and definitions of GAF including functional building blocks, connections, and the adaptation functionality described by these blocks. Moreover we don’t see the compliance as a one step procedure, it is an iterative process and each time we encounter a new (and generic) functional block in the evaluated system, it is added to the GAF reference ‘architecture’ executing a GAF evaluation-architecture feedback loop.
Chapter 2

Introduction to AHS: history of AH models and systems, AH taxonomy update

2.1 History of AH models and systems

The research field of adaptive hypermedia and adaptive web-based information systems (AHS for short) has been growing rapidly during the past fifteen years (since 1996 when the original AH classification has been introduced [22]) and this has resulted in new terms, models, methodologies and a plethora of new systems. Adaptive systems are becoming more popular as tools for user-driven access to information [23, 30]. Adaptation of an information system or service to a user has been proven to be a powerful and useful concept [29]. It is particularly helpful for the reduction of the information overload which is frequently experienced on the Internet or any other information system of a large scale. In parallel in 1999 a first reference model for adaptive hypermedia applications, called AHAM [47, 139] was defined, and an implementation closely following this model, called AHA! [45, 48], was made available to the research community. This reference model unified the adaptive hypermedia research community and provided a generic architecture that induced research activities in many directions.

Our first and foremost aim in this chapter is to provide a comprehensive overview of adaptive hypermedia methods and techniques since their introduction 15 years ago and at the same time also to make an overview of the requirements and a modular structure that can be used to update the first generic AH model AHAM that was introduced 13 years ago. And in order to create a full picture we’re going to revisit AHAM model in section 2.10.

Quite a few systems were developed in the past 10 to 15 years, mostly providing facilities for eLearning (or Technology-Enhanced Learning as it is sometimes called) which was considered as a primary application area. Examples are KBS Hyperbook [66], APeLS [41], Interbook [27], WINDS [121], MOT [43], RATH [68], etc.

A few attempts have been made to extend the AHAM reference model or provide a new one. The Munich model [87] tried to capture all major parts of the system architecture
using the UML notation. The Goldsmith model (GAHM) [104] was later considered together with AHAM in an attempt to provide a unifying model of all three (AHAM, Munich and GAHM). The comparison from [57] in fact did not provide a unified description in terms of conceptual representation or adaptive techniques, bringing up mostly implementation and meta-data issues of those systems. Most of the new system developments have resulted in new terms, concepts, models, methodologies and prototypes (for example higher-order and open corpus adaptation), which still continue to happen a lot. All previously described ideas have been transferred to new situations, showing new use-cases. Although AH research has delivered a variety of systems for the same application areas, there is still no consensus as to what is the “ideal” architecture of such adaptive systems. Each development introduced new components, new interfaces, new adaptation techniques, etc. In this chapter, pursuing the unified approach to AHS we will first consider adaptation questions initially raised by Brusilovsky (1996) with respect to the current state-of-the-art systems, giving explanatory examples of most commonly used AH systems and providing their specific details in comparison to each other. Secondly we will try to understand and extract the essence of each adaptation model. The following sections will cover the basics and granularity of a Domain, User and Goal Models, peculiarities of the Adaptation Model in sections 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, consider Context models in section 2.8 as terms of new developments and system decomposition. We will also take a look at Adaptive Presentation and Navigation techniques providing a taxonomy update in section 2.3.

As it is almost impossible to grasp all recently proposed and developed AHS, we will consider only the ones we think are most important and interesting in the field and we will also take a brief look at examples that are very representative and may show some specific characteristic of a particular system. In terms of models we look at the developments starting with the Tower Model [46], including AHAM [47, 18, 139], the Munich model [87, 88], GAHM [103, 104] and LAOS [43, 44, 65]. We consider systems that have a solid background in AH research and that continue to be subject of research and development, including AHA! [45, 48], KBS Hyperbook [66], APeLS [41], and Interbook [27]. We will also touch upon important and solid developments such as TANGOW and TANGOW-based systems [35, 34], GOMAWE [11], CoMoLe [93] and others in order to show clearly expressed differences or provide arguments for the new trends that we consider further. As a result we will first sketch a modular structure for an AHS reference model that will capture the state of the art and the main new trends which may not yet be part of any AHS or may not yet be considered at all as a part of AHS functionality. We will also describe best practices and new research methodologies in the AHS area that proved their right to exist (being researched and implemented within a number of AH and related projects and investigated by a number of research groups both from AH and related fields). And finally we will describe an overall model (incl. process model) in chapter 3 and architecture in chapter 4 of the new Generic Adaptation Framework (GAF).
2.2 Questions of adaptation

The core of adaptation is defined by posing and answering six major questions:\footnote{This type of classification has been initially introduced in [22] where a classification of AH methods and techniques was presented (see Figure 2.1). These questions are elaborated in sections 2.5 - 2.8.}: 

- **(What?)** What can we adapt?
- **(To What?)** What can we adapt to?
- **(Why?)** Why do we need adaptation?
- **(Where?)** Where can we apply adaptation?
- **(When?)** When can we apply adaptation?
- **(How?)** How do we adapt?

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{ah-methods-and-techniques.png}
\caption{AH Methods and Techniques, Original Classification [22]}
\end{figure}

In the current section we revisit these questions (and corresponding answers), methods and techniques and also address the issue of aligning all the questions (and their answers) in a common, modular structure of a generic purpose AHS architecture. To this end we will also revise the meaning (or definition) of some of these questions in order to capture the most recent ideas.
Figure 2.2: AH Methods and Techniques, Adaptation Process Highlights

Figure 2.2 considers the sequence in which the questions should be asked (and answered), thus leading to the definition of the adaptation process. By answering the major adaptation questions we elaborate the adaptation process description outlined in Figure 2.2. This process is usually initiated by the user stating the adaptation goal and thus answering the Why adaptation is needed? question. Then in the process we consider the What? and To What? questions, which emphasize the Domain Model and the User Model description. When? and Where? in this process go next providing context and application area definitions. And finally we come up with the How? question describing methods and techniques on conceptual and implementation level all together resulting in an AH system description.

Previous (reference) models acknowledged that the adaptation in a given application depends on three major factors:

- The application must be based on a Domain Model (DM), describing how the conceptual representation of an application domain is structured. This model indicates relationships between concepts and how they are connected to content presentation in terms of fragments, pages [18], chapters, information units [66], pagelets [41] or any other structure encapsulating information about a concept. DM usually answers a What? question, providing a domain structure and information that needs to be adapted, linking concepts to a corresponding content representation. In this case linking of a concept and content structures should be carefully considered as
a separate question as the way this linking is being done may affect the system architecture, from providing authoring tools to make one-to-one (concept to content) correspondence to bringing up dynamic aspects of open corpus and having a topic which resolves query linking, concepts and resources.

- A User Model (UM) has to be created and kept up-to-date to represent user knowledge, interest, preferences, goals and objectives, action history, type, style and other relevant properties that might be useful for adaptation. UM usually answers the To What? question, providing user and usage data using the information from DM. Quite often UM may answer the Why? question as well, providing information about user objectives using the same conceptual structure.

- The System has to adapt the presentation, the information content and the navigation structure to the user’s level of knowledge, interest, navigational style, goals, objectives, etc. Thus the Adaptation Model (AM) has to be provided, indicating how concept relations in DM affect user navigation and properties update (for instance whether the system should guide the user towards or away from information about certain concepts). AM may be presented as a teaching model with pedagogical rules [47], a pedagogical model [66], a narrative model [41] or for instance including a glossary structure [27]. In terms of providing adaptation flexibility, this model may answer the When? and Where? questions, as well as bringing a What? question up again, interpreting constraints on a Domain Model relations structure.

This division into Domain Model (DM), User Model (UM) and Adaptation Model (AM) provides a separation of the major AHS questions. However this division is still mixing up some of the questions (since it only has three parts, for six questions). A further specialization of the parts or layers is needed in order to achieve a better separation of concerns and offer enough granularity in the architectural structure.

2.3 How?: Adaptive Methods and Techniques

Adaptive techniques and methods refer to methods of providing adaptation and their generalization correspondingly. Techniques are usually a part of the implementation layer of an AHS and can be characterized by a specific approach or algorithm. Methods represent generalizations of a technique. Every single method shows a clear idea of an adaptation approach, but at the same time each method can be implemented by a number of different techniques. Likewise some techniques may be used to implement several methods using the same knowledge representation. This set of techniques and methods comprises a toolkit of AH [22]. Both techniques and methods can be applied to content, presentation and navigation adaptation. Previously adaptation to presentation was not considered separately. In this section we distinguish adaptive presentation far beyond content and navigation techniques described in [22]. Some forms of content adaptation really only change the presentation, and some forms of adaptive navigation support do not change the possible navigation but only change “suggestions” by changing the presentation. We
decided to differentiate the three forms of adaptation and to present them in a single diagram in Figure 2.3.

The use of adaptive techniques has changed as AHS have matured. Especially in the field of education AHS have their origin in Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) where all the adaptation decisions (like what to show to the user and which steps the user should take next) were taken solely by the system. Some adaptation techniques still enforce a system decision upon the user, like hiding a fragment of text or removing a link. But in AHS the trend is to offer users more control. This has resulted in the techniques that we show below as “adaptive presentation”. They do not change the information or the possible navigation, but only use presentation variations to make suggestions to the user.

The use of particular adaptive techniques is also influenced by the increasing use of online assessment to more accurately measure user knowledge. Compared to early systems modern systems measure user knowledge as well as other properties more precisely [91, 37]. Therefore, having more precise measurements, more observable characteristics - AHS can use a wider range of techniques best suitable for each stored instance of information or user profile properties to provide better adaptation results.

### 2.3.1 Content adaptation support

The presentation of information can be influenced essentially in two ways: by showing/hiding the information or by emphasizing/deemphasizing it. The essential difference here is whether the information is accessible or not. When inserting, removing or altering fragments the information content is really changed. Other techniques: dimming, sorting, zooming and stretchtext keep the same information available but suggest to the user to only read part of it. This suggestion is made through changes in the presentation, which is why we also place them under “adaptive presentation techniques”.

The techniques of zooming (which is one of the recent techniques, introduced in [131] and stretchtext are useful for additional explanations which need not be read by every user. We would also like to distinguish three different types of scaling/zooming technique. The one mentioned before is a conventional technique providing content (irrespectively to the information type) scaling or zooming, changing the text font, zooming in or out a complete web page or only a pictorial part of it, or scaling down images that appear in the presentation. A fisheye view allows us to have a different view on information content or a link structure, that’s why we have associated this technique with adaptive navigation support as well. In a fisheye view certain details are kept visible (readable) whereas other details are scaled down a lot, aggregated or deleted entirely. The last one is a fragment summarization (for example text summarization when text is analyzed statistically and linguistically and a summary text is generated from these important sentences). In stretchtext only the title is shown whereas in zooming/scaling the entire information content is shown, but it may be scaled down (zoomed out) so much that it becomes unreadable using a conventional scaling technique. The user can decide to select/open the information so that it becomes readable (in full size). This is like placing a magnifying glass over the presentation that was scaled down. Accessing the information may also cause user model updates so as to influence the adaptive selection of zoomed information in the future.
Figure 2.3: Taxonomy of Adaptation Methods and Techniques
2.3.2 Adaptive navigation support

The most recent revision of adaptive navigation instruments was done in [24]. That paper provides an extensive overview of adaptive navigation techniques and methods that are becoming increasingly important in various aspects of adaptive applications from web-based hypermedia to virtual reality. It reviews all major approaches, technologies and mechanisms giving illustrative examples. In this respect we will provide just a taxonomy of adaptive navigation techniques and mechanism used in AHS.

There are two ways in which the user’s navigation can be influenced: enforced and/or suggested. The guidance techniques present recommended links, which can be obtained either through adaptively selecting links from a larger list (and hiding/removing the non-recommended links) or by generating destinations for predefined link anchors. In all these cases the structure of possible navigation paths (and links) is altered in a way that forces the user to select a link from a “computed” set of links.

Most adaptive navigation research focuses on adaptive navigation support that does not restrict the user but rather provides suggestions as to which links or paths are more appropriate than others. Sorted lists of links (placing the strongest recommendations at the top) and link annotations using colours and/or icons help the user in deciding which links are appropriate and which are not, but the user is not forced to follow these recommendations. The recommendations can be made by changing the content presentation, which explains why these techniques also fall under the “adaptive presentation” category.

Direct guidance using not just a single step but whole suggested paths were introduced for instance in KBS-Hyperbook, where users were provided with guiding trails. Adaptive link sorting is beginning to show up in personalized search engines. Link hiding, with its variants of hiding, disabling and removal, is most commonly used in the AHA! system. Link annotation is used in ELM-ART [31] and its descendents, including Interbook [27]. The link generation technique can be found in [140, 92], but is essentially also the technique used by amazon.com to provide its recommendations. A more complete survey of Recommender systems can be found in [2].

We can anticipate the use of three types of link generation techniques which may result in anchor adaptation, URL adaptation and destination adaptation. (All three are possible in AHA! for instance, but have mainly been used just to show their existence.) Initially introduced in [22] the page variants technique can be explained as a case of destination adaptation. The main difference between URL adaptation and destination adaptation is that with the former the decision as to which link destination to use is made when the page containing the link is generated, whereas the latter always shows the same link destination (URL), but when the link is accessed the server will decide which actual destination (or page variant) to return.

More powerful techniques can be defined as combinations of previously mentioned approaches to link adaptation. These are contextual links embedded into the context of the page, local non-contextual links which may include all types of links on a regular page (like links, buttons, lists, pop-ups and etc.). Links on local and global hyperspace maps provide graphical representation of local or global hyperspace navigational structure in a network form of nodes. The same approach of a global map structure can be seen in
providing linking from table of contents or index page, which in fact does support a kind of \textit{pre-defined} navigation, but it can be useful in a particular type of applications.

### 2.3.3 Adaptive presentation support

As we saw above, adaptively changing the presentation can be used to either emphasize/deemphasize part of the content (that is all accessible) or to suggest links to users. However, there is also adaptation to the presentation that is applied for entirely different reasons, like device adaptation or layout preferences.

Layout adaptation can be needed because content (especially in open corpus applications) needs to be presented within a predefined presentation format. Research in the GRAPPLE\footnote{2http://www.grapple-project.org/} project focused on integrating adaptive learning environments (ALEs) which is an adaptive system supporting teaching and learning in an educational setting, with learning management systems (LMS), which are used to deliver, track and manage training process \cite{19}. Depending on the LMS an information page to be presented may need to be placed in different frames/windows, and automatically generated view on the navigation structure may be included or may need to be omitted.

Another situation in which layout adaptation is needed is when adaptive presentations need to be adapted to devices with limited capabilities. A large presentation can for instance be scaled down, with the ability to zoom in to parts of it (one at a time), or the presentation may be partitioned into sub-pages that can be selected and viewed one at a time. Parts of information may also be presented within a predefined template layout which is reflected in presentation specification (for example using CSS web site templates with two columns and left navigation or just one column and right navigation).

### 2.3.4 Adaptive multimedia presentation

Nowadays a lot of photographic and multimedia content is described with extended metadata that can be used for/by adaptation. Moreover constantly extending image repositories, web services, tagging techniques, basic image operations which most of the devices are capable of, starting from computer software to embedded devices and internet applications have appeared. Even if these new technologies or image metadata are not available everywhere (e.g. on a handheld device) it is still possible to make use of image basics - width and height. Having a look at the aforementioned taxonomy of content adaptation we see the part that applies to adaptation in a multimedia context. The techniques that apply to textual content adaptation apply (viewed at an abstract level) to pictorial information as well.

We show a few use cases of adaptation to pictorial information below. Conditional image inclusion may be quite useful in device adaptation, where only a key part (tagged with some concept; may be a thumbnail) or just a resized image will be shown on a small-screen device or a device with low bandwidth capabilities for example. In case of image resizing generating adaptive presentation becomes very simple since it
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Figure 2.4: Conditional Image Device Resizing

Figure 2.5: Stretch Image to a Picture Set

doesn’t require any extensive metadata from an image, but uses only image dimensions (see Figure 2.4). In this case the Zoom/Scaling technique is the best to be used.

As a stretchtext/stretchimage technique example we can think of expanding a single image to a set of pictures or a picture timeline, extending presentation to provide rich multimedia experience and fulfill curious user goals (see Figure 2.5) or just present a thumbnail of an image. In [122] adaptation to the visual/verbal learning style dimension uses the stretchimage technique.

Any tagged part of an image may be conditional (e.g. Flickr photo notes and tags or Facebook photo tags) and associated with a certain concept and thus may be included in presentation (cropping image); one image may contain several noted/tagged areas which may be show within different presentation specification. In Figure 2.6 you can see an illustrated article about Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial church which can be adapted using the conditional inclusion technique both for text and image. While authoring, not only pages are associated with different conditions, but in this case different parts of the whole image are also tagged (like a part with old and new church in a given example), thus fulfilling a certain condition (e.g. interest in architecture styles) results in different presentation both for image and description, while there is a need to store only the original image.

A geo-location condition can be applied as a rule used for presentation generation in the following way: on the one hand at any time point the user is either linked to or located in
The same way: conditionally including video and audio content into presentation as a

to include them into a presentation using a geo condition to enrich the user experience or
categories, probably some particular place or even area borders and a geo-tagged images
a corresponding country, region, city; in the second case it is obvious to compare capital
use a static rule for determining user IP address and associating image coordinates with
starts exploring England or someone who has already shown more interest in the capital
England and its historical heritage to a person who is currently located in London and just
taking user position into account. For example, presenting a general information about
are being tagged with geographical coordinates while taking them using GPS enabled
devices or just doing this afterwards associating images with location where they were
taken. Thus a new condition can be applied to any geo-tagged image: either to show an
image guided by user current location/interest combination of values or adapt presentation
taking user position into account. For example, presenting a general information about
England and its historical heritage to a person who is currently located in London and just
starts exploring England or someone who has already shown more interest in the capital
rather than any other city. It is more obvious to present an article with a photo of Palace of
Westminster rather than Stonehenge for example (Figure 2.7). In the first case we may just
use a static rule for determining user IP address and associating image coordinates with
a corresponding country, region, city; in the second case it is obvious to compare capital
coordinates, probably some particular place or even area borders and a geo-tagged images
to include them into a presentation using a geo condition to enrich the user experience or
broaden their knowledge in a particular area.

The same conditional approach may be applied to video and audio information in exactly
the same way: conditionally including video and audio content into presentation as a
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whole video clip or audio sequence, but on the other hand it becomes possible to make conditional inclusions of video and audio fragments or combining both of them. For example depending on a user style and type and having a video clip as a content associated with a certain band - may result either in just audio playback of a track or embedding the whole video clip into a presentation if the user is interested in videos within this domain rather than just listening to sample songs. Since video and audio information can be presented as a sequence of frames (audio samples) one may be interested in playing back not the whole sequence, but just most interesting moments or listen to an audio fragment. Introducing authoring techniques for tagging/labeling different video sequences or having possibilities to extract meaningful fragments from video or audio content and binding them with different concepts may result in different presentation. For example you are fond of TV quizzes and appear to be not very patient to watch the whole episode and if all the endings of your favourite quiz shows are marked or tagged, then only final minutes with answers will be presented to you and you won’t waste your time watching opening credits and probably boring gameplay (e.g. like bookmarking particular chapters of your favourite DVD movie).

In [62] there has been an attempt to extend the taxonomy with multimedia components. It has been presented as a number of multimedia components used by the altering (fragments) technique, such as: models, views, controllers, widgets, graphics items, scripts, strategies. Providing component alteration may result in a system that can change its internal representation (model), its specific view, and/or one of the controls. Altering similar widgets may change the user interface, as well as changing different graphical items.

2.3.5 Media Adaptation Abstraction Layer

By analogy with the text frame-based techniques, all illustrated or pictorial content related to a particular concept is represented in a form of a media frame or a set of frames. Slots of each frame can contain several images and annotation variants of the concept, links to other frames, extended textual description, examples, etc. Presentation rules are used to decide which slots should be presented to a particular user and in which order or at what location.

Having reviewed all known to us presentation techniques and mapped the existing taxonomy on multimedia content showing the use-case and providing examples of techniques application we came up with a text/multimedia cross-techniques taxonomy (Figure 2.8). This cross-classification allows us to create an abstraction layer of presentation techniques used across the variety of AH systems (Figure 2.9).

Having matched adaptive presentation techniques classification on video and image content, one may think of creating an abstraction layer. That becomes an ultimate goal to make particular content presentation methods independent from techniques used by an adaptive engine (AE). In case of a reference architecture and in terms of the GAF project this abstraction can be found very useful. DM authors may describe adaptation rules irrespective of content type and low-level techniques, and different system designers may use particular presentation techniques to mach their content type. A draft scheme of such an abstraction can be found on Figure 2.9.
Here are the key points of the abstraction layer:

- The Adaptive Engine uses abstractions of presentation techniques:
  - it sends an event to provide adaptive presentation and a link to a content;
  - depending on a content type, a presentation technique selector parses content properties, methods set by a domain expert (if any) and chooses a method (e.g. resizing for image or font decreasing for text and so on.);
  - the same techniques are provided within authoring tools to isolate authors from describing each content type processing technique/method (only high level operations provided irrespectively of content type; however each content piece should be annotated with own attributes e.g. labels, areas, tags and etc.);

- Adaptation presentation techniques used by AE are independent from particular content handling methods;

- Info properties are used by presentation techniques to perform adaptation (e.g. labels, tags, fonts, size and etc.). For each operation there are certain properties used as parameters;

- Presentation techniques of a particular information type are mapped on a high level techniques repository - each content type may have its default methods;

- Content type recognition allows to identify content type by its URI or metadata and map on a correct implementation method;
• Domain experts are independent from connecting different content type method with authored content, they only state high-level techniques they want to use (basically it is a techniques taxonomy) irrespectively of content type (image, text, or even a combination of them);

• Content authors use the same list of high-level techniques for all authored contents;

• Abstract techniques are independent from content properties, which allows domain experts and system developers to introduce and describe new information types and corresponding methods;

• Pieces of content and content properties (blocks with hatching) are connected with a particular concept in a domain model (DM).

### 2.3.6 Tools Adaptation

Nowadays AH applications include not only content to be read, but also tools to interact with different resources. Though the question of tools adaptation is very specific and usually treated in a context of every single application. Apart from application adaptation it may play an important role in the user modelling and adaptation process. Usually tools adaptation results in providing a different set of features to the different types of users: novice vs. advanced users or group of users. For instance tools used in collaborative workspaces [34] can be either selected or adapted to support collaborative task accomplishment. Also, in the AES-CS system [130] field-dependent and field-independent
users were provided with different orientation support tools (such as a concept map and path indicator). Despite the fact that tools adaptation is still a very specific field, a generic adaptation model should be extensible to accommodate tools adaptation techniques and available instruments in a single, yet versatile and universal adaptation process.

### 2.4 AHS Reference Models

Having considered the core classification of AH methods and techniques, we now have a closer look at some of state-of-the-art AH systems. We also look back at the beginning of the era of *layered* reference models, models of hypertext systems in particular and systems from adjacent fields, and eventually draw a conclusions about the layered composition of GAF which we are going to take into account first and foremost due to separation of concerns reasons. It is of a great importance to consider an AH classification of methods and techniques (essentially distinguishing all major adaptation questions) if we want to make the GAF architecture flexible and extensible in order to accommodate and be able to describe diverse adaptation functionality. Besides that, all the building blocks (or layers) should be made independent (of each other) in order to describe a greater variety of models and systems and create a truly generic reference framework.

Reference models started having a *layered* architecture with the Dexter Model [60]. In 1992 the Tower Model was introduced [46, 133]. The Tower Model was an extensible data model for Hyperdocuments intended to serve as the basis for integrating hypermedia systems with other information sources, such as DBMS, IR systems, CAD tools, etc. To this end it had functional structures that can express adaptive and dynamic hypertext systems and applications. The Tower Model considered a layered structure, just like Dexter, but considered very explicitly the view (or projection) of each individual object through the individual layers, which led to the definition of the Tower. The model provided definitions of nodes, links and anchors as first-class citizens, and offered modelling constructors to build complex information representations, such as composite objects and cities. The tower constructor packaged together the multiple levels at which an object was described. These levels would include, among others, a structural description level, and a visual presentation level. For example of a text node tower description in Figure 2.10. These objects and functionality within the hyperspace were multidimensional, encapsu-
lating different aspects in a tower from an issue or a problem solution to a graphical rendering or a text representation. These different dimensions corresponded to different levels of a hyperdocument description and belonged to a different conceptual spaces, resembling one of the goals we stated (to achieve a clear layers separation in a generic system). As a more advanced structure the City comprised by a number of towers gave an opportunity of viewing a hyperdocument from different perspectives. The tower and city constructs can be considered the basis for later models like LAOS. Having presented a set of modelling constructs that made it possible to integrate a wide variety of information sources into a hypermedia systems, the Tower Model predicted and provisioned the structure and dynamics of AH systems, indicated that a layered structure of hypertext systems that can be used to provide flexibility and interoperability of the system within different concept spaces.

In the following models and systems like AHAM, LAOS, KBS-Hyperbook, APeLS and others we can clearly identify where the major adaptation factors (and therefore ‘layers’ or system building-blocks) belong. The AHAM model layout matching the basic adaptation questions is presented in Figure 2.11. We can do the same for the UML based Munich model (presented later in Figure 3.11), the LAOS authoring model in Figure 2.13 and APeLS system architecture in Figure 2.14. All figures underline the presence of major adaptation factors in each model and to some extent represent a layered or block-based (which essentially can be presented as layers, each responsible for a particular functionality or representing a model or a system component) structure according to these factors.

![AHAM - Adaptive Hypermedia Application Model](image)

**Figure 2.11**: AHAM - Adaptive Hypermedia Application Model

In order to perform adaptation based on Domain and User knowledge an **author** is required to specify how the system interaction results in different information presentation units based on DM. In AHAM, this is done by means of an adaptation model (AM) consisting of adaptation rules. An adaptation engine (AE) interprets these rules to handle link anchoring and to generate the presentation specifications. AHAM uses **ECA** (Event-Condition-Action) rules to describe the UM update and the adaptation processes, without requiring represented systems to actually do the same. In [139] the associated problems of termination and confluence problems have been considered, proposing static analysis of rules and a simple strategy for dynamic enforcement. The adaptation engine in the AHA!
Figure 2.12: Munich Model

Figure 2.13: LAOS Model
systems uses ECA rules. The same reasoning approach is applied in KBS Hyperbook, introducing also deduction rules, which are based upon the object oriented conceptual modelling Telos language. The APeLS system uses JESS (Java Expert System Shell) which in fact represents facts that make certain rules applicable and then asserting them, which is of an ECA reasoning type. Since ECA rules are low level they are difficult for authors to understand. Therefore some AHS provide authoring tools that hide the actual ECA rules and offer higher-level constructs, which correspond to “concept relationships” and “concept relationship type” in AHAM.

**AHAM Rule Example:**

This (generic) rule specifies that all relevant fragments (F) of the page (P) (where Fragment(P,F) is a predicate) will be shown to the user on access:

**Condition:** select P.access

**Action:**

```
update F.pres == 'show'
where Fragment(P,F) and F.relevant = true
```

There can be also a work-flow based constructs, concept type based rules or programming based constructs such as LAG or LAG-XLS languages [42, 122].

Now let’s choose the most representative AH examples of the past almost two decades and consider their modelling approaches by decomposing each system and studying their elements and functionality, and each model (Domain, User, Goal, Adaptation, Context models) in detail.

### 2.5 What?: the Domain Model

The *Domain Model* of an adaptive hypermedia application usually consists of concepts and concept relationships. A concept represents an abstract information item from the
application domain. In most of the systems the concepts form a hierarchy. As a result each concept can be either an atomic (primitive) concept or a composite concept that has child concepts (sub-concepts) and a description of how they fit together. Some systems and corresponding authoring tools allow graph based approaches. More complex ways of connecting concepts are also possible, as is often done in defining subject domain ontologies.

In this section we investigate a number of conventional AH systems in detail in order to identify trends and build a set of tools to construct a skeleton of DM for a new reference model. By studying basic and common DM elements of these systems we identify the core DM elements which are later extended by introducing the process notion and augmented with data-driven, semantic web and other features which allow us to cover a wide range of web-based personalization systems.

This new DM being built is discussed later on in chapter 4 in the context of the GAF architecture. We also come back to a question of DM modelling and representation in section 3.3 where process-oriented aspects are discussed. In section 7.1 we describe provenance properties of DM and in section 3.10 (table 3.2) elaborate semantic web features and approaches of the domain modelling. Later we revise our views on DM modelling after conducting a number of compliance studies in chapter 5, and even further update it after a number of real case-studies in chapter 6.

In many AHS concept hierarchies and their representation may vary from system to system, providing indexing facilities like in Interbook [27], mapping domain concepts onto a document space which contains documents and test items (and the concepts themselves). Each textbook is structured as a hierarchy of chapters and sections with atomic presentations, tests or examples. Interbook applies adaptive navigation support (but no content adaptation). The same hierarchical presentation can be traced in KBS Hyperbook [66, 67], where the system uses a knowledge base which consists of so-called Knowledge Items or essentially concepts. In this respect each document from the document space is indexed by some concepts from the knowledge base which describe the content representation and hierarchical structure. In APeLS the concepts are encapsulated into a Narrative structure where each narrative can be hierarchically split into sub-narratives.

Providing this type of Domain Model structure (where all concepts are fine grained and hierarchically structured down to low level representation primitives) makes it possible to apply adaptive techniques, working with fragments of fine-grained information units representing each concept and making adaptive presentation and navigation come into play. In general structures follow the same scheme of concept hierarchy (presented as a directed acyclic graph), providing an arbitrary number of object enclosures. This allows to apply adaptive techniques directly to a low level structure of fragments and pages performing user adaptive navigation and presentation support. Each system proposes its own way to encapsulate content information: in a form of a Pagelet (in APeLS), which contains content and a content model, representing general, pedagogical and technical information and which may be assigned to a certain content group. Or it may be an Information Unit just encapsulating content information as in KBS-Hyperbook. And these Information Units are indexed to map the Knowledge Items structure. In the AHAM model and in the AHA! system content representation is based on pages consisting of fragments (see Figure 2.15).
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Whereas most systems have a fixed concept structure in TANGOW concept structures are reconfigured in different ways according to the rules and depending on the user for which this website/course is intended.

A concept relationship is a meaningful relationship between concepts. In AHAM it is represented as an object (with a unique identifier and attribute-value pairs) that relates a sequence of two or more concepts. Each concept relationship has a type (e.g. direct link, inhibitor, ‘part of’ or prerequisite) which may play a role in the adaptation. Such a Domain Model structure representation applies to most AHS systems. In KBS-Hyperbook we may see the dependency graph of all the KI’s (knowledge items), in AHA! we have binary relationships of arbitrary types [45], and in APeLS we have a form of relationships map in a Narrative Model. In some of the systems or models (for instance LAOS) the ‘prerequisite’ type is withdrawn from DM as it is more related to a certain variant of content interpretation.

In the Munich reference model [87, 88] a more formal UML notation Domain Model view can be found, presenting all relations and entities in terms of UML associations, compositions, interfaces, links and packages, providing a formalized overall intuitive visual representation and a formal unambiguous specification of an Adaptive Hypermedia System Model. Two basic classes of a Domain Model are Component and Domain. The Component structure is represented by an abstract Component class, that can be either a Concept (class Concept), which is in turn can represent Atom or Composite class or concept relationship (class ‘ConceptRelationship’).

Considering yet another generic purpose AHS model GAHM we can see that here personalization is essentially carried out by handling hyperpages, which are defined to be a sequence of certain chunks, each of which is comprised of a content specification or so-called C-Spec, which may be presented in a form of data values or requests to a database and may be associated with a set of template variables, which can be marked as a placeholder for the content. Carefully considering this combination of C-Spec and R-Spec or rendering specification (which in turn describes how content has to be rendered) we may conclude that the aforementioned specifications to some extent can be mapped (by providing a description of functionality overlap of each system sub-components/models) onto...
the AHAM and Munich models. With respect to a Domain Model template variables and content specifications represent the conceptual structure of a Domain.

The (above) typical approach at defining a domain model as a set of concepts and concept relationships does not take into account dynamic aspects such as the construction of goals or tasks as structures over domain model concepts. Since the adaptation is moving towards more intelligent processes taking into account user interaction towards certain objectives, perhaps following a certain workflow in a highly dynamic context we see an emerging need for a separate model or layer to handle the Why? question, which we deal with in the Goals and Tasks section 2.7.

Another trend is to attempt to utilize the Domain Model as an ontology or vice versa. For instance providing an Integration Model (IM) and Integration Model Ontology (IMO), which allows specifying a Domain Model and ontology mapping as mentioned in [8, 136]. Alternatively the GOMAWE system [11] proposes a model based on a semantic data representation which can be easily utilized in process automation and knowledge reuse across applications. AHAM can almost handle the single ontology case (because it considers concepts and arbitrary concept relationships), however it has no provisioning dealing with multiple ontologies. In this respect considering the semantic web reasoning approaches is becoming more challenging than was initially thought. Research into reasoning over different ontologies is becoming one of the core AH research areas, because one cannot assume that different applications of which the adaptation must be combined are using the same ontology [8, 136, 33, 11, 50].

In general the Domain Model is considered to be a static structure being defined and authored by a domain expert, which implies that adaptation can be provided only within the bounds of a Domain modelled knowledge space. However the move towards open corpus adaptive systems defined in [28] is becoming one of the challenges in the AHS research field. It aims to extend AHS with the possibility to operate on an open corpus of documents, which is not known at design time and in addition to this can be constantly changing and expanding [25].

If an AHS has to deal with the open corpus document space the problem of mapping concept(s) to content arises. Having a great variety of content structures we may have:

1. one-to-one concept to content matching;
2. selection of content resources which results in one-to-many relations;
3. a link which is represented in a query (concept query) (e.g. topic resolving query) to provide content resources to be mapped with a certain concept;
4. or one resource may be a (partial) match to different concepts

Even though when combining just two Domain Models the task of reasoning is becoming challenging, in case of open corpus it becomes even more difficult in terms of concept and content alignment. As the consensus as to how concepts and content (resources) match may change over time the concept to content mapping problem is related to the research topic of concept drift [97, 132].
Having done a brief overview of core adaptive functionality in terms of rules (basically represented by ECA type rules) which are interpreted by an adaptive engine to deliver user navigation and presentation support, we didn’t mention a challenging idea of higher order adaptation. Though most of the systems adapt to one parameter (recommender systems adapt to what they think the user’s interests are, learning systems adapt to what they think the user’s knowledge is, some systems perform device adaptation), more advanced systems can do adaptation to more than one parameter at once or can monitor the user in order to decide to change the way in which the adaptation works. For instance in [122] the user’s learning style is monitored, and as the observed learning style is detected (or changed) the way in which the system adapts also changes. More in general a second order adaptive system would use machine learning techniques to discover usage patterns and adapt the way in which it adapts to the user or provides the following information to a domain expert for more accurate refinement. In general there may be no limit to adaptation orders: a system may learn how to adapt the way in which it learns how to adapt its adaptation strategy, etc.

In Table 2.5 we present a summary of the Domain Model functionality and specification approaches used in AHAM (and the AHA! implementation), KBS Hyperbook, APeLS and Interbook, as the most representative comparison examples, even though we realize that other systems with some additional properties exist. Each row in the table presents a description of a particular system, its properties and aspects which we consider describe more or less the same system functionality in comparison to other systems. On the other hand the table shows all the differences both in approach, implementation and composition of each system, as well as a difference or similarity in terms used to describe system functionality. E.g. Content Grouping (present only in APeLS and KBS Hyperbook) is implemented either in a way of grouping similar content pagelets in APeLS content groups or grouping a sequence of concept and associated content in Project Units fulfilling similar user objectives. In other systems grouping is not possible which we denote by n/a.

To augment the table we present similarities and differences in the structure and representation of the Information Units in Figure 2.16 and Pagelets in Figure 2.17 in the aforementioned systems.

As we can see both concept and content information are encapsulated in the same way. They represent the concept information irrespectively of the concept attributes, which may vary in some systems. And they also contain the content information which in most cases has a hierarchical structure and one parent node may consist of a several fragments of the same content or the sequential structure (e.g. certain type of narratives). A sequence here
Table 2.1: DM properties: concept related

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Concept Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An abstract representation of an information item from the application domain</td>
<td>Represents semantic relationship between concepts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AHAM</th>
<th>AHA!</th>
<th>KBSHyperbook</th>
<th>ApeLS</th>
<th>Interbook</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept information (attribute–value) pairs, sequence of anchors, presentation specification, atomic concepts represent single fragment of information, composite concepts use child attribute to specify sequence of composite concepts</td>
<td>Concepts like in AHAM with restrictions also have types; and associated with a template (which can have only fixed number of attributes)</td>
<td>Knowledge item (KI) abstract representation of domain knowledge (e.g. if, class, run, method) (may also be a compound structure)</td>
<td>Encapsulated in narrative model metadata (each narrative may add a new concept and corresponding narrative rules)</td>
<td>Glossary entries are domain concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Relationship</td>
<td>Authored semantic linking between concepts in a form of: (C1, C2, T, A) where (T–type): link, prerequisite, inhibit, part (compositional) and (A–attribute value)</td>
<td>Arbitrary types of relationships: fragment, link, contain</td>
<td>Dependency graph of the KIs denotes semantic links between information units (IU). Each IU is connected to one or more KI presenting which concept represents corresponding content in IU</td>
<td>Is presented in a form of a relationships map in the narrative model</td>
<td>Concept relationships (navigational paths between glossary items) types (1) first-page (2) sub-section (3) domain-concept (4) bookset (5) login-page (6) requirement (7) outcome and (8) fragment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.2: DM properties: content related

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AHS</th>
<th>APM</th>
<th>HyperBook</th>
<th>KBS Hyp</th>
<th>APML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain model</td>
<td>Full project goal to be learnt to the same learning objective (1-0)</td>
<td>Full project goal to be learnt to the same learning objective (1-0)</td>
<td>Project units are organized in concept pages</td>
<td>Knowledge items (KI) index Project units and information units</td>
<td>Project units are organized in concept pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full域项目目标</td>
<td>Full域项目目标</td>
<td>Full域项目目标</td>
<td>Project units are organized in concept pages</td>
<td>Knowledge items (KI) index Project units and information units</td>
<td>Project units are organized in concept pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagelet</td>
<td>Pages and figure</td>
<td>Pages and figure</td>
<td>Pagelet which may consist of several fragments</td>
<td>Information units are presented in a form of a pagelet which may belong to a certain content group (see Figure 2.17)</td>
<td>Information units are presented in a form of a pagelet which may belong to a certain content group (see Figure 2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content grouping</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain concept</td>
<td>Cross Mary concept (see Figure 2.17)</td>
<td>Cross Mary concept (see Figure 2.17)</td>
<td>Cross Mary concept (see Figure 2.17)</td>
<td>Cross Mary concept (see Figure 2.17)</td>
<td>Cross Mary concept (see Figure 2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Within-component layer</td>
<td>Within-component layer</td>
<td>Within-component layer</td>
<td>Within-component layer</td>
<td>Within-component layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Textbooks/textbook shelves</td>
<td>Textbooks/textbook shelves</td>
<td>Textbooks/textbook shelves</td>
<td>Textbooks/textbook shelves</td>
<td>Textbooks/textbook shelves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2.2: DM properties: content related**

- **AHS**: Advanced Hypermedia System
- **APM**: Adaptive Personalized Media
- **HyperBook**: Hypermedia Book
- **KBS Hyp**: Knowledge-Based System Hypermedia
- **APML**: Adaptive Personalized Media Language
means one-by-one concepts adaptation and corresponding content delivery depending on
the narrative (project to follow, goal, set of goals, etc.).
Having investigated a number of state-of-the-art AHS we now have a picture where to
start building a DM for a new reference model, we have created an toolset and cleared out
a number of promising and prospective directions which we are going to exploit further
when constructing the GAF architecture and describing all the nitty gritty details of the
framework.

2.6 To What?: the User Model

Like we did in the DM investigation in the previous section, we move on and consider the
User Model (UM) in the same way. We now study basic UM composition and properties
used in conventional systems applied mainly in the e-Learning domain. In the following
chapters after considering a number of related aspects such as a process-oriented perspec-
tive in section 3.3, provenance oriented aspects in section 7.1 in the user modelling as well
as the semantic web aspects in section 3.10, we will present the overall UM architecture
in the context of the GAF framework in chapter 4. Hereafter in the section we perform a
preliminary analysis of the UM structures and composition based on the classic systems
and models from the AH field as well as give an insight on the prospective UM solutions.
As an initial approach the adaptation process in adaptive systems was made based on
user characteristics represented in UM. Since that time many systems used their own
approaches and/or adapted to something else rather than user characteristics. In [86]
Kobsa suggested to distinguish adaptation to user data, usage data, and environment data.
User data points the way towards the adaptation goal. Usage data is comprised of the
user interaction that still could be used to influence the adaptation process. Environment
data comprises all aspects of the user’s environment that are not related to UM or usage
process or behaviour.
UM usually consists of entities for which we store a number of attribute-value pairs.
For each entity there may be different attributes, but in practice most entities will have the
same attributes. Therefore, it can be a table structure, in which for each entity the attribute
values for that concept are stored. Most entities in UM represent concepts from DM. Some
entity instances may represent a user’s background, preferences, interest, learning style,
or even a platform or environment specific properties.
Usually the analogy between the structure of UM and DM is that UM contains an overlay
structure over DM, mapping the user’s domain-specific characteristics like knowledge over the domain knowledge space. This is typically done by associating attribute values with each identifiable piece of user knowledge, interest or other characteristic for each concept of a given domain. When considering different aspects about different concepts the table representation (using a universal instance) would result in a sparsely filled table, but alternative implementation structures do not suffer from this problem.

In general we have domain dependent and independent properties. Domain dependent properties usually are: user knowledge, test results, learning objectives, problem solving tasks or short term objectives. Domain independent properties are: user credentials, preferences, cognitive and learning styles, user environment (time, place, equipment, etc.) and group affiliation if any. In this respect user experience or background can be considered as domain independent properties, however in case of overlap between domains background knowledge may be fitted again within DM structure.

Dealing with an Overlay Model, the LAOS model tried to eliminate the classical UM overlay structure by avoiding hidden adaptation rules, representing UM as a concept map in such a way that relations between the variables in UM can be expressed explicitly (without the need to express UM concept relationships as DM relationships). LAOS also uses GM (Goals and Constrains Model) [44] (uniforming ontological representation [90]) to express goals and constraints separately from DM.

From another angle user properties are considered as static (covering user personal characteristics, such as age, gender, grade, or capabilities) and dynamic (which is the information about user interaction with the system like knowledge, skills, motivation, plan, activity or goal). An AHS must handle static and dynamic UM properties in a different way: it can just use static properties but it must monitor (changes to) dynamic properties as well as use them for the adaptation.

Considering this generic and quite popular overlay approach we may easily identify that for instance in KBS Hyperbook the user is modelled as a current state of his/her knowledge snapshot at each time (overlapping DM KI vector structure). The Learner Model in APeLS is authored to meet a DM structure and is represented in a set of concepts and user knowledge of each concept. It may also contain user prior-knowledge, learning style and user objectives. However we will consider the user goal question separately in section 2.7 to have a clear separation of AHS system layers (similar to the LAOS system). There are no strict rules saying that we can’t use task representation within UM and treat it together with user characteristics. However we should first consider the question of system usability and therefore treat task representations and application models separately, in order to pursue system models independence and interoperability.

We may also identify the property reflecting the way knowledge is deduced and stored in UM. Most of the systems (like AHA!, Interbook) use a conventional scheme of updating knowledge level basing on the DM concept competence and keeping it in a UM overlay. Others (KBS-Hyperbook) use a probabilistic approach by means of Bayesian network calculating the conditional probability that knowledge x is known to the student under the condition which is denoted by previously detected information about this student.

As defined in the AHAM reference model the user model may also consists of a persistent part and a volatile part. For each concept attributes of which the value is maintained were
considered (for instance page was read or what is the level of knowledge). In this respect an AHS could recalculate some other attribute values on the fly. Some AHS may verify prerequisites satisfaction for a concept each time it is accessed or when a link to it is shown (backward reasoning), while another AHS may calculate and store prerequisite satisfaction each time it changes, for instance as a ready-to-access attribute in UM. For the future we foresee a new scenario where the AHS may already pre-compute (and store) the UM states that would result from future possible interactions like following a link. This thus allows the system to serve adapted information more quickly than when the (forward or backward) reasoning only starts when the user actually performs that interaction (follows that link). A smart system may predict the most likely future interactions and pre-compute several steps into the future (almost like what a chess program does). From a model point of view this can be considered as performance optimizations. In future however the predictions may also be shown to the users at which time they will influence the interaction and thus also need to be incorporated in the model of the system architecture.

In the tables 2.3 and 2.4 we present a summary of domain dependent and independent UM properties as they are presented in state-of-the-art conventional AHS models/systems: AHAM (and the AHA! implementation), APeLS, KBS-Hyperbook and Interbook. We also consider goals and objectives here as a part of UM, though in the following section we discuss a question of Goal model separately. Note that we concentrate on the representation of the user model, not on the process of obtaining or even deducing that information, which is covered in chapters describing the adaptation framework modelling in chapter 3 and architecture in chapter 4.

Having done the same we did in a previous section with DM gives us a good reference point to start constructing a new UM for GAF. In the context of a new reference model it would cover not only the early (described in this section) and current developments in AH field, but also extend it to a whole new level and capture relevant features from adjacent fields in order to contribute to a truly generic GAF reference model.

### 2.7 Why?: Goals and Tasks

In the previous section we already mentioned that the user goal can be considered a user property that can be stored in the User Model. However, we also saw that this is not the most natural approach. When considering goal-driven adaptation in existing AHS we cannot achieve good adaptation by just considering goals as user model properties. A goal is becoming not just an objective that has to be fulfilled, but evolves into a hierarchical structure of goals, objectives, tasks, requirements, workflows, depicting more task oriented and procedural approach. A Goal Model thus deserves to be a separate part of any up to date AH model.

An attempt to catch goal-driven adaptation has been made in KBS Hyperbook, where user defined or proposed system tasks have been mapped onto projects’ units, each representing an index of knowledge items (essentially concepts presentation in the system), providing an elaborated task approach, where projects meant to be real application issues that can be faced by performing a certain sequence of tasks (learning in terms of the
### Table 2.3: UM properties: domain independent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Domain independent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User goal and objectives</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall learning goal stated by interaction with user</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User follows a link to a (different) page</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User stated / assigned learning goal</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System internal objective</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represents a set of concepts to be learned</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain information on learner and environment</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience and/or background</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferences (font types, pictures, examples, size, etc.)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td>Domain independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User common static parameters</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience and/or background</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferences (font types, pictures, examples, size, etc.)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AHAM</th>
<th>AHA!</th>
<th>KBS Hyperbook</th>
<th>Interbook</th>
<th>ApeLS</th>
<th>AHA?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>link (direct or - n/a Link coloring</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domain</td>
<td>learning goal</td>
<td>concept to learn</td>
<td>concept to learn</td>
<td>concept to learn</td>
<td>concept to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(step at a time)</td>
<td>(step at a time)</td>
<td>(step at a time)</td>
<td>(step at a time)</td>
<td>(step at a time)</td>
<td>(step at a time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) for direct guidance</td>
<td>(1) for direct guidance</td>
<td>(1) for direct guidance</td>
<td>(1) for direct guidance</td>
<td>(1) for direct guidance</td>
<td>(1) for direct guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) for goal-based learning: knowledge items (KI) to be learned are selected by user goal (with triggering event for AE) consists of KI array</td>
<td>(2) for goal-based learning: knowledge items (KI) to be learned are selected by user goal (with triggering event for AE) consists of KI array</td>
<td>(2) for goal-based learning: knowledge items (KI) to be learned are selected by user goal (with triggering event for AE) consists of KI array</td>
<td>(2) for goal-based learning: knowledge items (KI) to be learned are selected by user goal (with triggering event for AE) consists of KI array</td>
<td>(2) for goal-based learning: knowledge items (KI) to be learned are selected by user goal (with triggering event for AE) consists of KI array</td>
<td>(2) for goal-based learning: knowledge items (KI) to be learned are selected by user goal (with triggering event for AE) consists of KI array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) for project-based learning: goal and project repository</td>
<td>(3) for project-based learning: goal and project repository</td>
<td>(3) for project-based learning: goal and project repository</td>
<td>(3) for project-based learning: goal and project repository</td>
<td>(3) for project-based learning: goal and project repository</td>
<td>(3) for project-based learning: goal and project repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
<td>Learning objective – state the goal of learning procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overall Learning Goal**
- **AHAM**: AHAM
- **AHA!**: AHA!
- **KBS Hyperbook**: KBS Hyperbook
- **Interbook**: Interbook
- **ApeLS**: ApeLS
- **AHA?**: AHA?
### Table 2.4: UM properties: domain dependent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Dependent properties</th>
<th>AHAM</th>
<th>AHA!</th>
<th>KBS Hyperbook</th>
<th>ApeLS</th>
<th>Interbook</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive / learning style</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Can be authored (not offered as a default option)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit user environment settings (time, place, etc.)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Represented by a set of concepts and a number of attributes for each content entity (attribute–value pairs) representing user knowledge of each concept (knowledge, interest, etc.)</td>
<td>Represented by an array of concept and a number of attributes for each entity</td>
<td>Knowledge vector KV is an array of knowledge items ([K_1, K_2, \ldots K_n]), each is weighted according to user confidence in this knowledge</td>
<td>Competencies learned describes users prior-knowledge described with the same vocabulary (concepts) as narrative (DM)</td>
<td>Knowledge attribute value estimating users’ knowledge on each concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning objectives</td>
<td>n/a (tracked by AE)</td>
<td>n/a (tracked by AE)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Competencies required describe user learning goals (minimum knowledge learner should acquire to complete a course)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving task (short-term user goal)</td>
<td>Yes (next page guidance; local guidance)</td>
<td>Yes (next page guidance; local guidance)</td>
<td>Direct guidance</td>
<td>Yes (course authoring dependent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
eLearning approach and orientation of KBS Hyperbook application), each consisting of dealing with a new concept. Thus having a diverse structure of projects one may fulfill different application goals having basically the same Domain and User model structures, being used all over in AHS.

Quite a similar approach has been followed in APeLS, where a learning object (LO) instance was able to fulfill a learning requirement, which was mapped to a certain content group, providing a choice of content depending on the users objective. At the same time LO are coupled with narratives to provide a domain dependent structure.

In the LAOS framework [65] a goal separation approach has been considered more elaborately, proposing the Goals and Constrains Model (GM). This model essentially filters useful domain concepts and groups them together, according to the goal. Because GM is a separate layer it allows the formation of goals that deal with more than one Domain model. The GM defines concept relationships that do not belong to the domain model but only define structures needed to satisfy a goal.

In the TANGOW/COL-TANGOW [35, 34] or CoMoLe [93] systems there is a set of tasks to be accomplished by users. These tasks are proposed at different times to different users according to the state of their UM and context, which makes a task dependent not only on the User Model but context of usage as well, which can not always be expressed through UM properties. We will consider context questions in the section 2.8.

As a generalization of a goal centric approach one may think of creating a hierarchy of goals and corresponding tasks comprising this goal, workflows that need to be followed to complete a requirement. Such a hierarchical structure should be aligned with a Domain Model to describe mappings between Models in order to have better adaptation results. In this case we may think of a Goal Model which might have the same structure as an overlay with the Domain and User Models correspondingly to provide concept sequences for a higher level goals representation.

As another aspect of the goal driven paradigm of adaptive systems we can consider deducing a goal from what other users have been doing within a given hyperspace. This may provide goal inference and recommendations to follow or just leading the user by previously discovered navigation patterns. In this case we may say that this goal has been learnt from other users’ interaction with the system, which is opposite to the classical example where goals and corresponding task are usually assigned to or chosen by users from a known set of objectives.

So we conclude that GAF should be capable of versatile goal assignment, either when it was created and given by a domain expert or proposed/recommended by the system itself (e.g. modelled in [96]). We elaborate these ideas in chapter 4 where the sub-architecture of the Goal model is described and also show how a number of seemingly unrelated systems and applications can share the same goal representation via GAF framework in conducted case-studies (chapter 6).
2.8 Where? and when?: application and context models

When talking about AH Systems in general, there is a wide range of application areas, however the major one still remains e-Learning or Educational hypermedia with a great diversity of systems. There are also on-line information systems, which cover the fields from cultural heritage, for example [117, 16, 123] to TV guides [14, 129] or social web systems [54, 109]. This diversity is becoming richer each year. One may think of providing adaptation in consumer devices or medical industry. In this section we will not cover every application area of AHS, moreover it is becoming even more difficult to capture the whole scope of constantly appearing systems and system approaches. We will rather focus on context issues that started playing an important role in AH systems. Context aware systems gain popularity, however context awareness is usually very field-dependent. Most of the time these are context-sensitive user interactions [6], providing context-based navigation or presentation support [107, 124] or context-aware adaptive process management [5]. Context awareness in some sense may replace the definition of application area or environment, allowing the system to be decoupled from a narrow field of application to a broader concept of context which may vary, providing system flexibility with different or evolving context. An Adaptive System therefore should be able to track this dynamic and evolving context which is taken into account in GAF and is captured within the Context Model (CM) (considering both user and usage contexts of adaptation).

Combining Adaptive architectures and Ubiquitous Computing results in a semantic inter-operation based approach to creating context-informed adaptive applications that make maximum use of rich content as presented in [102], or context sensitivity within content-based filtering recommender systems like in [40]. This may also be a context-based recommender system which is based on different adaptation filters to recommend individual or collaborative activities to the users according to different type of user features, behaviour and usage context like in CoMoLe system [93]. Though context may not always be applied in terms of AHS, a reference model of such a system should be designed taking into account context awareness and sensitivity aspects.

As should be clear from the description above the term context applies to both the application (context) in which adaptation can be applied and to the environment (context) in which the application is used. The application-dependent adaptation decisions correspond to the question where the adaptation is done (this also conforms with the classification of AH methods and techniques from section 2.3), whereas the application-independent environment (e.g. the use of context adaptation: time, day of the week, network bandwidth, etc.) corresponds to the question when the adaptation is done. In GAF, because of this difference, the where and when questions thus belong in different layers thus providing the flexibility to capture different contexts of the adaptation process, help to analyze users’ behavior and to some extent make the system inferences based on the information discovered. We continue the detailed discussion of GAF context and application models in section 3.1 where we put them in the context of the framework modeling and adaptation process description and in chapter 4 where the detailed architecture is described.
2.9 Dexter model revisited

In this section we revisit the Dexter Model in order to show a very important observation that hyperlinks are essentially represented by queries, which makes it possible to replace the navigation structure of the hypertext model by queries (and particularly considering search queries) instead of resolving navigation links which would be considered in the next chapters when discussing open corpus adaptation, web search compliance and other related issues.

![Layers of Dexter Model](image)

In Figure 2.18 the layered structure of the Dexter Hypertext Reference model is presented. Here the storage layer emphasizes ‘glueing’ components and links together to form hypertext networks. These components are generic containers of data (where there is no difference between content types, graphical and textual components). On the other hand, the within-component layer of Dexter Model is concerned with the contents and structure within the components of the hypertext network.

The Hypertext system requires functions to refer to locations(items) within the content of an individual component. It is done by anchoring (e.g. to support span-to-span links). These anchors provide the aforementioned functionality while at the same time maintaining a clear separation of storage and within-component layers.

The basic addressability in the storage layer of the Dexter Model concerns the component. This component could be an atom, a link, or a composite entity which may be comprised of other components. Atomic components are primitives which are determined by the within-components layer. Atomic instances can be called ‘nodes’ of the hypertext system. Links here are entities which represent relations between other components. They are usually a sequence of 2 or more ‘endpoint specifications’ each referring to a component in the hypertext. A more detailed structure of the overall organization of the storage layer is shown in Figure 2.19, it includes specifiers, links and anchors.

Simplifying the model and considering only the Web model of linking, where only the ‘TO’ resolver exists (in terms of Dexter Model) we can see the complementarity of a linking and searching notions (Figure 2.20).
In section 5.3 we are going to elaborate this idea and show how adaptation and which is more important the adaptation framework is compliant with the conventional web search process bridging the notions of querying and linking described earlier.

2.10 AHAM model revisited

The AHAM reference model [47] can be considered as an adaptive extension to the Dexter model. Therefore most of the layers in AHAM remain the same, while only the ‘storage’ layer has been modified to accommodate adaptation features. The adaptation required to split the ‘storage’ layer into Domain, User and Adaptation model (Figure 2.21) in order to facilitate adaptation to user attributes based on the conceptual structure of the domain, represented by the concept-link structure.

These major adaptation-enabling elements of AHAM do the following:

- DM describes how the information content of the application or is structured (using a conceptual representation of knowledge, concept hierarchies defining the trees of
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Figure 2.21: Layers of AHAM Model

concepts and types of relationships).

- UM represents user preferences, knowledge, goals, navigation and other relevant user aspects. It is devised as an overlay over DM concepts, storing user values for each visited concept/page.

- The presentation of content and link structure (from DM) is adapted to the user’s behaviour as well as to the user’s knowledge and interest (stored in UM). Thus an AE (implemented in the Adaptation Model) consists of adaptation rules. These rules define both the process of generating the adaptive presentation and that of updating UM.

2.11 Study conclusions: summarizing a vision of future generic AHS

Having presented a review of existing and some recent approaches to building an AH system, we summarized our vision on the future that will result in the GAF reference architecture in the coming chapters, highlighting key points, which will incorporate new ideas in AH research to provide greater adaptivity and flexibility of the system. Several of the items shown below are already showing up in AHS for a few years, but mostly in isolation, but now is the time when they all need to be present in a general-purpose AHS. Based on the investigation of Dexter and AHAM models we may look at GAF as an evolution of these two (Figure 2.22).

- **Ontologies.** In many AHS authors create not only the information space but also the concept space for applications. In order to start combining the adaptation from different applications, taking advantage of what one AHS has learned about the user in another AHS, the meaning of the concepts must be agreed upon. Therefore, instead of arbitrary conceptual structures adaptive applications are becoming based on ontologies. Combining the user models and the adaptation from different applications
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Figure 2.22: Evolving Layers of the GAF Model

based on the same ontology is a feasible problem, but when different ontologies are used, the problem of ontology alignment must be tackled first, making the reasoning on the Semantic Web [7, 11] within the boundaries of AH field more challenging. For example the AHAM reference model can handle the single ontology case (as it allows arbitrary relationships between concepts) but has no provision for dealing with multiple ontologies. In sections 3.10 and 3.7 we talk about Semantic Web and reasoning aspects correspondingly, considering mostly interoperability issues of the conventional AHS and semantic-web enabled. We also present a case-study of the CHIP system in section 6.4.

- **Open corpus adaptation.** Most AHS deal with a known set of information items, whether it is a single course, a ‘bookshelf’ or a whole encyclopedia. In such applications a concept space can be mapped onto the document space by the author. Even though open corpus is not a completely new research field, adaptive applications increasingly consider open corpus adaptation, where resources come from search results in large and dynamic LO repositories or from a Web search engine. In order to perform adaptation to an unknown document space, the mapping between concepts and documents can only be done at run-time, bringing the fields of hypermedia, databases, and information retrieval together. One of the strongest research threads in parallel to AH since the very beginning was the Open Hypermedia (OH) research aiming to separate links from documents in order to handle ‘hyperstructure’ separately from the media it relates to and trying to provide an alternative view of the AH from a contextually aware OH perspective [10, 9]. Recently defined in [28] open corpus adaptation in terms of, AH is receiving more and more attention providing new ideas and models in this area. Most of them introduce new approaches of adaptive navigation support in an open corpus space [25] or trying to model linked open hyperspace from open-corpus resources, providing indexing for open corpus resources (both manual or automatic keyword-based) or introduce some community-based or collaborative approaches. Currently no widely-used ap-
applications of content adaptation exist for open corpus applications (to the best of our knowledge). This is not surprising because it is difficult to foresee how the content (or presentation) should be adapted of pages that are newly found and are outside the control of the author of an adaptive application. In GAF we envision that content adaptation will become an integral part of open corpus applications. These approaches are covered in section 2.9 where Dexter model is revisited and linking and querying is considered as the same content retrieval approach on the modelling level.

- **Group adaptation.** With few exceptions AHS perform adaptation to individual users. However, this process can be significantly extended by taking into account actions undertaken by other users and the adaptation has been performed for other users, perhaps with a similar profile or belonging to the same (manually or automatically created) group. Determining the best partitioning of users into groups (that can be also done through collaborative tools adapted to each group features) and finally fitting this within AM is another challenge and subject of ongoing research. Although a few developments have dealt with automatic group formation (considering user features and actions) and adaptive generation of collaborative workplaces (e.g. COL-TANGOW) the main issue here for a new reference model is the existence of (group) models that are not associated with a (single) user, and rules for individual user actions generating updates of these models and of the models influencing adaptation performed for a user (belonging to the group), which is different from known stereotype AHS. In the ALS project an extension to AHA! system was designed to deal with group formation and adaptation, which allows us to model users belonging to groups as well as groups consisting of users, without the need to create a new and separate way to handle groups versus users. GAF group modelling approach description and charts can be found in 3.8 whilst the process aspects and interoperability with other models are discussed in chapter 4.

- **Data Mining.** The behaviour of user groups may provide information that can be used to improve the navigation structure of an application. Data mining is a valuable tool in this respect. For example, clustering users into groups based on their navigational patterns can be used to automatically suggest hyperlinks or products to a user or customer, based on the common interests of the members of the group and has been considered long ago [140]. An overview of web mining for website personalization can be found in [52]. Similar research in this direction, providing hints for reorganization of sites, was described in [36]. The application of data mining in AH research has been started mostly in the area of e-Learning [116], but the need and potential benefits of data mining in the all of AHS areas are obvious. The main consequence of the introduction of data mining in adaptive applications is that the traditional AM based on ECA rules no longer covers all the possible ways in which the needed adaptation can be determined. Whereas ECA rules cover the calculation of the ‘immediate’ adaptation, data mining can potentially be used to capture

---

3Adaptive Learning Spaces project under the Minerva Program.
longer term effects. Ideally the outcome of data mining for adaptation would be the automatic generation or updating of the ECA rules that drive the AE. Therefore we provide an overall picture of Data Mining approaches that can be used implementing AH system or application in 3.9 besides we touch upon these problems in compliance and case-studies where the applicability of aforementioned approaches is explained.

- **Higher order adaptation.** As mentioned in 2.4 we are beginning to see applications that not only monitor the users behavior in order to perform adaptation, but also to decide to adapt the adaptation behavior. Monitoring the user and the adaptation process will allow systems to deduce either directly or indirectly (after data mining) how to refine existing rules or construct new ones. Higher adaptation orders will allow systems to do adaptation to more than one parameter at once, though considering several aspects of adaptation is inherently difficult because they may influence each other. In sections 3.9 and describing GAF architectural composition in chapter 4 we stress on a Higher-Order Adaptation (HOA) block and describe it within the structure of the framework.

- **Context awareness.** On the one hand shifting from Application Model to Context Awareness will help to decouple and make AH systems and applications less integrated with and dependent upon the environment in which they are used. On the other hand, considering a context model will allow the system to be sensitive and adapt in many other ways, rather than following a certain number of fixed adaptation rules. In this respect adaptation to context may also be referred to as a higher order of adaptation, providing monitored results to devise new rules in a particular context. Chapter 4 discussed not only the Context Model but distinguishes between the User and the Usage contexts of the framework. Besides a great variety of contexts is touched upon in the discussion of the conducted case-studies in chapter 6.

- **Multimedia adaptation.** Earlier in 2.3.4 we have discussed this important aspect of adaptive methods and techniques, mapped existing content adaptation techniques on multimedia content, which resulted in a level of technique abstraction, independent of a content type. Besides the part of GAF (described in section 2.3.5) concerns the content independence at every application level: authoring, AE, or presentation generation. It helps to generalize techniques and methods use and broaden application deployment.

As a result of these investigations, we foresee further developments and research strategies of AH as well as requirements for a modular composition of a new AHS reference model that captures all these new trends and adjoining technologies to support users within rich and diverse ‘hyperspaces’, bringing a new level of adaptation to the user experience. In this chapter first and foremost we reviewed AH architectures, and defined a new taxonomy of adaptation techniques. Secondly, we showed that using the results of this analysis we have obtained requirements for a new reference model that we will discuss further and that builds on the experience gained with existing models including the Tower Model, the
AHAM reference model, the multi-layer LAOS model, and others, and that draws from the many new research ideas that show up in (prototype) adaptive systems.
Chapter 3

Modelling GAF

3.1 Introduction to building GAF

The research field of adaptive hypermedia and adaptive web-based information systems has been growing rapidly during the past ten years and this has resulted in new terms, concepts, models, prototypes and methodologies. The main existing reference model AHAM [139], developed in the beginning of this period, preceded many of these new developments. This chapter’s aim is to show how these updated and new methodologies can fit into a new reference model of AHS, and provide a common reference in terms of both taxonomy, model and architecture.

In this chapter we are going to investigate different GAF modelling approaches, varying from process-oriented aspects to the reasoning and semantic web interoperability. The following published papers contribute to this chapter: [75, 78, 80, 64, 81].

The adaptation process is usually defined by techniques and methods of AH used in this process. Here we not only revisit the questions of the adaptation process, methods and techniques, but also address the issues of aligning all these questions in a common structure, of a generic AHS and its process representation.

Adaptation techniques and methods refer to means of providing adaptation and their generalization correspondingly and comprise the core of adaptation process. Every adaptation method shows a clear idea of the approach, but at the same time each method can be implemented by a number of different techniques (for example adaptive navigation support can be implemented using guidance techniques or link hiding), likewise some techniques may be used to implement several methods using the same knowledge representation. This set of techniques and methods described in the section 2.3 comprises a toolkit of AH [22, 82]. Both techniques and methods can be applied to content, presentation and navigation adaptation. Here we distinguish adaptive presentation beyond the original content and navigation techniques and decide to differentiate the three forms of adaptation: content adaptation techniques, adaptive presentation techniques and adaptive navigation techniques in a single diagram (see figure 2.3).

But we can’t really define the reference model only using the classification and description of methods and techniques. Hereafter we start building a reference model of a generic adaptation framework as a layered structure (the reason why the layered (or blocked)
structure has been chosen will be explained later in this chapter). As mentioned in section 2.4 reference models started having layered architecture with the Dexter Model, later on the Tower Model became an extensible data model for Hyperdocuments intended to serve as the basis for integrating hypermedia systems with other information sources (e.g. expert systems). Later the most well-known and important AHAM was developed, followed by other models and systems, such as LAOS (where the aforementioned layered approach was elaborated), APeLS, the Munich model, Hera, etc. In GAF we reconsider design issues for application independent generic AHS, review open questions of system extensibility introduced in the adjacent research fields, and try to come up with the generic approach to build up an adaptive framework.

The inspiration for the further GAF research and development is captured in Figure 3.1. It shows a set of blocs that will be used and described to devise the framework. On the left side we mention a new requirements for an up-to-date reference model, while on the right side the classification of AH methods and techniques in terms of questions that have to be answered. It shows that we are going to align the major adaptation questions and the corresponding functionality (layers or building blocks) with the new ideas outlined in the conclusions to the previous chapter (mentioned on the left side of the figure).

![Figure 3.1: GAF Composition (a starting point for building the framework). (On the left side we list the requirements for the framework composition, where some of the requirements will be defined during the compliance studies. On the right side - major adaptation questions to be answered).](image-url)
3.2 From Dexter Model, through AHAM, to GAF

In this section we show the evolution of the Hypertext reference models, from Hypertext to Adaptive Hypermedia to the new GAF which encapsulates most recent developments in AH and adjacent fields (Figure 3.2). A brief discussion of the Dexter model can be found in (section 2.9), so here we would like to concentrate on the adaptation features evolution and outline major differences of these systems.

The AHAM [47] reference model could be considered as an adaptive extension to the Dexter model. Major points of AHAM are:

- Any AHAM application must be based on DM, describing how the information content of the application or ‘hyper-document’ is structured (using a conceptual representation of knowledge).
- A UM must be devised and its sustainability should be maintained representing preferences, knowledge, goals, navigation and other relevant user aspects.
- The presentation of content and link structure must be adapted to the user’s behaviour as well as to the user’s knowledge and interest. Thus an AE should be defined consisting of adaptation rules. The rules define both the process of generating the adaptive presentation and that of updating UM.

In AHAM the Dexter Storage layer was split to support Domain and User modelling in order to facilitate adaptation to user attributes based on the conceptual structure of the domain, represented by the concept-link structure. The Adaptation Model (AM) encapsulates the Adaptation Engine (AE) functionality, the rule system performing adaptation based on the value of UM attributes.

Moving towards GAF, we enhance adaptation capabilities and include new methodologies and techniques, facilitating more elaborate adaptation. In Figure 3.2 (right model) we presented an extended draft architecture of GAF and briefly outline the enhancements (compared to AHAM). In Figure 3.3 we decouple GAF blocks in a way we used to describe the adaptation process and put them in a hierarchical structure to show what these major enhancements are and where they belong in the GAF block structure.
Ontologies are used in order to provide interoperability in adaptive applications. These ontologies must be agreed upon, considering concept structures and meanings, therefore ontologies as a base concept structures are accepted in more and more research fields. A Domain Model based on an ontology makes interoperability feasible.

Open corpus adaptation which is increasingly considered in adaptive applications is scrutinized. This is where resources come from search results in dynamic learning object repositories or from a Web search engine (see section 5.3).

Data Mining is a valuable tool with respect to clustering users into groups based on their navigational patterns or capturing long term effects of adaptation rules.

Group-based adaptation will extend the adaptation by taking group models into account. It determines partitioning of the users into groups and and adapting to the group model.

Higher order adaptation will monitor the user’s behaviour also to adapt the adaptation behaviour.

Multimedia adaptation provides a content type independence at any application level, providing a generalization of adaptation techniques and methods to work with.

Context Awareness allows system and application to be decoupled from the existing environment, and makes them more sensitive to adapt in many other ways rather than through a set of predefined rules. We consider usage and user context for GAF:
both capturing the context of user behaviour and Domain Model usage, allowing to adapt to user and concept contexts (e.g. environment settings).

The starting point however is the structure presented in Figure 3.4. It is based on the investigations from the previous chapter and outlines not just a basic set of blocks but basically the GAF skeleton. Thus from now on we will consider it as the GAF baseline and elaborate each and every block in the following chapter(s).

Figure 3.4: GAF Layered Model Schema (presents the overview of the framework’s basic elements composition, aligned with the major questions defining AH methods and techniques described in section 2.3)

### 3.3 GAF Process Modelling

Hypermedia applications provide their users with the freedom to navigate through a large hyperspace whereas Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) offers personalized content, presentation, and navigation support. Throughout the development of the Hypermedia and later AH research field people have been trying to create reference models of these categories of systems. Major reference models have been favouring a layered architecture, starting with the Dexter Hypertext Model [60, 61], and later the Tower Model [46] (introduced as the Extensible Data Model for Hyperdocuments). Later this was continued in the adaptive hypermedia field with the most referenced AHAM model [47], followed by other systems and models, such as LAOS [44], APeLS [41], the Munich model [87]. However, these developments were mostly concerned with the structure and/or the data model, but not as much with the process underlying the adaptation.
Newly developed systems have brought in new terms, concepts, approaches, models, methodologies, prototypes and use-cases. But in general they have not led to a clearer picture on the “ideal” adaptation process and haven’t even introduced such a notion. Although there is a larger variety of specialized systems than ever before, there is still no consensus as to what is the ideal generic (or general purpose) AHS would be, and in particular how its adaptation process should look like.

In this section we examine the issue of aligning the adaptation process, based on an extensive list of AH methods and techniques [82], with a layered structure of AHS. We show that to some extent the process influences and defines the composition and the ordering of such a layered structure in such a way that it partially arranges the order of the layers, defines couplings and determines the major transitions in the system. We show that the process driven approach gives more insight into AH development methods and the composition of the AH system.

### 3.3.1 Adaptation Process Modelling

**Definition 1** The Generic Adaptation Process (GAP) defines the interaction in AHS starting with the goal statement, exploiting features of the user (such as knowledge, interest, age, etc.) and domain models and adapting various aspects of the information and presentation to the user.

Figure 3.5 shows this user modelling / adaptation loop as originally presented in [23]. It presents basic elements of the adaptation when the user data is collected and UM is constructed to be processed by the system (and AE in particular) to generate the so-called “adaptation effect” which can result in content, navigation or presentation changes.

![Figure 3.5: Classic Loop User Modelling - Adaptation](image)

Considering a generic adaptive system one may think not only about defining a framework or reference (data) model but also about what the adaptation process within the system looks like, beyond what Figure 3.5 shows. Next two figures show extensions of the classical loop, taking into account that selection of user information or reasoning about the user
model to obtain answers about the user is an essential part of the adaptation process (Figure 3.6) and that either the user or an administrator (or both) need the ability to scrutinize the user model (Figure 3.7).

![Figure 3.6: User Model Inference - Adaptation Loop](image)

These updated user-modelling - adaptation loops give a more extensive overview of the adaptation. In [82] we took a different approach: we extended the classification of initial AH Methods and Techniques with an adaptation process cycle to give the first insight of the GAP flow, shown in Figure 3.8.

Although coupling the AH methods classification with the adaptation process had a different purpose from what is shown in the classical (and later) loops of user modelling - adaptation our goal is to show the diversity of the adaptation process representation and
the possibility of aligning not only the user-modelling - adaptation loop into the adaptation process but the adaptation methods and techniques as well. We consider that most of the AHS aspects can be aligned in the adaptation process which can serve as a reference process for AHS design, comparison and evaluation.

Figure 3.8: Classification of AH Methods and Techniques; Adaptation Process Highlights [82]

3.3.2 Reference Adaptation Process outlines

In this section we describe the reference adaptation process, aligning it with the traditional adaptation questions (section 2.2) and formalizing it in a single generic manner. In particular, we:

- provide a flowchart diagram of a generic AHS;
- place the notion of the adaptation process in the context of a generic layered AHS;
- align the layers of AHS in a “sequence chart” and present the reference adaptation process.
We introduce the notion of $GAP$, which consolidates most of the developments in the AHS field. Our approach starts from a methods and techniques classification, which leads to a layered-based model. We then match the adaptation process with the layered structure. We design a suitable layered structure for AHS \cite{82} and get to the process representation by rotating these (normally horizontal) layers of the AH framework 90 degrees which eventually turns into an informal sequence chart (section 3.6). It shows inter-layer connections, information and control flows first of all in the AHS, and at the same time it easily matches the workflow representation. Thus we have a two-fold process presentation which can to some extent be derived from the AHS structure and which can also drive requirements for modular AHS composition.

Later on in section 5 we present a proof of concept of the generic process by showing 3 diverse use-cases (compliant with flowchart and sequence chart process representation). We show that our adaptation framework encloses both types of process representations in one go. The first example will present a classical Adaptive course \cite{34,21} which can be easily aligned with the generic adaptation workflow. The second example scrutinizes a different field and shows web search and the way we are used to query information on the Web being aligned with the adaptation sequence. In the third example we consider an on-line recommender compliance.

But first we consider the adaptation questions and related adaptation process insights and then $GAP$ in details.

### 3.3.3 Questions of Adaptation and Adaptation Sequence

Adaptation can be defined by posing and answering six major questions:

- Why do we need adaptation? ($Why?$)
- What can we adapt? ($What?$)
- What can we adapt to? ($To \ What?$)
- When can we apply adaptation? ($When?$)
- Where can we apply adaptation? ($Where?$)
- How do we adapt? ($How?$)

This type of classification has been initially introduced in \cite{23}. Revisiting these questions we address the issue of aligning them (also aligning the corresponding methods, techniques and respective modules (layers) of AHS) in $GAP$ which can serve as a process guideline and framework for defining the way an AHS functions.

Figure 3.8 presents an order in which the adaptation questions could be asked (and answered), thus leading to the first informal definition of the adaptation process. The classification of AH methods and techniques is outlined by the solid lines representing the typical dimensions for the analysis of adaptive systems \cite{118}; at the same time we join the same classification blocks considering the adaptation process perspective which is depicted by dotted lines. This process is usually initiated by the user stating the adaptation...
goal and thus answering the Why? question. Then in the process we consider the What? and To What? questions, which emphasize Domain Model (DM) and UM descriptions. When? and Where? go next providing context and application area definitions. Lastly, the How? question describes methods and techniques at the conceptual and implementation level.

Taking into account user needs and system components (anticipating both core and optional components) we would like to present a process which explains the transitions, states, sequences and flows in a generic AHS. First we revisit a few such systems. Then, based on the research and summarization done in [82], we present the flowcharts of an AHS and finally come up with the conceptual sequence chart of a layer-structured adaptation framework (GAF).

Considering the adaptation process in other systems we mention a few examples of how the authors tried to capture an idea of defining the adaptation processes (both implicitly or explicitly) in their systems and matching processes with the layered structure of their systems.

In the GOMAWE system [12] (Figure 3.9) the authors tried to fit the adaptation process in the general ontological model of the system they designed. Though there is still much to be considered in terms of the real inter-layer transitions, we can already observe a few basic transitions such as the Event Interface which either triggers the Push Reasoning or provides the data for the Pull Reasoning interfaces of the Reasoning layer. Here Push is responsible for transforming user events into UM updates which (events) happen when users interact with the system, and Pull retrieves the UM state. Moreover these connections tie different layers of the designed system together.

Figure 3.9: Overview of the General Ontological Model for Adaptive Web Environments GOMAWE (has a layered structure and presented as a sequence chart)

Another Generic Adaptivity Model was presented in [49] (Figure 3.10). It provides a cycle view of the adaptation process trying to match it with a layered structure. However, it doesn’t represent any of the AHS adaptation functionality.

The Munich model defined by Koch in [87, 88] presented the lifecycle model of adaptation in the UML formalized notion (Figure 3.11).
It defines the following ‘layers’ or components or states to be tied by these process loops: presentation, interaction, user observation, and adjustments of the systems (which include Adaptation itself and UM updates). These cycles start with an initial presentation and a default UM. Stereotypes are usually used to provide the information for the initial UM. Then the following steps of adaptation cycle follow [87]:

- **System Interaction** - which describes how to react to certain user action(s), resulting in the termination of this cycle and adaptive continuation;

- **User observation** - in which the evaluation of the information retrieved from UM is being done;

- **Adjustments** - comprising the two sub-states: User model update — in which UM attributes are updated; System adaptation - in which the adaptation is performed (adaptation of presentation, content or navigation) utilizing the state of UM.

- **Presentation** - when the system presents the adaptable elements taking into account what the information system knows about the user; the system remains in this state until the user starts interacting with system again.

To some extent most of the adaptation loops fall under this classification. The interactions are continuous and recursive when the user continues using the system and explores the knowledge base in depth. We should also mention that here we don’t consider any concurrent loops that may happen and influence each other in every aspect.

The General Meta-Model for AHS, presented in [119], captures input-output processes of an AH “meta-model” (which essentially connects classic UM-adaptation loop with the navigation and presentation models) (Figure 3.12). Though these input-output parameters sometimes don’t connect particular blocks in each model represented in the figure, they denote the process flow of the system, e.g. User Context is required as an input for AE to enhance the adaptation results, or the adaptation functions update UM. Thus it might be
useful to show the data flows of the system in terms of the input/output of each component as presented in Figure 3.12.

![Figure 3.11: Lifecycle Model of Adaptation (Munich Model)](image)

3.4 Adaptation Process Flowcharts

In this section we summarize the procedural knowledge of the information flows in AHS and come up with a generic representation of AHS processes. We present the adaptation process flowcharts generalizing the functionality of the AHS. In fact these flowcharts follow the system properties summarization presented in sections 2.6 and 2.5. Based on the summarized (and generalized) functionality we devise these adaptation process flowcharts.

We distinguish the following flowcharts:

- abstract adaptive process flowchart (Figure 3.13);
- goal acquisition and adaptation (Figure 3.14);
- adaptation functionality (Figure 3.15);
Each flowchart (except Figure 3.13) represents a certain aspect of the adaptation process, annotated to give more insight in the description of some blocks. On the right side of each chart we link parts of the process to the layers of the GAF model. The communication between the layers is illustrated in Figure 3.22. We also mark with numbers the exact correspondence of Figure 3.22 calls and transitions with the outlined blocks on the flowcharts (Figures 3.14 - 3.16) in order to show the conformity of the sequence and flowchart approaches which is discussed later in compliance study section 5.

In the goal acquisition and adaptation flowchart (Figure 3.14) we start with the group analysis, thus assigning the user to a group or acquiring group properties in order to take them into account while choosing the adaptation goals. Here we also make assumptions that the user may belong to one group and may not change the group within a session. The user may have his/her own goal or be advised by the system, as well as proposed to use the group goal. In any case goal suitability is checked to determine whether the user can follow it. All suitable goals are elaborated in a sequence of concepts or the most appropriate project (defined set of concepts to study, e.g. as it was used in KBS-Hyperbook) is chosen.

The Adaptation functionality flowchart (Figure 3.15) presents the main AE functionality in a sequence of concept-content adaptation steps for a particular user. In general we analyze conditions for a particular step and execute adaptation rules which apply adaptation techniques and perform presentation, content and navigation adaptation. After that UM attributes are updated accordingly and the user proceeds with the next concept either on a one-per-click or project-organized basis. This figure looks very similar to what was done...
Figure 3.14: Goal Acquisition and Adaptation Flowchart

- **User state is analysed, UM retrieved, current user knowledge extracted and user domain indep. properties affecting goal choice**

  - **Does user belong to a group?**
    - **No**
      - **Proceed with a single user**
    - **Yes**
      - **Assign user to a selected group for this adaptation process sequence / or create a new group consisting of this user**

  - **Use group goal?**
    - **Yes**
      - **Goal is proposed/recommended by the system/group (all/narrowed)**
      - **Suitability: calculating user fitness/distance (according to a chosen concept goal)**
      - **Goal suitability?**
        - **Not suitable**
          - Next concept to follow
        - **Suitable**
          - **Goal selection?**
            - **Single concept goal**
              - Next concept to follow
            - **Multiple concept goal**
              - **Selecting suitable project/ set of concepts from repository**
              - **Generate sequential trail path, etc.**

  - **No** (all available goals are proposed)
    - **User has a goal?**
      - **Yes**
        - **Choose/define goal (goal/project repository, links represented on a current page, etc.)**
      - **No**
        - **User is notified that his goal according to the current knowledge state is not reachable or may mislead, so user is proposed to follow the system generated or one of the predefined goals**

- **End**
Figure 3.15: Adaptation Functionality Flowchart
the in IMMPS model [17], presenting a reference architecture for intelligent multimedia presentation systems where the knowledge server was separated from the main flowchart in order to separate and retain the knowledge base from other system functionality. For the same reasons to separate AE functionality we have the distinguished concept-content adaptation interaction block. The flowchart presents the case where adaptation is done and then UM is updated. However, an AHS may also decide to first update the UM and then perform adaptation. AHA! [45, 48] and GALE [134] do it this way.

**Figure 3.16 represents Test-feedback functionality**. Here if such a feedback is required the user continues either with the external evaluation or internal assessment which could be part of a project or a separate questionnaire or test instance. If a user failed the test, user goals might be refined and he/she could be requested start all over again.

### 3.5 AHS functionality explained in terms of process representation

In order to explain the process representation we would like to show a number of previously investigated systems from chapter 2 considering their adaptation process perspective. We show the adaptation process of these systems as it has been decomposed using GAP. We have studied AHAM (Figure 3.17), (AHA!) (Figure 3.18), APeLS (Figure 3.19) and KBS Hyperbook (Figure 3.20) Adaptation Engine processes in detail. Numbers in each figure show the sequence of the adaptation steps and present only one adaptation iteration of the engine. It is easy to follow after considering the Figure 3.13 and its detailing.
Figure 3.17: AHAM Adaptation Engine Process Representation
Figure 3.18: AHA! Adaptation Engine Process Representation
Figure 3.19: APeLS Adaptation Engine Process Representation
3.6 ‘Rotating’ the Layers of AHS: Adaptation Process and the Layered Model

Figure 3.21 presents the conceptual structure of GAF [76] in which we align the order of the layers in the system according to the classification of AH methods and techniques (Figure 2.2). Though this order represents the basic understanding of the adaptation questions every particular system may vary or even omit some of these, thus leading to a different composition of the system layers determined by the different adaptation process. Now considering the generalized adaptation process flow-charts presented in (Figures 3.13 - 3.16) and the layered nature of AHS [82] we present GAP within the layered GAF model. We believe that in order to couple, align, sort and arrange the layers of such a system (both the generic model or some particular domain focused implementation) one should keep in mind an adaptation process sequence that will partially determine the layer arrangement and to some extent will define the mandatory and optional elements and drive the system design¹. Figure 3.22 shows such an abstraction of GAP in terms of the system layers. (It appears rotated back as it only fits on the page in landscape orientation.) We have marked the communication arrows with numbers to set up a correspondence with the flowcharts, where respective blocks are outlined and marked with the same numbers. This is done to show the coherence of the sequence and flowcharts. We should also note that not every connection in the adaptation process sequence exists in the above-mentioned flowcharts due to the more extensive description of the GAF process sequence chart.

¹Thus we decided to rotate the anticipated layered structure representation (which normally has horizontal layers) by 90 degrees counter-clockwise and match it with the adaptation process flowchart.
Figure 3.22: Conceptual Generic Adaptation Process Sequence Chart
The marked connections here are:

- (1) User goals are defined. In case user doesn’t define any goal it can be proposed by the system or a group goal can be used;
- (2) User goals are aligned with DM, considering the conceptual structure of the domain. According to the selected goal a suitable set of concepts to follow is chosen;
- (3) Adaptation is initiated and control is passed to the Application Model (AM);
- (4) Operations of UM properties such as acquisition (which is performed before actual adaptation) and update (which may be done before as well as after the actual adaptation execution depending on the system implementation) (corresponds to a few places on the flowchart);
- (5) Operations mainly concerned with working with the concepts from DM;
- (6) Appropriate adaptation methods and techniques are invoked;
- (7) Retrieved content is passed to the Presentation model to be rendered/generated and presented to the user;
- (8) Corresponding content (for concerned concepts) is retrieved from the Resource model and handed over back to AM;
- (9) Group related operations (assigning users, retrieving group properties, defining new groups, etc.).

3.7 Reasoning in GAF

In order to perform adaptation based on domain and user knowledge an “author” should specify how the system interaction results in information presentation (based on the information retrieved from DM). For instance in AHAM, this is done by means of an AM which consists of adaptation rules. AE runs and interprets these rules, handles link anchoring and generates the presentation specification. It is based on ECA rules which describe the UM updates and the “adaptation processes” to some extent.

In section 2.6 we have thoroughly investigated the questions of the conventional AH reasoning approach and compared a number of state-of-the-art systems from the reasoning perspective. These were the AE in the AHA! systems using the aforementioned ECA rules, as well as KBS Hyperbook, which also introduces the deduction rules (based upon the conceptual modeling “Telos” language). The APeLS system used JESS rules representing facts that make certain rules applicable and assert the rules (complies with the ECA reasoning type). But ECA rules are low level and sometimes they are difficult to understand, therefore, AHS used to provide authoring tools offering higher-level instruments to author the adaptation (e.g. in AHAM using “concept relationships” and “concept relationship types”). There were a number of issues associated with ECA reasoning. In [139]
those concerning problems of termination and confluence were considered, and a static analysis of rules and a simple strategy for dynamic enforcement has been proposed. In the following sections we revise the reasoning approaches used AHS and adjacent fields and introduce a generic AH ECA-type reasoning framework in section 3.7.1. Moreover, we briefly consider a number of new to AH field approaches: Association Rules usage in the AH context (section 3.7.3) and Case-Based Reasoning applicability in AHS (section 3.7.4).

3.7.1 Combining Technologies for GAF-ECA Reasoning Framework

In order to provide the flexibility, interoperability and generic manner of AH reasoning within GAF we introduce a semi-formal reasoning framework of the ECA nature to facilitate AH system functionality interchange and provide the reasoning basics in AH field. As discussed in MARS [101] the best way to facilitate reasoning interoperability (we would follow) the way of discriminating different sub-parts of the ECA rule (here distinguishing Query and Test phases in the Condition part of the ECA alike rule) and consider them first as a separate instances combining into a single GAF reasoning framework. In fact we would like to generalize and show that AH reasoning complies with the ECA type and can be represented in a single generic framework combining different techniques to implement each of the instance.

In Figure 3.23 we present ECA rules classification based on the investigation done in the previous chapters. It aggregates a different types of reasoning approaches varying from those used in a conventional AH systems to a more elaborate Semantic Web-enabled systems and custom developments.

3.7.2 Restricting the EQTA Transitions in GAF

It is always difficult to predict the final result in a rule-based system, as the execution of the rules may result in infinite iterations or in an unpredictable end point which results in problems of termination and confluence correspondingly. These problems have been covered in [139]. However in order to restrict meaningful transition between these four states (E-Q-T-A) (condition is considered as a query and a test) we propose a state diagram describing all the possible transitions and states in GAF ECA framework in Figure 3.24. Each state presented may be recursive. We also discriminate reactive and active states, however would like to restrict the reactivity of some of the states in order to avoid infinite loops and consequent termination problems (e.g. invoking action from the action).

Unconditional actions as well as unconditional tests can be triggered by the event without querying for any particular value, these result in testing some predefined and/or statically stored values which don’t require any querying. On the other hand and in case of generalization we consider that whether the query is required or not it is executed anyway as a void call. Queries can also cause a new event (e.g. querying a value might trigger an event to update an access attribute) but can’t cause any new actions without a test procedure. In a simple case this test call can be a binary check assigned to the action and checking the necessity of a designated action. Test can query a new variable values using the query
Figure 3.23: ECA Rule Breakdown Classification

- CEP processes multiple events with the goal of identifying the meaningful ones within the event cloud.
- ESP processes multiple streams of event data with the goal of identifying the meaningful events within those streams.
- CEA: algebraic structure of logical objects described by statements (if A, then B) unlike the standard Boolean algebra of events, a CEA allows the defining of a probability function, P.

Data Manipulation Language (DML) part of DMX can be used to:
- Process mining models
- Browse data in mining models
- Make predictions using mining model

As a result – ECA execution environment can use other services for E/QTA parts

Communication between E/QTA services is possible:
- by variable bindings
- by input parameters defined by URIs
- services communication
- messages
- etc.

Processes and the formulation of statements about them, together with calculi for the verification of these statements.

Operational semantics are defined by:
- a sequence of actions to be executed,
- a process that includes "receiving" actions,
- guarded (e.g., conditional)
- execution alternatives,
- the start of a fixed point (e.g., iteration or even infinite processes), and
- a family of communicating concurrent processes.
3.7.3 Association Rules in GAF

Association Rules can be used to relate entities (concepts, pages, links, etc.) that are referenced together thus association mining facilitates the AE rule refinement process. It can be used to relate pages and concepts that are most often visited together by a user or by a particular user group. It may also help the needs of the domain experts or users. To some extent it may help driving the adaptation process (especially that one of a higher order) which can be done automatically if the confidence is enough or suggest some solutions to the domain expert that can be used for the system refinements and adjustments. Association rules amongst others comprise the GAF reasoning toolset.

In the web usage mining context association rules refer to sets of pages that are accessed with a support value exceeding a certain threshold, moreover the pages may not be connected (with the direct hyperlinks) (e.g. apriori algorithm discovers a correlation between users who visited a page containing a certain product and users who access a different page with a different product). Alongside marketing purposes, these rules can be helpful for web experts, including (AH) researchers to restructure DM (including conceptual and navigation structures). Additionally the rules may help with a heuristics for pre-fetching documents which helps to deliver user personalized content in AHS.
Association rule learners (such as Apriori methods) have a number of metrics which could be re-interpreted in AH systems in a following way:

**Confidence (Accuracy)** - rules have an associated confidence, which is the conditional probability that the consequent will occur given the occurrence of the antecedent. This metric can be used by the Bayesian Network reasoners, since it can manage uncertainty in knowledge observations and their conclusions. For example to make conclusions and reason over them, the estimation of a conditional probability of the student knowledge being on a certain level of expertise is made.

**Support** - indicates how frequently the items in the rule occur together. This may help to cluster rules with the similar antecedents and consequences together and facilitate new rule inference in such a way to make this rules more stronger in order to increase the system stability or follow the supported trend. Both Support and Confidence identify the rule validity, however there are exceptions showing that even when both metrics satisfy the validity condition the rule can be still useless. (e.g. students who follow the courses A also follow the course B with a 75% confidence. The combination of these two courses A and B has a support of 30%).

**Lift** - is used for rule quality evaluation, and shows the rule strength over the random co-occurrence of the rule antecedents and consequences. Discovered rules with the importance less than 1 dont show the opportunity of knowledge gaining and have to be proceeded in a different way or discarded. In a formal way lift can be expressed as follows:

\[
Lift = \frac{\text{RuleSupport}}{\text{Support(Antecedent)} \times \text{Support(Consequent)}}
\]

### 3.7.4 GAF meets case-based reasoning

The goal of this section is twofold: to generalize the idea of combining Data Mining (and in particular pattern discovery) and case-based reasoning (CBR) in the domain of Adaptive Systems, and to show the possibility of other than conventional ECA reasoning in order to enhance AE with case-based capabilities.

Attempts to combine Knowledge Discovery (KD) with the CBR were done in numerous fields, including medicine [55] but as a result the hybridization of these systems was very focused in the domain without providing an overall picture on how it can be done in a generic type of a system. At the same time there were some systems aiming to combine CBR with other adjacent fields (COMPOSER [110], CADRE [69]). Figure 3.25 on the one hand presents the possibility of using the notion of CBR in AHS, and on the other hand utilizes the usage patterns to create cases for the adaptation. It shows the way the ‘adaptation’ cases are created (and the types of cases that can be utilized by AHS), processed and handled by the AE.

The main idea of this schema is to show the possibility of these techniques (IR, DM and CBR) to be combined to serve the needs of adaptive hypermedia. Moreover it contributes to the GAF reasoning framework.
Figure 3.25: GAF meets case-based reasoning
3.8 GAF groups modelling insights

Most AHS perform adaptation to individual users, however we can extend this by taking group adaptation into account. Determining partitioning of the users into groups and applying this in the context of application model is a challenge. Based on the investigation in chapter 2 we present a generic group modelling sequence. Schema in Figure 3.26 shows the users’ division into groups based on the concerned property (e.g. their interest, task, relation to other users, etc.). In order to show how the users are assigned to a different groups we present Figure 3.27. It covers all major group formation scenarios according to [13] and is meant to elaborate block number (9) from Figure 3.14 (section 3.4).

Figure 3.26: GAF Group Modelling Sequence

3.9 Towards data-driven toolset in GAF

In this section we summarize “data-driven” ideas we had so far (mostly data mining and information retrieval approaches applicable in the AH context) and present a “data-oriented” toolset in Figure 3.28. We don’t discuss this figure in details here (as it mostly concerns data mining and information retrieval techniques in general) but rather use this toolset to discuss and explain GAF compliance and case studies in chapters 5 and 6 accordingly.
3.10 Semantic Web insights

In this section we give some insights regarding conventional AHS and semantic web enabled systems side by side, investigating complementary properties of the systems. In the tables 3.1 - 3.6 we envision and explain interoperability issues in the GAF context.
Figure 3.28: GAF “Data-Oriented” Toolset
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Conventional AHS</th>
<th>Semantic Web Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal Model</td>
<td>A set of concepts, presented in a form (complete course, etc.)</td>
<td>A set of concepts, presented in a form (complete course, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Goal / Objective</td>
<td>User chooses link (available on the current page), following a link(s) (and essentially chooses an available concept to interact with, getting a suggestion from the system (related concepts) or posting a query</td>
<td>User chooses link (available on the current page), following a link(s) (and essentially chooses an available concept to interact with, getting a suggestion from the system (related concepts) or posting a query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Goal Statement</td>
<td>Can be a short or a long term goals</td>
<td>Can be a short or a long term goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping on the Conceptual Level</td>
<td>Ontology (conceptual) alignment to DM ontology (conceptual) alignment to DM ontology</td>
<td>Ontology (conceptual) alignment to DM ontology (conceptual) alignment to DM ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping on the Conceptual Level</td>
<td>Semantic Web</td>
<td>Semantic Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Web</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability / Comments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>conventional AHS</td>
<td>Semantic Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>representation of a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts</td>
<td>formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization (ontology provides a shared vocabulary, which can be used to model a domain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts and hierarchy/relationships</td>
<td>is a tuple (SP, SC, SCR) SP is the set of pages (content), SC is the set of concepts and SCR is the set of concept relationships (of a type: link; prerequisite; inhibit; part (compositional), etc.)</td>
<td>Individuals: instances or objects Classes: sets, collections, concepts, types of objects Attributes: aspects, properties, features, characteristics, or parameters that objects (and classes) Relations: ways in which classes and individuals can be related to one another Function terms: complex structures formed from certain relations that can be used in place of an individual term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM construction</td>
<td>Construction is usually individual for an application domain, mostly using DB or Active DB to support basic reasoning capabilities or more generic solution like XML. DMs are usually pre-authored by domain experts and are rarely re-usable by different parties.</td>
<td>Most ontologies describe individuals (instances), classes (concepts), attributes, and relations. Ontologies are constructed using ontology languages (usually declarative and usually generalization of frame languages (frame (that can be fulfilled) is applied to the structuring of language properties))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies used</td>
<td>query language used within DB (by DBMS) which stored the domain information</td>
<td>Traditional ontology languages: CycL, F-Logic, LOOM, OCML, etc.; Markup ontology languages: DAML+OIL, OIL, OWL, RDF/S, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: AHS—SW DM Properties
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Conventional AHS</th>
<th>Semantic Web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>From a list, or suggested to the user of concepts (shared by the user chosen concepts to be learned (concepts), a sequence of knowledge-value pairs showing the level of knowledge reached in each concept. Results are mapped on the same do- mains as a vector of concept-value pairs, showing the level of knowledge reached.</td>
<td>Knowledge and interests are represented via a common ontology representing users' classes and properties. User properties can be represented by domain-independent environment (learning style, preferences). Knowledge and interests are also expressed in terms of ontologies (which can be shared or exchanged).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability/Comments</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain-dependent (knowledge, interest, results, objectives)</td>
<td>Knowledge and interest are represented as a vector of concept-value pairs, showing the level of knowledge reached. Results are mapped on the same domain as a vector of concept-value pairs.</td>
<td>Domain dependent (knowledge, interest, results, objectives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain-independent (experience, preferences, learning style, grouping, environment)</td>
<td>Learning style can be authored using additional ECA rules. User properties can be represented by domain-independent environment (learning style, preferences). User properties are modeled via UM ontology, representing users' classes and properties.</td>
<td>Learning style can be authored using additional ECA rules. User properties can be represented by domain-independent environment (learning style, preferences). User properties are modeled via UM ontology, representing users' classes and properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain-independent (experience, preferences, learning style, grouping, environment)</td>
<td>Learning style can be authored using additional ECA rules. User properties can be represented by domain-independent environment (learning style, preferences). User properties are modeled via UM ontology, representing users' classes and properties.</td>
<td>Learning style can be authored using additional ECA rules. User properties can be represented by domain-independent environment (learning style, preferences). User properties are modeled via UM ontology, representing users' classes and properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and interests are represented via a common ontology representing users' classes and properties. User properties can be represented by domain-independent environment (learning style, preferences). Knowledge and interests are also expressed in terms of ontologies (which can be shared or exchanged).</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: AHS—SW UM Properties
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>conventional AHS</th>
<th>Semantic Web</th>
<th>Interoperability / comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Observations</td>
<td>clickstream can be transformed in usage patterns</td>
<td>user observations in a form of statements (including triggering events, queries, sequences of actions, timestamps, subjects, and other arbitrary actions)</td>
<td>usage patterns can be derived (mined) in both cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other UM properties</td>
<td>usually a custom properties defined by the system authors/experts</td>
<td>expiry-classification (can change within days/month/years/not at all/etc.)</td>
<td>custom, depends on the types of the system, each property should be aligned separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(short/long term properties)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed UM</td>
<td>custom build UM, usually refers to storing different parts of the model separately or storing the same UM in multiple locations and synchronizing it (e.g. client-server models, UM caches)</td>
<td>user model distributed approach reflect features taken from several standards for a user modelling</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE Output</td>
<td>Rules Interoperability</td>
<td>Interoperability/Comments</td>
<td>Semantic Web Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updated UM attributes:</td>
<td>groups retrieved:</td>
<td>next page is shown to the user:</td>
<td>AE Output:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept and associated relations with explanation on a search result (how this results were deduced) - may be in a form of a concept map/graph with related explanations</td>
<td>RuleML, SWRL allows interoperability with major rule systems such as CLIPS, JESS, OWL and RuleML, SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)</td>
<td>interoperable only of authored using CLIPS, JESS, OWL, N3, Sesame DO(1), ROL(2), N3, Sesame</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AE functionality</th>
<th>SWR (Semantic Web Rule Language)</th>
<th>the same semantics and language (e.g. CLIPS, JESS, OWL, N3, Sesame)</th>
<th>n/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>updated UM attributes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept and associated relations with explanation on a search result (how this results were deduced) - may be in a form of a concept map/graph with related explanations</td>
<td>RuleML, SWRL allows interoperability with major rule systems such as CLIPS, JESS, OWL and RuleML, SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)</td>
<td>interoperable only of authored using CLIPS, JESS, OWL, N3, Sesame</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>conventional AHS</td>
<td>Semantic Web</td>
<td>Interoperability / comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling</td>
<td>set of techniques, described in respect to a different content type and input parameters</td>
<td>Adaptation Methods and Techniques ontology (a set of techniques and methods relationships (incl. types describing inheritance, n-ary relationships, inclusions, etc.)</td>
<td>(Adaptive Methods and Techniques Ontology) ontology will allow to introduce interoperability of techniques and methods in application to different system concepts and representation types (e.g. AH techniques taxonomy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content and Presentation</td>
<td>conditional text stretchtext fragment variants page variants frame-based techniques</td>
<td>the same techniques can be used in terms of content rendering techniques</td>
<td>types-vs-methods ontologies - ontologies matching techniques and methods in respect to content types and structures (which techniques suit best which content type and structure, which methods should be used for structured and unstructured data (detailed in section 2.3.5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>direct guidance (next best, page sequence, trails) link sorting (similarity sorting, prerequisite knowledge) link hiding link annotation (traffic light metaphor, traffic lights and hiding) link disabling link removal map adaptation link destination</td>
<td>semantic web relationships</td>
<td>interpreting semantic relationships and applying navigation techniques, in the most simple case the links are propagated from the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

GAF Reference “Architecture”

In this chapter we present the GAF reference “architecture”. It is hard to define as a conventional architecture (e.g. software architecture), since we capture a number of different aspects in one go: data models, data and control flows, scenarios and even some technical aspects that are tightly connected with a particular feature(s). To avoid the confusion we will refer to this schematics as the GAF ‘architecture’. To come up with this representation we elaborate the GAF reference model and the generic adaptation process model (see Figure 4.1 top and bottom figures respectively) and describe each component separately (sometimes even a part of it due to the scaling reasons) depicting its (model’s) internal structure, data representation, technologies and interfaces. One may consider this schematics to be an overlay of different models and architectures. For each decomposed part we summarize its structural description and the functionality in the tables. Therefore each section in this chapter consists of a schema and a table.

In these Figures one can find the major structural blocks of the models and their connections. Colored blocks mean that they are involved in the similar use-case/scenario (e.g. using overlay model across a number models) or a compliance case (these compliance cases are described in chapter 5). Block may be connected by a number of incoming and outgoing connectors. Colored connectors mean that they perform a similar functionality (e.g. context related operations or information handling by AE). Major connections are annotated and have a respective interface descriptor (e.g. \textit{AERetrieve(Dm/conc.)}) and is discussed in the table. Tables consider the description of the corresponding functionality, structure (of a block or a sub-block), relationships within these structures, advantages (essentially outlining the advantages of the model in the GAF context) and major interfaces. We didn’t include all of the connections and sub-structures in the discussion on purpose, since most have been previously considered in the GAF modelling chapter and/or self-explainable.

Figure 4.2 shows an overall picture in order to give the idea about the scale of the schema.
Figure 4.1: *GAF* Architecture Evolution: top - GAF model; bottom - GAP ‘sequence chart’
Figure 4.2: GAF detalization overview (this picture is presented here in order to show the scale of the GAF schema)
4.1 Goal Model (GM)

In this section we start discussing the GAF architecture with the Goal Model (GM), its reference architecture, interaction with the other models, major and minor components, functionality and the important interfaces of this model. In Figure 4.3 we show GM separately (with the respective connections and necessary explanations) and discuss its functionality and the details in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3: GAF Goal Model architecture. Explains basic internal reference structure and major interactions (such as creation, alignment and update) with DM and the corresponding dependencies (e.g. in terms of interfaces’ parameters)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sub-component (question)</th>
<th>functionality</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>relationship</th>
<th>advantages</th>
<th>interfaces / details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| n/a                     | n/a                               | hierarchical structure of goals, objectives, tasks, requirements, etc.; index or a set of DM concepts to follow; overlay over DM structure; | usually the same relationships used in DM (mostly representing the sequencing in complex goal structures) | - re-use of the Goals; - deal with more than one DM; - provides group goals to individual users (helps on a cold start) | GM_CreateGoals(DM) creates goal(s) based on the conceptual structure present in DM  
GM_Align(DM) aligns GM and DM conceptual structure (map goal concepts on the existing DM concepts)  
GM_Update(DM/conc.) updates goal model based on the changed DM or a particular concept |
| individual goals         | describes the individual goal of the user in terms of domain concepts | long-term goals: - a project, a set of concepts, sequence, course, etc.  
short-term goal: - one-concept-at a time adaptation | defined by the system                                                         | each user has his/her own goal which is derived from the system, offered or recommended to the user | GMDM_mapping(DM/UM) maps individual user goals (based on the DM) onto UM attributes (presents the user only the reachable goals) |
| group goals (what are the goals of others?) | describes the group goal the same as for individual goals with an additional group attribute | — " —                                                                               | re-use of individual goals and vice versa                                          | group goals are usually assigned to a group; there is some additional interaction for the user-group assignment described in 4.4 |                                                                                   |
4.2 Domain Model (DM)

The GAF reference architecture functionality is presented in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The first figure concerns major DM interactions with UM, AM and GM, while the second shows mostly RM within model interaction. Both figures are explained in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 and respective tables discussing GM, UM, RM and AM from this chapter.

Figure 4.4: GAF Domain Model architecture (part 1 incl. UM, GM, AM (and some RM) interactions). There are interfaces defining model construction, major overlay functions keeping the integrity of the overlay and block defining the conceptual structure (incl. relationships) and access functions.
Figure 4.5: GAF Domain Model architecture (part.2 use-cases, RM and within model interactions). This part of DM reference architecture shows
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RM</strong></td>
<td>Conceptual representation of the domain, expressed as a hierarchy of concepts. It defines the structure of the domain knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DM</strong></td>
<td>Domain Model, which is the conceptual model of the domain. It contains the concepts and their relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UM</strong></td>
<td>User Model, which represents the user's requirements and expectations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2: GAF Domain Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-component</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td>Defines the structure of the system, including the organization of concepts and their relationships.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functionality</strong></td>
<td>Specifies the functionality of the system, which is derived from the structure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships</strong></td>
<td>Defines the relationships between concepts and their properties.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4.3: GAF Domain Model (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sub-component (question)</th>
<th>functionality</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>relationships</th>
<th>advantages</th>
<th>interfaces / details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relationships</td>
<td>define the relationships between concepts of the domain knowledge</td>
<td>usually presented in a form a concept hierarchies (directed acyclic graphs) with prerequisite and parent-child relationships; uses ontological relationships</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>concept access functions should not only retrieve a particular concept (an entry concept in the set or an index) but the corresponding relationships as well (retrieving child concepts (or at least identifying that it is a composite concept) or a relationship to a next concept in a set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content</td>
<td>retrieved from RM section (see 4.3)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>DM_Res_retrieve(URI/query) retrieves resources from RM with a provided resource URI (conventional AHS when resource URI is stored in the concept attribute) or queries the resource (open corpus systems or an adaptive search engine); DM_index(DM) creates an index of the concepts and associated resources to use used by search and recommendation functionalities of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DM_cache(DM) keeps the cache of DM in case it is required for intermediate updates and commits (e.g. in versioning context (see 7.2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DM_Rules() triggers domain specific assertions (usually used with ontologies)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Resource Model (RM)

RM presented in Figure 4.6 shows the basic structure of the model and the respective connections to DM and AM which define the resources retrieval by DM using an URI or querying information when there isn’t any particular resource linked to a DM concept. A connection to AM defines an underlying external interface (which is usually a search engine) and it identifies a use-case of a particular framework “instance” (adaptive search, conventional AHS, RS, etc.). More details are provided in Table 4.4 and chapter 5 elaborates a number of usage of RM cases.
Table 4.4: GAF Resource Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sub-component (question)</th>
<th>functionality</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>relationship</th>
<th>advantages</th>
<th>interfaces / details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(“What” content is adapted?)</td>
<td>originally intended as a storage layer (Dexter, AHAM)</td>
<td>defined by the type of the system, may be structured as in SW and AHS applications or unstructured as in SE thus defining data types used by the model</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>distinguishing RM helps to separate pure conceptual concerns of DM and the actual content which can be stored and handled separately by RM</td>
<td>( Res_retrieve\text{(RAW)/WEB} ) retrieves the actual resources from RAW data (unstructured), from Web, from any adjoint resource repository ( Res_GoogleAPI\text{(Domain URL/Query)} ) identifies SE used by the system (might implement any other than Google interfaces)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 User and Group Models (UM and GrM)

In Figure 4.7 we combined the presentation of UM and GrM since they are of a very close functionality. Besides, in the ideal case these two can be modeled the same way, essentially Um can be derived from a void GrM and the other way around when GrM can be considered as Um with aggregated properties of the group. Table 4.5 describes the details and interfaces of both UM and GrM.
4.5 Context Model (CM)

In this section we don’t elaborate on the details of the context modelling but rather give an insight on how GAF can be helpful in resolving some of the issues. Moreover in chapter 6 we investigate some of these issues in particular by decomposing and analyzing real systems and application in terms of the GAF architecture. Figure 4.8 gives an overview of the basic structural elements and connection of CM while Table 4.6 describes its details.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Interfaces / Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{individual user profile\ (model)} \ (&quot;ToWhat\ is\ adapted&quot;)</td>
<td>\text{represents individual user attributes (both domain-independent and domain-dependent (discussed in section 2.6))}</td>
<td>\text{users' relationships are described within a user group (see section 3.8)}</td>
<td>\text{depends on the system implementation, however, GAF considers UM and GrM separately and essentially means that any UM can be derived from GrM or the other way around when GrM can be created by aggregating UM properties of a group; UM and GrM can share the same 'overlay' properties;}</td>
<td>\text{in RS case} \text{UM RateConc\ (conc.) allows users to rate individual concepts in order to identify interesting and relevant items (concepts); UM AppendContext\ (usage) appends usage context to the user profile (e.g. time, place) (required by AM and AE)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| \text{group model} \ ("Figure 3.26") | \text{determines partitioning of the users into groups ("Figure 3.26")} | \text{types of users' relationships within the groups can be found in the scenario ("Figure 3.27")} | \text{generic structure of the user and the group models (both instances of the same generic profile class) allow to apply the same type of common properties and the same reasoning and result representation, etc.; common properties and the result representation can be found in section 2.6 and the application scenarios are elaborated in chapter 5.)} | \text{UM CreateGroup\ (UM) creates a user group ("Figure 3.26"); UM Patterns\ (GroupM) looks for a group behaviour patterns (e.g. needed to refine adaptation rules); GrM AppendContext\ (usage) appends the current usage context to a group of users (e.g. when they are working on a group task); depends on the current use; UM AppendContext\ (usage) appends the current usage context to an individual user profile and UM CreateGroup\ (UM) creates a user group ("Figure 3.26");}\
Table 4.6: GAF Context Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(sub-)components (question)</th>
<th>functionality</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>relationship</th>
<th>advantages</th>
<th>interfaces / details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>answer questions: Where, Who’s, When, etc.</td>
<td>refers to a contextual information virtually of any model in the system as well as the usage of these models</td>
<td>taxonomy of context-aware features (mainly user and usage contexts and domain dependent and independent context features defined by the application usage/expert)</td>
<td>each context feature relates to certain GM, UM, DM, RM property and contributes to a contextual adaptation, contextual resource discovery, contextual presentation and link augmentation, etc.; in ideal case CM can be represented as an overlay over all UM and DM related features, which means that essentially every concept may have an arbitrary number of contextual attributes which are handled by AE;</td>
<td>separating CM from UM or any other context sensitive models allows to handle context features independently; decouple and make AH systems and applications less integrated with and dependent upon the context (incl. environment, device) in which they are used and more generic; adaptation to context may also be referred to as a higher order of adaptation, providing monitored results to devise new rules in a particular context;</td>
<td>CMAlign(DM, UM) aligns CM properties with the corresponding domain and user features (e.g. maps contextual features on the properties of a particular user group which require a special environment (place, time, etc.)); AERetrieve(contextM) AE retrieves (task, user, usage, concept-related) contextual information required by the engine;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Application Model and Adaptation Engine (AM, AE)

In the coming chapters we conduct and discuss compliance and case studies where we show that depending on the application AM and AE might show a similar behaviour and complement each other in many different ways. Thus we show and discuss these two models in the current section and present them in Figure 4.9. We don’t elaborate much on AM structure and interfaces since we come back to this discussion and the next chapters and investigate a number of scenarios and systems showing the diversity of the model. Table 4.7 summarizes major AM and AE aspects.

![Figure 4.9: GAF Application Model and Adaptation Engine architecture](image-url)
**Table 4.7: GAF Application Model and Adaptation Engine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(sub-)component (question)</th>
<th>functionality</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>relationship</th>
<th>advantages</th>
<th>interfaces / details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Model</td>
<td>describes the adaptation functionality of AHS at an abstract level (irrespective of its actual content, domain); describes the scenarios’ workflows of the application (usage pattern, user interaction, etc.)</td>
<td>depends on the system implementation and scenario (layered/tower, overlays, event-driven, agent-based, service-oriented, etc.);</td>
<td>couples together other layers of the system; describes the relationships in terms of work and data flows in the system (sections 3.3 and 3.4);</td>
<td>mediator for the other layers, as shown in chapter 6 may represent application framework, back-end or a server side handling data and control flows of the application;</td>
<td>AM_Scenario() defines the main application scenario which guides system composition and usage (e.g scenarios described in chapter 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation Engine</td>
<td>defines the adaptation functionality, resolves UM updates and presentation specification;</td>
<td>reasoner details about the structure and functionality insights can be found in section 3.7; the model also accommodates rule repository(s) and rules discovery facilities (Higher-Order Adaptation) employing users’ and groups’ usage patterns as well as triggered rules and AE updates analysis to derive new rules;</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>combines a number of reasoning approaches by distinguishing different parts of the E-Q-T-A rules and handling them separately; (detailed in section 3.7.1)</td>
<td>AE_Retrieve(N) where N is DM concept, Context, UM value, RM instance. This AE function retrieves corresponding values from all around the system in order to handle the reasoning procedure. Depending on the system may employ scenarios rom AM (e.g. retrieves group preferences from GrM to use in RS-CF algorithm); AE_Apply(rule) applies a chosen rule (from Rule repository) to a concerned condition and values and triggers corresponding value updates; AE_RulesAnalyze in data-driven system is used to analyze and discover rules (e.g. association rules or user behavior patterns (based on the triggered rules));</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7 Presentation Model (PM)

This sub-part of the framework has been discussed in details in section 2.3.5 where ‘Adaptive Presentation Techniques Abstraction Layer’ has been introduced. It essentially comprised the major part of the model therefore in Figure 4.10 we mainly show the connections to AE. These functions recognize the type of the content and select the associated content. based on the content properties and pre-authored system behaviour and appropriate adaptation technique is chosen and then the presentation is rendered and presented to the user or the group of users. In RS scenario there is no need to apply this while a particular set of pre-defined techniques to create a sorted list (considering a retrieved link or a snippet to be an atomic ‘page’ to be adapted) can be chosen.
Chapter 5

GAF Compliance Studies

The main goal of the GAF framework is to provide a reference architecture of AHS. GAF describes building blocks (both essential and optional) of a web-based adaptive system, defines the criteria to distinguish between these elements (pursuing the idea of the separation of “adaptation” concerns), describes their functionality and interaction. This modular structure (framework) can be used to describe applications and bootstrap the application development so that they satisfy different adaptation and personalization needs. This framework has a layered structure where layers match the original classification of AH methods and techniques and provide per layer functionality separation (in other words — separation of concerns). Using this classification we describe different functionalities within the same adaptation system layers depending on the requirements of the application and thus contribute to the system extensibility and heterogeneity. In this chapter we touch upon the questions of compliance and show the correspondence of AHS modeling (GAF layers in particular), adaptive courses, web search, recommender systems and other similar approaches.

This chapter covers a generic compliance study which precedes the idea of the framework validation in the more concrete system studies (from chapter 6) and is based on the definition of the GAP adaptation process explained in section 3.5. This chapter is based on research previously published in [80].

Definition 2 GAF compliance is defined as the conformance between the GAF framework layered representation and description and any other given model, system or application considering their functionality decomposition (breakdown), as well as the correspondence of the adaptation process steps (both flowchart and the ‘sequence’ chart representation which is described in chapter 3.3). A system is compliant with GAF if it can be expressed and described in terms and definitions of the GAF framework, including functional building blocks (layers) and connections which comprise the adaptation functionality. Moreover we don’t see the compliance as a one step procedure, it is an iterative process and each time we encounter a new (and generic) functional block in the evaluated system, it is added to the GAF reference architecture executing a GAF evaluation-architecture feedback loop.
Investigating a number of scenarios in this chapter we not only describe them in \textit{GAF} terms but also increase \textit{GAF} vocabulary and thus reference functionality we will use in real system case-studies in chapter 6. Hereafter this definition is used to perform the compliance study of a generic e-Learning application (an adaptive course) (section 5.1). A study of different recommendation methods is done and different types of RS filtering approaches are presented in terms and layers of \textit{GAF} showing how different RS components match layers of the framework (Domain, User, Adaptation models, etc.) (section 5.2). And finally we show a conventional web search process and the way it is described by \textit{GAF}. This allows to enable adaptation functionality and make the search personalizable (section 5.3). We deliberately use these three versatile examples in order to show essentially three different contexts of adaptation. These scenarios vary from an adaptive e-Learning application to a web-search. In each case we show that \textit{GAF} can be used to capture and unify the adaptation functionality or define the methods how a system can be augmented with personalization features. More concrete system case-studies follow in chapter 6 but these compliance examples help to understand the idea of bringing together and expressing different types of systems and features in a single framework.

5.1 Adaptive course compliance study

The first compliance proof is presented in Figure 5.1. It describes an adaptive course use-case and discusses adaptation steps covered in the scheme. These (generic) adaptation steps were previously discussed in the generic adaptation block-schema in Figures 3.14-3.16.

The scheme in the figure covers the following steps (from top to bottom):

- Goal selection starts with the link selection, so that the possible goals correspond to the links the learner sees in the presentation; So a user selects the goal by following the first link and this goal may need to be elaborated in order to proceed with adaptation: In case when no goal elaboration is needed the system will proceed with content adaptation according to user knowledge and goal (next iteration); In case of a composite goal, goal elaboration will be done according to the goal repository structure, projects structure and so on until the most suitable goal sequence is found to fulfill user requirements (each iteration going one level deeper within the hierarchical structure if required).
- Having decided upon the goal (or a sequence of goals) it will be mapped on the DM concept structure to start with content adaptation.
- The current UM state will be acquired to proceed with the next step of rule parsing, acquiring the corresponding content and performing presentation generation until the system will go through all concepts designated to be learned by the user.
Recommender System Compliance Study

5.2 Recommender System Compliance Study

In this section we will first summarize the applicability of GAF approaches with respect to the different types of RS and then explain the framework layers and corresponding functionality to show the compliance. In order to have a clear picture about what we’re going to discuss in the section, basic elements of the framework and corresponding recommender functionality can be found in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 presents the picture of compliance of a recommendation [114] and an overlaying GAP sequence chart. Here the generic process chart is constructed by coupling the layers of a general purpose AHS as in the previous case, however the functional purpose is different. We consider recommendation steps in terms of a single framework layer or a transition in the system and discuss this compliance presented in the figure further in this section. Though we were facing certain issues distinguishing Recommendation Engine functionality, in particular filtering and ranking mechanisms (in this respect Application and Adaptation models can be treated accordingly), we align recommendation and describe its functionality (in terms of aforementioned models) with GAF terms.
Considering RS we would like to mention the major types of RS and give a brief insight on the GAF structure and functionality related to these types of recommendations:

- **Collaborative Filtering (CF)** is usually based on UM and a Group model (GrM) (the same as in AHS) (we assume here both user-to-user and item-to-item aspects of CF). The recommendations are generated based on a comparison of user profiles from the GM and UM. In this case a Recommender UM is represented by a vector of items and corresponding ratings, which essentially can be turned into a set of interesting items or concepts (for this user) and associated attributes with corresponding rating values [89]. Those values are updated as the user interacts with the systems, browses through these items, rates them, and gets recommendations. In general CF allows to deal with many different types of objects where essentially only ratings matter. It becomes possible by separating ratings and item sets within the GAF Domain, User and Resource models.

- **Content-based Filtering (CBF)** RS recommends an item to a user based upon a description of the item - feature database (e.g. using words in a text as the textual feature or book genres as a library properties) and a user profile (essentially UM). Having learned features of these items (which can be expressed in the Resource Model (RM)) rated by the user, the RS infers new recommendation suggestions. As well as CF, CBF recommenders can also handle different types of objects as long as there is a common feature space.

- In **Knowledge-based Recommendation (KBR)** systems a domain expert knows which types of recommended items should be assigned to which types of users. In fact this is in line with current state of the art in AHS (i.e. there is a domain expert who needs to author UM, DM and Adaptation Rules mapping these two). It combines content-based filtering performed on the features of the concerned dataset with the explicit user query which is used to make inferences about needs and preferences of the user. Thus it is possible to relate how a particular item meets user needs and thus to do the reasoning about possible recommendations.

- The **Hybrid type Recommender System** is the most commonly used type. These systems employ different approaches (simultaneously) to achieve better results, both combining techniques from collaborative, content-based and knowledge-based methods and providing different type of hybridization: mixed, weighted, cascade, etc. Our AHS framework allows us to combine both advantages of content and collaborative filtering, having all necessary building blocks available (e.g. user and group models, ranking mechanisms, reasoning engine) and will also help to handle heterogeneous data sources.

Hereafter we are going to summarize the compliance of the recommendation process with the reference AHS structure and explain the building blocks and the respective interactions presented in Figure 5.2:

- The user states the goal thus formulating a new recommendation query for which inferences over the user’s preferences are made (particularly interesting in KBR
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systems). This step can be considered as stating a goal or choosing a particular concept (set of concepts) to study/visit in an AHS. The goal can be interpreted and aligned with DM (availability of concepts, concept structures and hierarchies, etc.) and UM (considering user competencies, preferences, experience, interests, etc.). The same way the recommendation query can be reformulated, refined or aligned to match with the related user preferences using semantically related terms to get better recommendations by inferring closely related items (e.g. name of a favorite film director relates to a certain movie genre); UM is significantly important in collaborative filtering and corresponding recommender systems.

- DM is defined by the knowledge structure of the system domain, representing keywords and terms together with the relationships which can be used to facilitate fast and reliable information retrieval and filtering of the concerned itemspace, where the resources are defined by RM. On the other hand DM may represent the feature space in case of content-based recommendations where content is again retrieved from RM. It happens more often in recommender systems that the domain is represented by an ontology [32] in order to facilitate more elaborate reasoning over the items relationships and present more accurate recommendations.

- CM defines user and usage context properties such as IP address, time, other activities of the user, etc. Modelling Context gives a possibility to consider context-aware recommendations and adaptation, both from the usage and the user point of view.

- GrM refers to maintaining a collaborative profile of the user(s) or stereotyping filtered results by location or user age group and gender, which later can be used to rank and recommend results for a particular user or mediate user models associated with different groups [15]. The Group Model in general may represent and serve heterogeneous user groups by looking up commonalities in profiles to form groups or similarities in the group system usage (usage patterns) to recommend next best items both in the context of recommender and adaptive system/application for the users within the same group.

- Retrieving and updating UM refers to storing and accumulating users’ rankings and recommendation history which can be used to reformulate system queries or retrieve personalized recommendations by finding similar patterns in the users’ system usage.

- AM and AE refer to the Recommender Engine involving Filtering and Ranking mechanisms, however it may not be entirely clear how to distinguish some particular parts of those between layers of AHS. Here we would refer to the AE for ranking and recommendation rules. AM then couples other layers and dispatches information in AHS and Recommender respectively and performs a corresponding filtering method retrieving information from UM and DM for collaborative and content-based filtering respectively. Usually search and recommender engines are more robust and flexible for introducing or discovering new rules compared to the Adaptation Engines. However the rule systems which are conventionally used in
AHS can easily facilitate reasoning in recommender systems (e.g. ECA type of rules to determine static recommendation filters such as gender or location aware, or at the same time serve as the basis for semantic reasoning to look up for a related concepts that the user might be interested in). AHS will also provide the so-called higher-order adaptation capabilities. They will monitor the user’s behaviour also to adapt the adaptation behaviour by discovering new or refining old rules.

- PM renders recommendation and adaptation results in such a way that a recommendation list is presented in the form of a ranked list, snippets, additional ranking information, result groups, etc. By applying AH presentation and navigation techniques [82] we may present not only ranked or sorted lists, but the whole new spectrum of interaction becomes available to enhance user experience in recommender systems (e.g. (de)emphasizing results in the list, summarizing results, navigating through the list, presenting contextual and non-contextual links, annotating, etc.)

In section 6.1 we will discuss a social recommendation system *HeyStaks* in details in order to fully cover *GAF* and its RS compliant functionality.

### 5.3 Adaptive Search Compliance Study

In this section we would like to discuss a generic web search process, investigate the possibilities to capture adaptation insights of this process and present it with the help of the same layered structure and functional description of *GAF* we used for describing RS or e-Learning systems.

Figure 5.4 presents a picture of a search process compliance with an overlaying GAP sequence chart. GAP represents the process chart constructed by coupling the layers of GAF which were introduced in section 3.6.

Here we assign search process steps from Figure 5.3 to a single layer or a transition in the system. Though we were facing certain issues discriminating Recommendation Engine functionality, in particular Search Engine and Ranking mechanisms (in this respect Application Model (AM) and Adaptation Model/Engine (AE) can be treated accordingly) we could align the search process and describe its functionality (in terms of the aforementioned model) with *GAF*. On the one hand this proves the generic nature of *GAF*, and on the other hand it opens new horizons to facilitate search aspects in the AH field and vice versa.

The search process complies with the reference structure of AHS (GAF) and the generic process sequence (GAP) as follows:

- *The user states the goal* thus formulating a new search query, which can be considered as stating or choosing a particular concept (set of concepts) to follow in AHS. It can be interpreted and aligned with DM (availability of concepts, concept structures and sequences, etc.) and UM (considering user competencies, preferences, experience, etc.). Thus this search query can be re-formulated, refined and enriched (e.g. matching it with the common lexicon or using semantically related terms).
• **DM** is defined by the search index, representing keywords used to facilitate fast and reliable information retrieval, which is acquired from the resources (RM) (and essentially WWW). The index information is obtained from the web by means of crawling / scraping which is similar to the process of resolving content information of a concept in AHS.

• **CM** defines user and usage context properties such as IP address, user profile / stereotype, or search and result history of the users accordingly.

• **GrM** refers to maintaining a collaborative profile of the user or stereotyping search results by location or age group and gender, which later can be used to rank and recommend results by AM.

• Retrieving and updating UM refers to storing and accumulating UM search history which can be used to reformulate queries and/or retrieve personalized results.

• **AM** and **AE** may refer to the Search Engine and Ranking mechanisms, however it may not be entirely clear how to distinguish some particular parts of those. Here we would refer to the AE for Ranking, since they both to some extent perform adaptation of the results. AM then serves as the core of the system: coupling other layers and dispatching information in AHS or performing routines of a Search Engine.

• **PM** renders search results and presents a ranked result list, snippets, additional rank information, groups result (e.g. pictures, videos, text, etc.).

**Summary:** in order to make the use-cases from this chapter more convincing and outline further development of the framework compliance schema we continue with a set of system case-studies in the next chapter.
Figure 5.4: Web Search Compliance With GAP
Chapter 6

GAF Case-Studies

In this chapter we conduct a number of system case-studies and perform a detailed breakdown of systems’ functionality blocks and elements in order to investigate them in terms of the GAF layered structure and the GAP process and conclude with our vision on formalizing AHS analysis and evaluation approach providing a toy example. Case-studies in this chapter are based on the compliance studies presented earlier in chapter 5 and published in [80]. One of these studies (from section 6.2) has been previously published in [64] and the insights on the RPM case (section 6.3) have been presented in [135].

In this chapter’s studies we have taken a number of personalization-enabled systems from different domains in order to show the diversity of GAF. We show that it may not only cover the functionality of the conventional AH systems as it has been investigated in chapters 2 and 3 but it can be also extended to cover the functionality of web-based data-driven systems such as recommendation systems (section 6.2) or personalized web search (section 6.1), applications from a medical domain responsible for a personalized content delivery (section 6.3) or semantic-web enabled systems (such as online tourist guides) (section 6.4). We didn’t include conventional AHS or (adaptive) e-Learning applications’ studies in this chapter. One can find examples of AHAM, AHA!, APeLS and KBS-Hyperbook model and systems in section 3.5, where their adaptation functionality has been discussed in details and presented in the context of the GAP process. In the second part of this chapter we introduce AHS architecture analysis approach and present our thoughts on how to proceed analyzing systems taking into account the reference architecture and the notion of the system compliance.

And we will see in the conclusions that not all of the specific features can be covered by GAF, but as a matter of fact in the very beginning we couldn’t even predict that it would be possible to combine such a variety of systems in one go (and describe them by means of the GAF framework). Besides, GAF is a dynamic structure and allows flexibility (as described in chapter 4) thereby the following case-studies helped us to identify those weak points of the framework and provide valuable feedback for the architecture (see the feedback loop in figure 1.1).
HeyStaks is a social search personalization service that helps users to organize and share pages they find on Google and other search engines (Bing and Yahoo) and provides personalized search results (see Figure 6.1). Considering diverse aspects of the system and its functionality which is represented in the HeyStaks architecture overview in Figure 6.2 we decompose it in a way that forms an overlay of the generic model of an adaptive system, explains the functionality of the system using terms and definitions from the adjacent research area, and foremost brings a custom system to a common denominator by means of the GAF reference model.

6.1.1 HeyStaks process

Figure 6.3 presents a picture of ‘HeyStaks’ and the Generic Adaptation Process ‘sequence chart’ compliance. The GAP process chart is constructed by coupling the layers of a general purpose AHS as described in [85]. Recommendation steps are assigned to a single layer or a transition in the system. Hereafter we discuss ‘HeyStaks’ and GAF compatibility presented in the figure. Though we have faced certain issues distinguishing parts of the Recommendation Engine functionality, in particular the filtering and ranking mecha-
nisms (in this respect AM and AE can be treated accordingly) we could align ‘HeyStaks’ functionality with GAF terms and identify gaps and possible system extensions. On the one hand the mapping proves the genericity of the GAF framework, and on the other hand it opens new horizons to facilitate and generalize recommendation aspects, bringing adaptive techniques into place, extend information fusion and heterogeneity possibilities [26] of such a system encapsulating features of both Recommender and Adaptive Systems.

6.1.2 HeyStaks study: compliant and complimentary features

Below we summarize compliant and complementary ‘HeyStaks’ features and the reference structure of GAF and explain the building blocks and interactions presented in Figure 6.3, augmented with numbered references on the figure and in the discussion below. Of particular interest here are the remarks regarding AHS functionality (shown in GAF) that can be used to further extend ‘HeyStaks’, but also a few instances where ‘Heystaks’ functionality suggests further extensions to the GAF model.

- The User states a goal thus formulating a new recommendation query whereby some inference over the user preferences is made ((1) in Figure 6.3) (which is particularly interesting in knowledge-based RS). This step can be considered as stating or choosing a particular concept (set of concepts) to follow in AHS. The goal can be interpreted and aligned with DM (availability of concepts, concept structures and hierarchies, etc.) and UM (considering user competencies, preferences, experience, interests, etc.). The same way the recommendation query can be reformulated, refined or aligned to match with the related user preferences using semantically related terms to get better recommendations by inferring closely related items (e.g. name of a favorite film director relates to a certain movie genre). There is no explicit User Goal statement in ‘HeyStaks’, however users imply goals by choosing a stak...
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in which they want to perform their searches (2), thus narrowing down the outcome by getting promoted results within the stak. These could be the user’s personal stak or a stak the user joined. (Staks are explained next.)

- **DM** is defined by the knowledge structure of the domain, representing keywords and terms together with the relationships which can be used to facilitate fast and reliable information retrieval and filtering of the concerned item space, where the resources are extracted from RM. On the other hand DM represents the feature space in the case of content-based recommendations where content itself is again retrieved from RM. It may also happen that the domain structure is defined by an ontology [32] in order to facilitate more elaborate reasoning over the item relationships and present more accurate recommendations. There is no explicit domain structure in ‘HeyStaks’, but the domain information is structured as a set of staks (3). Each stak consists of elements representing search results, which can be shared, tagged, voted for, moved to another stak or deleted (4). Together with the stak activity it represents a complete eco-system encapsulating domain information that is used to personalize search results, as well as the clear activity picture, easily understandable and manageable by the users.

- **RM** in AH describes the underlying resources of DM from where the actual content that needs to be adapted is retrieved. RM is tightly connected with the idea of the Open Corpus Adaptation. This is where an AHS operates on an open corpus of documents, e.g. a set of documents that is not known at design time and, moreover, can constantly change and expand [24]. In other words - Open Corpus AH systems can operate on the web scale set of resources, just like ‘HeyStaks’ uses Google or Bing search results to show personal promotions before other results (5). Open-corpus systems in general provide the flexibility of search, recommendation and navigation in one go.

- **CM** defines user and usage context properties such as location inferred from the IP address, time or device used. Modeling Context gives a possibility to consider context-aware recommendations [3] and adaptation, both from the usage and the user point of view. ‘HeyStaks’ doesn’t take contextualization into account. However users’ and staks’ activities are rich and apart from those manual actions that are provided to a user (e.g. share, move between staks, tag), they can be automatically analyzed in the future to find some stable usage patterns or classify user activities in or outside the search stak. On the other hand, considering just the user interaction with the system every search query has a context, which is a stak used to narrow down the results (6).

- **GrM** refers to maintaining a collaborative user profile. It usually clusters results by location or user age group and gender, and uses it to rank and recommend results for a particular user or mediate user models associated with different groups [15]. The Group Model in general may represent and serve heterogeneous user groups by looking up commonalities in profiles to form groups or similarities in the group
activities or system usage (usage patterns) to recommend next best items both in the context of recommender and adaptive system/application for the users within the same group. Though there is no explicit group modeling involved in ‘HeyStaks’, it uses a simple but at the same time elaborate way to encapsulate group related information both in the UM and stak (7). Each stak has a creator and a list of members, while each user has a profile and a list of buddies. Thus all the users can be grouped based on their queries, stak tags, buddy lists, and their collaboration activity (e.g. adding each other, sharing staks and re-using search queries of each other within publicly available staks).

- Retrieving and updating UM refers to storing and accumulating users’ rankings and recommendation history which can be used to re-formulate or re-use system queries or retrieve personalized recommendations by finding similar queries. ‘HeyStaks’ does this all by keeping the user activity logs (8).

- Application and Adaptation Models (AM and AE) may refer to the Recommender Engine involving Filtering and Ranking mechanisms, however it may not be entirely unambiguous how to distinguish some particular parts of those between layers of AHS. Here we would refer to the Adaptation Model for ranking and recommendation rules, since they both to some extent perform adaptation of the results (10). The Application Model then serves as the core of the system: coupling other layers and dispatching information in AHS and Recommender respectively and performing a corresponding filtering method retrieving information from UM and DM for collaborative and content-based filtering respectively (9). Usually search and recommender engines are robust and flexible for introducing or discovering new rules on the fly, which is not always the case with Adaptation Engines in AHS. However the rule systems which are conventionally used in AHS can easily facilitate reasoning in RS (e.g. ECA type of rules to determine static recommendation filters such as gender or location aware, or at the same time serve as the basis for semantic reasoning to look up for a related concepts that the user might be interested in). AHS will also provide the so-called ‘higher-order adaptation’ capabilities (11). They will monitor the user’s behavior and also to adapt the adaptation behavior by discovering new or refining old rules. The ‘HeyStaks’ recommendation engine uses a rich history of user search experience and profiling techniques (where the stak serves as a profile of the user search activity) to promote result candidates. Stak usage data provides an additional source of data that can be used to filter results and generate the final recommendations.

- PM renders recommendation and adaptation results in such a way that a recommendation list is presented in the form of a ranked list, snippets, additional ranking information, result groups, etc. By applying AH presentation and navigation techniques [82] this may be presented not only like a ranked or sorted list, but a whole new spectrum of interaction becomes available to enhance user experience in RS (e.g. (de)emphasizing results in the list, summarizing results, navigating through the list, presenting contextual and non-contextual links, annotating and explain-
ing the choice, etc.) (12) On top of search results ‘HeyStaks’ does some of this (13): it sorts according to the personal stak preference or provides the possibility to preview. More than that it gives a possibility to provide immediate feedback on the result (vote, share, tag) which changes your UM and influences subsequent searches and ranking of results.

6.1.3 Conclusions

We mapped AHS layers (GAF in particular), Recommenders and HeyStaks functionality and presented it in the Figure 6.3. As previously outlined in Figure 5.2 for different types of RS, here we retain the structure and building blocks of the system and show the architecture as well as the process overlay of the ‘HeyStaks’ social RS.

6.2 Twittomender case-study

In recent years a lot of progress has been made in the field of RS. New efficient models and algorithms have been developed [114], heterogeneous and hybrid systems are gaining wide use. Amongst those RS personalized search and twitter are getting into place [63, 128].

Since its first emergence on the scene in early 2006, Twitter has grown from an early microblogging engine into a real time web behemoth. In the early days some 300,000 tweets were produced by early adopters of the system per month, contrast this with some 140 million tweets estimated to be produced per day in march 2011\(^1\). With this obvious information increase, creating ways to use this information appropriately and intelligently has become a hot topic for many researchers [108, 53]. In Twitter the main producers of this content are the users themselves who have subscribed to the system. Obviously, not all the information produced by each user is to everyone’s preference, so finding the producers, the so-called ‘diamonds in the rough’, is an interesting research challenge. And, with the Twittomender system we have chosen to frame this as a recommender systems.

Most of these AH models, including the emerging and discussed in the thesis GAF model focus on a layered architecture and discuss the adaptation of the content and navigation to the user properties as well as recommending the links to follow based on the user preferences and knowledge, thus bringing the fields of AH and Recommendation closer together. In fact we show that a web-based RS can be treated as AHS and therefore expressed in terms of a generic AH framework, which we backup by the conducted case-study of the Twittomender system.

In the section we focus on describing RS functionality and Twittomender [63] in particular in terms of AH systems, in order to show complimentary features of RS and layers of a generic AH framework (GAF) which aims to develop a new reference model for the adaptive hypermedia research field by considering new developments, techniques and methodologies in the area of AH and adjacent fields (including but not limited to RS) [80].

\(^1\) C. Penner, #numbers, mar, 2011, http://blog.twitter.com/2011/03/numbers.html
We show framework compliance (conformity in structure and partial functionality overlay) with the *Twittomender*, a Twitter based recommender system. Besides *Twittomender* is a very interesting example, covering topics such as personalization, recommendation, search and collaborative web experience which means that we can bring and fit all these features together in the framework. As a result we also achieve an evaluation of how generic the GAF framework could be on the one hand and whether the description of one particular RS fits in the framework, and helps to evaluate the real system on the other.

### 6.2.1 *Twittomender* recommender overview

The *Twittomender* system’s main function involves syncing a user’s account and producing followee recommendations through a range of collaborative and content-based strategies. However for this to work efficiently, users must be active on Twitter, i.e. they must follow a number of other users, must have some followers themselves and must have produced some content (through tweets). Although this functionality is great for Twitter users who wish to increase the number of appropriate user streams they follow, it does not perform satisfactorily for new Twitter users. These users have not produced much content through tweets, nor are they following or being followed by enough users for collaborative or content-based followee recommendation techniques to perform as expected. For this reason we also provide a search capability to *Twittomender*, which allows users to explicitly type search queries. For our collaborative and content-based strategies we evaluate 9 different profiling and recommendation strategies based on the different sources of profile information, in isolation and in combination. To begin with we implemented 4 content-based strategies that rely on the content of tweets as follows:

1. \((S1)\) users are represented by their own tweets \((tweets(U_T))\);
2. \((S2)\) users are represented by the tweets of their followees \((followeestweets(U_T))\);
3. \((S3)\) users are represented by the tweets of their followers \((followerstweets(U_T))\);
4. \((S4)\) a hybrid strategy in which users are represented by the combination of tweets from \(tweets(U_T)\), \(followeestweets(U_T)\), and \(followerstweet(U_T)\);

In addition we implemented 3 collaborative style strategies, in the sense that we view a user profile as a simple set of user ids.

5. \((S5)\) users are represented by the IDs of their followees \((followee(U_T))\);
6. \((S6)\) users are represented by the IDs of their followers \((follower(U_T))\);
7. \((S7)\) a hybrid strategy in which users are represented by the combination \(followee(U_T)\) and \(follower(U_T)\);

Additional 2 strategies are:
8. (S8) the scoring function is based on a combination of content and collaborative strategies S1 and S6;

9. (S9) the scoring function for this strategy is based on the position of the user in each of the recommendation lists so that users that are frequently present in high positions are preferred;

### 6.2.2 Recommender System and AHS: Twittomender Study

Considering diverse aspects of the system and its functionality we decompose it in a way that forms an overlay of a generic model of an adaptive system, explains the functionality of the system using terms and definitions from adjacent recommender systems research area, and foremost brings a custom system to a common denominator by means of the GAF reference model.

Figure 6.5 presents a picture of Twittomender and the Generic Adaptation Process (GAP) sequence chart compliance. Here the GAP process chart is constructed by coupling the layers of a general purpose AHS as described in [80]. Recommendation steps are assigned to a single layer or a transition in the system. Though we have faced certain issues distinguishing parts of the Recommendation Engine functionality, in particular the filtering and ranking mechanisms (AM and AE accordingly) we could align Twittomender functionality with GAF terms and identify gaps and possible system extension. On the one hand the mapping proves the genericity of the GAF framework, and on the other hand it opens new horizons to facilitate and generalize recommendation aspects, bringing adaptive techniques into place, extend information fusion and heterogeneity possibilities [26] of such a systems encapsulating features of both Recommender and Adaptive Systems.
Figure 6.5: Twittomender compliance with Generic Adaptation Framework
Further we summarize compliant and complementary Twittomender features and the reference structure of GAF and explain the building blocks and interactions presented in figure 6.5. Of particular interest here are the remarks regarding AHS functionality (described in GAF terms) that can be used to extend Twittomender, but also a few instances where Twittomender functionality suggests further extensions to the GAF model.

- Users start system interaction by choosing whether to get recommendations directly by logging in with their Twitter profile or by entering a search query they are interested in. This refers to GM of GAF. Internally goal is represented by the immediate query input by the user or constructed from the indexed content of the users tweets when he or she log-ins into the system.

- Twittomender Profiler serves both as UM, by associating each user with the corresponding group of followers and followees, and at the same time as user information mediator which requests tweet content information from Twitter services and provides this information to the Lucene indexer which forms the index of user tweets and such forms the domain model to be used in recommendations.

- GrM refers to maintaining a collaborative user profile is already provided by Twitter services. It clusters results by location or user age group and gender, and uses it to rank and recommend results for a particular user or mediate user models associated with different groups. To some extent Twitter services provide this possibility by maintaining the groups of followers, followees of any given user.

- DM of the Twittomender is represented by the index which is stored by the Lucene (backend).

- CM (both user and usage models) are not considered.

- AM is represented by the Twittomender framework. Mainly it serves to query terms from the Lucene and retrieve corresponding ranked lists of users and related tweets. Twittomender framework also provides interfaces to PM.

- AE as described in a generic Recommender system use-case is represented by indexing and actual querying solution, Lucene. Its Information Retrieval module provides querying interfaces to Twittomender and return recommendation lists upon querying (both User Terms and search Terms as indicated in GM. The actual index is stored in DM providing flexibility of the system and at the same time decoupling Lucene as a stand-alone Query/Retrieval mechanism.

- PM generates ranked list of users recommended to follow and corresponding cloud of indexed terms that are relevant to the user activity in Twitter.

### 6.2.3 Extending Twittomender

Based on the case-study and some of the conclusions we immediately thought of improving the Twittomender system. According to the separation of the functionality concerns
that we could distinguish using the GAF framework we wanted to extend the user modelling and personalization capabilities of the Twittomender system and combine them with existing information from the personal Google profiles that many users already have. From the Google personal profile we could extract the personal history (which is essentially versioned and takes up the last 7 days, 30 days, a year or all time historical information) as well as personal search trends (which are also provided by the Google infrastructure including top queries, top sites and top links). Based on this retrieved RSS history feed, we create a new personalized index which is used by Twittomender to provide recommendations.

The retrieved Google-based record includes the title - which is either a query string or a title in case of queries or result pages respectively; description (denoting the number of results) which can be used as a weighting factor in RS; unique ID; and categories: web query interpreted the same way as it is used to query relevant and interesting terms in Twittomender, and web results treated the same way as the Tweets index (in Twittomender) of a particular user. After parsing this retrieved RSS history feed we construct the input for the Twittomender in a form of an index, which from this point on can be considered as a personalized index and will help to deliver user related twitter recommendations and to a certain extent overcome a cold start problem by retrieving and constructing a personalized index from an existing Google profile. Besides that users should feel more comfortable getting a result relevant to what they have been previously searching on the web using Google search engine. The basics are shown in figure 6.6.

To summarize the extension does the following:

- it provides recommendations taking (Google profile) user modelling and time changes into account;
- ideally user should be able to log into Twittomender using their Google credentials;
- Twittomender treats the Google constructed UM (input result index or/and query);
- each UM profile is constructed using a versioned search/query term based on the day/week/month time window;
- the same time alignment is done in twitter;
- versioning criteria appear to be very useful since both Google and Twitter use time-windows to treat historical information and we consider these two aspects complimentary;
- since we are using the existing Twittomender recommendation mechanism, there is almost no impact on the existing system, we only feed a personalized index into the system.

Essentially Google profiles and personal search history are used to construct the personalized index to be used in order to provide tweets and followers recommendation in the Twittomender system.
6.2.4 Conclusions

First and foremost this case-study helped to identify possible Twittomender improvements and extensions. It is planned to make some further developments to Twittomender, one avenue which we are exploring is a mechanism to focus on users individual personal traits. What topics do user’s talk about? What types of people do they follow? It is also planned to extend the Twittomender platform to cluster similar users based on these traits. This will allow Twitter users to quickly navigate to the types of people they would normally tend to gravitate towards or conversely show them the topics they would be clustered into e.g Sports, Technology, etc. And this is what we could already foresee by looking into the system through the GAF “lens”.

6.3 Remote Patient Management system (investigation) case-study

Remote Patient Management Systems (RPM), besides monitoring the health conditions of patients, provide them with different information services that currently are predefined and follow a one-size-fits-all paradigm to a large extent. In this section we focus on the
Figure 6.7: RPM systems schematics: current state and history

problem of knowledge discovery and patient modeling by mining data, motivational and instructional feedback provided to patients within the RPM system.
A general picture of such a system is presented in figure 6.7. But here we would like to focus on the design of the framework aimed at facilitating the adaptation and personalization of the information services by discovering actionable patterns from educational material usage data as well as motivational and instructional feedback, and linking those with the conditions and quality of life of the home-monitored patients. We sketch an RPM framework based on the GAF architecture (and considering separation of concerns principles of the GAF adaptation), that can be implemented and provide motivating examples based on our preliminary study of one real RPM dataset.
We would like GAF and AH technology in general to become an integral part of an RPM systems. The output of the knowledge discovery process will be utilized for patient modeling and providing input for the adaptation engine. One type of practically relevant questions related to patient modeling and adaptation includes e.g. “what kinds of patients are likely to weigh themselves regularly if they review their weight charts”; “what is the relationship between the patients reviewing the charts and watching educational videos or reading motivational messages”, “do the patients (or what kind) restart weighting after receiving a message that they forgot to do so”. Two examples drawn from the real RPM dataset, collected during a clinical trial, are shown in figure 6.8.
The preliminary results of our exploration study suggest that there is a potential of building upon the GAF framework to facilitate data-driven patient modeling and motivate the shift from the one-size-fits-all approach currently employed in the development of RPM systems to personalization in providing educational materials, motivational support and
informational content to the users. An anticipated architecture of the RPM system build upon GAF is presented in figure 6.9. In this figure rounded rectangles and data base symbols represent basic modeling elements (Domain, Resource, Patient and Professional, Adaptation and Presentation models). All the connections are annotated according to the interaction processes taking place. We also elaborate key elements of the patient models (UM) here as the main focus group of the RPM system.

Further work here has been discussed with the RPM system experts and may include the many-sided analysis of the RPM usage database with the focus on the educational content and usage data. The particular focuses include subgroups discovery and identification of signatures describing well-doing home-monitored patients and those who require more assistance of the medical staff, which is entirely covered by the facilities offered by GAF framework thus facilitating modern RPM systems development and deployment.
Figure 6.9: GAF-based framework for personalization of information services in RPM
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6.4 CHIP art recommender case-study

Employing Semantic Web techniques to combine user, domain and adaptation models from different applications based on the same ontology is a feasible problem, but when different ontologies are used, the problem of ontology alignment must be tackled first, making the reasoning over such a structure more challenging. AHAM presented earlier can almost handle the single ontology case but has no provision for dealing with multiple ontologies, while dealing with multiple CHIP ontologies require manual mapping. In section 3.10 we have provisioned modelling and interoperability questions and hereafter would like to discuss a particular case-study. It concerns the compliance of a semantic web-enabled recommender system CHIP\(^2\) and as in previous use-cases described the CHIP system in terms of the GAF blocks.

The prototype CHIP architecture is presented in figure 6.10. It shows a composition of the system and based on the client-server architecture which makes use of two external APIs (including access to the E-Culture RDF storage to support the semantic interoperability of the system). Schema in figure 6.11 elaborates CHIP functionality and decomposes it from AH perspective.

GAF-CHIP modelling components are:

- **GM** in CHIP is presented to the user through Demonstrators (Tour Wizard, Mobile Guide, Art Recommender) and can be interpreted a rating goal, viewing or a tour offered to a user. All these goals generate events which are translated in the corresponding UM updates and system interaction.

- **DM** is implemented using a semantically enriched ‘Rijksmuseum’ collection stored in RDF/XML format and maintained by Sesame Open RDF memory store. It uses

\(^2\)http://chip-project.org/
Figure 6.11: CHIP-GAF compliance
the corresponding query language SeRQL to retrieve the information from DM and associated resource base (RM).

- **UM** represents information about CHIP users such as personal information, ratings of the artworks and art topics, tours (stored in ‘Turtle’ format). It is implemented as an overlay over the DM structure and consists of attribute-value pairs representing the aforementioned user properties and thus fully resembles conventional UM overlay modelling used in AH. As mentioned earlier user goals are translated into UM events. These events are: Rating - when the users rates an object (artwork or an interesting topic) with a value from “-1” to “1”; Viewing - an event which comprises a Tour event; and the Tour event which orders user added art objects.

- **RM** in CHIP is represented by a converted ARIA data base (conversion to RDF was done within ‘Topia’ project\(^3\)) and is queried using SeRQL query language as well as DM. ARIA provides a web interface to manage the data base and is used to provide the information for the general visitors of the museum website.

- **CM** is not entirely considered in CHIP; however a few steps in distinguishing mobile and desktop applications are done. This can be treated as a contextual adaptation to a device capabilities.

- **AE** - basic AE model functionality is based on querying (using SeRQL) DM. It retrieves only those elements from DM (and corresponding descriptions) which are interesting to the user (rated positively by the user). Thus only these items are presented to the user and only relevant items are recommended.

- To present information in CHIP *MooFlow* and *ProtoFlow* technologies are used. They render the lists of artworks in a carousel in the Art Recommender and Mobile Museum Guide applications. Simile Exhibit and Simile Timeline javascript web applications serve the Web-browser client and are applied for data presentation. Thus the presentation is based only on the decision made by AE and is always provided in the similar way, varying in the end-user applications only (mobile vs. full screen application).

### 6.5 GAF System Architecture Analysis Approach

The evaluation of any AHS and essentially any type of the adaptive web system plays an important role. Compliance and system studies have shown this. Described in [106] the layered evaluation provides a description of the system functionality and helps to solve many related problems. In this section we consider a more formalized and specific system analysis approach by taking up systems’ block composition scenarios and interfaces described in chapter 4 which might significantly help in further system evaluation and analysis. We defined the dependencies between models, methods they use to communicate and particular implementations (based on the usage scenarios). As a starting point for

\(^3\)https://www.cwi.nl/Topia
our analysis we took an approach from [73]. The main steps of this analysis are presented in Figure 6.12. By scenarios we mean framework use-cases (adaptive search, adaptive eLearning, recommender system presented in chapter 5), which were published in [80]. We also consider system aspects and AHS building blocks composition which impacts the architecture (see chapter 4). The introduction to this AH architecture analysis method has been previously published in [79].

As a result we will have an elementary concerns of how to build AHS, explaining mandatory and optional building blocks of the system, trade-offs available (mostly concerning optional elements of AHS) and the dependencies involved. We have essentially elaborated this approach in the use-cases.

6.5.1 GAF Analysis Approach (overview of DM Example)

In this section we elaborate the analysis approach and consider DM as a sample model. In Figure 6.13 we show an overview of the model interface dependencies. Analyzing it further we comprise the dependency table of building blocks’ interfaces (such as Domain, Use, Resource, Context models), scenarios of how these models are used and which type of a system is being described (AHS, Adaptive eLearning, Recommender System, etc.), possible technologies used to implement it (Data Bases, OWL ontologies for semantic web enabled systems, TF-IDF index for search, etc.). This idea of how this table should look is presented in Table 6.1. As a result we’ll have a detailed picture of the system components, evaluated against the reference model (GAF), which helps to identify system’s pros and cons.

Considering any arbitrary DM properties and interfaces of any given system, we analyze them against the following properties and methods of the DM reference structure (see Figure 6.14 for details). The major division here concerns methods and properties of the abstract Domain Model class. Further we distinguish classes (like sets or collections of
Figure 6.13: Domain Model interface dependencies

Table 6.1: partial GAF blocks high-level dependencies: DM example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DM properties and methods</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Resource Model</th>
<th>Adaptation Engine</th>
<th>User Modelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concept tree</td>
<td>conventional AHS</td>
<td>content pages/frames</td>
<td>ECA reasoning, prerequisites relations</td>
<td>UM overlay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eLearning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feature space</td>
<td>recommender system</td>
<td>datasets</td>
<td>promotions and ranking mechanisms</td>
<td>implicit user profiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>index</td>
<td>adaptive search</td>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>ranking</td>
<td>implicit user profiling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.14: Domain Model abstraction class

- **Concepts** or concept maps, indices, trees, etc., relationships (which are conventionally constituted by the ontology relationships), attributes of the concepts (e.g., feature space, properties, characteristics, etc.), then functional terms which are denoted by complex structures usually treated as a single term, and restrictions defined by assertions or some specific domain rules.

Methods can be defined by constructors used to author DM as well as refine, maintain or update it. Major DM methods describe the access and retrieve procedures mainly called by User Model (UM), Resource model (RM) and Adaptation Engine (AE) to access the conceptual structure and query corresponding content. We also define mapping methods which are used to maintain structure sustainability especially in overlay type of models or ontology mapping for instance. These mappings (or alignments) can be done between DM and User, Goals, Groups models and Rules sets. Additionally we have methods to merge, split and extract sub-models of DM, which can be used in distributed domain modelling or open corpus adaptation.

DM scenarios describe the system behaviour in terms of functional flow and user interaction. We have described most prominent use-cases of such a framework compliance with different types of systems in [80]. Thus the DM usage in different cases could be analyzed against these reference scenarios.

Finally we have a number of particular technologies to work with DM and associated or cross-technology data available to start modelling (e.g., Dublin Core to devise adaptive eLearning application or a dataset feature list to devise recommender system or adaptive
search portal). This may remind us of the UML notion used in [87] to formalize the AHS modelling, however we define more strict dependencies in the GAF formalization through defining interfaces, methods and scenarios, besides we use it to analyze system, identify alternatives and be able to compare and assess other systems in terms of the GAF framework. Table 6.1 presents high-level dependencies between DM properties and methods, scenarios and other AHS’ models. This is just to give an idea of our approach, ideally these dependencies would be described in meticulous details, parametrizing abstract DM interfaces and to some extent show concrete technology or implementation approach for each of these models’ interfaces. Eventually this approach with the combination of the the architecture description (chapter 4) and the system’s compliance study give a full system evaluation and analysis picture.
Chapter 7

Technologies Leveraging Adaptive and Personalization Functionality

In this chapter we consider a number of interesting and yet important near-AH technologies, in other words the technologies that can tremendously leverage adaptive and personalization functionality in the field of AH. This chapter might be treated as the ‘future work in progress’ and not only envisions these future directions in AH but shows their importance and outlines the benefits.

First we are going to discuss the importance of provenance data in AH and essentially any type of personalization web-based system (section 7.1). We re-visit AH modelling questions and find out the way to align these questions with a widely recognized W7 provenance model. Moreover we align not only the questions but also the answers thus enriching the conventional AH modelling approach (section 7.1.3). We conclude this part of the chapter by bringing up the examples of the provenance importance (section 7.1.4) and summarize with the provenance modelling problems and prospective solution (section 7.1.5).

In the second part of the chapter we describe a so-called ‘versioning’ framework which helps to store, manage and personalize various information aspects considering the ideas from the fields of source control and web-archiving. We show that versioning methodologies allow to tackle information capture and retrieval in a convenient and easy way by presenting basics of versioning. We consider some use cases of applying AH methods and techniques to overcome visualization overload issues and conclude by summarizing benefits of bridging AH and versioning technologies. The ‘versioning’ part is organized as follows: first, we revise versioning methodologies and operation (section 7.2.2) and information overload issues from AH perspective (section 7.2.4). Then we describe AH personalization aspects (section 7.2.5). Based on the real examples (surveyed in section 7.2.8) we show a number of ‘representative’ use-cases (section 7.2.9). We present our view on an adaptive proxy architecture (section 7.2.9) and finally outline the advantages and perspectives of combining these technologies (section 7.2.7).
Provenance related sections of this chapter have been previously published in [85], and our ‘versioning’ ideas and approaches have been elaborated and published in [77, 84].

7.1 GAF Provenance Modelling

A hypermedia application offers its users navigational freedom within a large hyperspace. AH offers personalized content, presentation, and navigation support. Most AHS do so by building UM and using that to guide AE. The subject of UM scrutability has been studied extensively [72] because users want to be able to review (scrutinize) what the system knows about them. Adaptation scrutability still remains largely uncharted territory: most systems are not set up to explain to users why the content, presentation and navigation are adapted the way they are. We take a new approach towards offering scrutability by studying the parallels with the area of data provenance. In general provenance data aims at providing users with an explanation of the origin, history and evolution of data and processes.

In this section we re-examine the adaptation questions stated in the very beginning of the AH era [23, 82] in the context of data provenance. In fact we match the major questions of adaptation (What, To What, Why, Where, When, How) with a question-driven provenance model (see table 7.1.2). Our major goal here is to show how complementary to each other adaptation and provenance are (in terms of question-based classification) (section 7.1.3). We also present a number of demonstrative examples of data lineage, harvesting and interpretation importance in AH (section 7.1.4). And finally we investigate what the problems of designing provenance support in AHS are (section 7.1.5).

7.1.1 Provenance

Provenance is information about the origin, ownership, source, history, lineage and/or derivation of an information object or data. Provenance is important as it is vital for providing the detailed explanation of user action, system usage and data origin and inference, ensuring analysis of dependencies in the system and repeatability of user actions.

Provenance Modelling: There are several provenance modelling approaches:

- **Data-centric**: refers to meta-data models such as Dublin Core\(^1\), Premis\(^2\), OAIS\(^3\), etc., where a metadata schema stores the provenance data; this was for instance presented in [105].

- **Process-centric**: refers to the description of the process with particular change steps through which this metadata is obtained. It collects not only the data about a particular step, but about the application processes as well [70].

---

\(^1\)[http://dublincore.org/]

\(^2\)[http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/]

\(^3\)[http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/650x0b1.pdf]
Possible alternative and less generic classification of provenance models includes but is not limited to:

- **Pipeline-centric**: as investigated in [59] a new pipeline-centric approach to provenance data was introduced for the class of workflow-based applications, which helps to determine the provenance of the application output based on the provenance graph of the application.

We believe that process and pipeline type of obtaining provenance data [59] can be complementary with the adaptation process shown in figure 7.1. These two have very much in common with the process of collecting data that could be used for the provenance analysis. By Adaptation Process we mean the interaction in AHS which starts with the goal statement, exploits features of the user and domain models in different contexts and adapts various aspects of the system to the user. This sequence of user-adaptation actions could be aligned according to the classification of AH methods and techniques as well as Provenance questions and results in the adaptation sequence, coupling the ‘layers’ of AHS (figure 7.1).

Possible alternative and less generic classification of provenance models includes but is not limited to:

- In the **Data Specific Provenance Model**, each data type has its own provenance

---

**Figure 7.1: Conceptual Adaptation Process Sequence**

**Figure 7.2: W7 Provenance Model [112]**

- Pipeline-centric: as investigated in [59] a new pipeline-centric approach to provenance data was introduced for the class of workflow-based applications, which helps to determine the provenance of the application output based on the provenance graph of the application.
model, carrying forward information covering the complete path of the data. This approach benefits in a way that all provenance metadata comes with each result, but lacks models interoperability.

- The *Generic Complete Provenance Model* retains provenance information in the form of prior data sets and transformations. This approach has the advantage of being very complete, however it requires storage of intermediate results and hardly be visualized and analyzed in a simple way.

- In the *Hierarchical Provenance Model* only the provenance information covering the previous transformation is retained, but at the same time all the provenance data can be recursively returned. This type of retaining hierarchical data may correspond to a hierarchical structure of DM. Thus it is complementary in such a way that it keeps track of the user following the conceptual structure in depth gaining more detailed knowledge on a particular subject represented with this hierarchy.

We leave out the question of a particular provenance modelling approach, but rather consider the generic model of provenance information. We will use W7 which is a provenance model representing diverse information about the data produced in the system [112].

### 7.1.2 Adaptation and Provenance Questions

**Adaptation Questions**

There is a number of adaptation questions that have to be answered in order to build an AH application [82]. Moreover they define the adaptation process aligning the structure of system sub-components. These questions also denote the adaptation process flow. The core of adaptation is defined by stating and answering six major questions:

- What can we adapt? (*What?*)
- What can we adapt to? (*To What?*)
- Why do we need adaptation? (*Why?*)
- Where can we apply adaptation? (*Where?*)
- When can we apply adaptation? (*When?*)
- How do we adapt? (*How?*)

We want not just to revisit these questions, but to address the issue of aligning them (and corresponding answers) in a common, modular structure of a generic AHS architecture. By answering the major adaptation questions we elaborate the adaptation process description outlined in figure 7.1 and consider it in the context of the provenance model. This process is usually initiated by the user stating the adaptation goal and thus answering the “Why adaptation is needed?” question. Then in the process we consider the “What?”
and “To What?” questions, which emphasize DM and UM description. “When?” and “Where?” in this process go further providing context and application area definitions. Lastly, the, “How?” question describing methods and techniques on conceptual and implementation level and finally all together resulting in an AHS description.

Provenance Questions

Hereafter we will consider one of the most extensive definition of the provenance models and investigate the way it can be complementary to AHS, possibly after some extensions. According to [112] Provenance is defined as a n-tuple \( P = (\text{What}, \text{When}, \text{Where}, \text{How}, \text{Who}, \text{Which}, \text{Why}, \text{Occurs\_at}, \text{Happens\_in}, \text{Leads\_to}, \text{Brings\_about}, \text{Is\_used\_in}, \text{Is\_because\_of}) \), which represents the W7 model [112], where:

- “What” denotes the sequence of events that affect the data object;
- “When”, the set of event times;
- “Where”, the set of all locations;
- “How”, the set of all actions leading up to the events;
- “Who”, the set of all agents involved in the events;
- “Which”, the set of all devices;
- “Why”, the set of reasons for the events.

According to the model an action is taken by agents using devices for reasons, which is reflected by the various relationships existing between “what” and the elements “who”, “which” and “why”. The conceptual schema of the W7 provenance model is presented in figure 7.2. In other words these questions may also describe such information as: event decision (what), duration (when), activity (how), method (which), person (who), arguments and justification (why).

This scheme shows a schematic representation of the W7 model. In table 7.1 we will consider Provenance questions side by side with Adaptation questions and aim at aligning them hence extending AHS with the notion of provenance.

7.1.3 Aligning questions

Considering the question-centric, extensive definition of the W7 Provenance Model [112] and the AH methods and techniques classification questions [82] we combine and align the questions and corresponding answers. Such an alignment will be able to provide complementary features description. Here we investigate commonalities and similarities in the semantics of the answers and meanings of these questions, emphasizing the idea that provenance information can be very useful in AHS and at the same time provenance information can help to reason in AH, for example providing more explanations to the
### Table 7.1: Aligning Adaptation and Provenance questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>AHS</th>
<th>Provenance Model</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What?</td>
<td>Domain Model</td>
<td>denotes the sequence of events that affect the data object</td>
<td>answers describe the sequence of events when the user gets access to the domain information and acquires domain knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who? (To Whom?) Which?</td>
<td>describes the user profile selection (or/and device usage) (e.g. can be used to select a group or target users)</td>
<td>the set of all agents and/or devices involved in the process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To What?</td>
<td>UM attributes (selecting particular attributes that are accessed and updated within the concerned adaptation process)</td>
<td>no actual representation in terms of provenance question, however historical information on accessing and updating UM represents provenance information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>stating the adaptation goal(s) (might be a domain concept, representing either a new goal to follow or a sequence of concepts)</td>
<td>the set of reasons for triggering a particular event (evidence of what has happened) reasons and goals are complementary, indicating the premises of the adaptation process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When? Where?</td>
<td>Application Model (which serves as the core of the system: coupling other layers and dispatching information in AHS) and Context information keeps track and interprets the context information</td>
<td>the set of event times and locations contextual information in general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How?</td>
<td>describing AH methods and techniques on a conceptual and implementation level (Adaptive Engine (AE) functionality); explains the sequence of event-actions; <em>describes the syntax</em> of cause-effect relations</td>
<td>the set of all actions leading up to the events (keeping track of the events, and corresponding action in the system); <em>describes the semantics</em> of events and actions recorded in pair provenance and AH describe the syntax and semantics of AE functionality (record events and actions and show cause-effect relationship)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
end user or making the system more trustworthy. In table 7.1 we map questions and look for common understanding in-between Provenance and AH.

“**What?**” — answer to this question on the one hand describes the way domain information is represented in the system (hierarchy of concepts, ontology, etc.) and on the other hand shows what events in the system these data objects can affect.

“**Who?**” (“**To Whom?**”), “**Which?**” — answers to these questions give us an idea of the UM environment: **Which?** defines the device capabilities and in general **Who?** represents the user profile. They also describe the set of devices and agents involved in the process from the provenance point of view and can be used to select the target group of users, representing the high-level user division and defining the group adaptation parameters.

“**To What?**” — answer narrows down the user profile to a particular set of attributes involved in the adaptation process (accessed and updated by the system to retrieve or refresh the current state of the user knowledge, interest, competence, etc.). These are usually domain dependent attributes. There is no actual match on the provenance question here, however the history of UM attributes’ access and updates directly refers to storing and harvesting provenance data from user logs.

“**Why?**” — answer determines the set (one-at-a-time or a sequence) of goals of adaptation and describes the set of reasons for initiating the concerned adaptation process. Thus, these two indicate the premises of the adaptation process in general, provide arguments and describe the way adaptation is initiated.

“**When?**” and “**Where?**” — answers are registered as a part of the provenance model events. The AHS keeps track of these changes and interprets this data to be used as the input for the reasoning component, which should take into account this time and place contextual information.

“**How?**” — answer provenance data records event-action sequences, describing mostly the syntax of these changes, on the other hand AHS describes the semantics (understanding of these cause-event relationships), contributing to the picture of the reasoning model. As a whole it describes AE functionality of the system.

### 7.1.4 Examples of Provenance Importance in AH

We have mentioned some of the motivating examples in the introduction, but we would like to extend this list and provide more insight on the importance of AH provenance. We consider the following examples to be significant:

- **Adaptation**: provenance data can be directly used in the adaptation process. Being interpreted by the AE to determine the result of the next adaptation step, it may extend the capabilities of the adaptive reasoning from a conventional pre-authored type to become more context and provenance/lineage dependent, taking into account not only UM values and updating them, but analyzing the origin of these UM updates and thus adjusting them accordingly (e.g. AE may interpret the knowledge source properties and assign different scores to the user depending on the source trustworthiness).

- **Explanation and Analysis**: explanations not only include information about system
usage (e.g. the prerequisite knowledge level is reached and the user can access new information) but also where this information comes from, how it was derived, etc. (e.g. the user is provided with an additional explanation about the origin of their ‘knowledge’ or ‘interest’ which may come from an update event issued by the system interpreted in a way the user can understand). This could be useful both in providing additional explanation and recommendations to the user and in the analysis of the system behaviour by the domain expert.

- **Usage Patterns Analysis**: could be helpful to discover and analyze certain abnormal user behaviour patterns (in combination with information retrieval methods, e.g. provide the dependency of unusual data and the source of it using the provenance information). Essentially provenance data can be mined to discover these patterns and used to analyze the origin of such a behaviour.

- **Information reliability**: provenance regarding how the adapted information was delivered to a user helps to ensure that it can be trusted so that the user understands the way he received the information and is explained why he gets this and where it comes from.

- **Information currency (prevalence/efficacy)**: capturing provenance such as when the update to UM is done could be used to avoid being misled (e.g. by outdated information).

- **Semantics of provenance**: provenance data provide a semantic extension to the system, expanding the description of the data to what is answered by the provenance questions. For instance the data providing the information of the data origin will extend the semantics of each particular delivered information unit. Thus provenance information ‘naturally’ extends the semantics of the existing data model [111].

- **Adaptation Process**: considering process and pipeline centric types of provenance information we anticipate mapping the notion of provenance on the adaptation process shown in figure 7.1. Each step of the adaptation sequence here represents a single data transformation from the data lineage point of view, answering aforementioned questions of Provenance and AH models.

### 7.1.5 Provenance Issues and Prospective Solutions

In this section we would also like to indicate some of the issues that one may face while investigating provenance of data in AHS. These are only some of the most common problems:

**Harvesting of provenance data.** Since AHS usually has a rather complex structure the problem of data harvesting arises. That’s why we proposed a layered structure (figure 7.1), strictly distinguishing AH data (essentially adaptation questions) and process, using major AH classifications. This will provide transparency of the system functionality, reduce (by associating type of provenance data with the layer) places of provenance data origin and help in analyzing the data.
**Understanding the semantics of provenance.** Understanding provenance enables users to share, learn the meaning and take advantage of data, facilitating collaboration and learning, reducing the number of deadlocks and providing mechanisms to conceptual modelling [112]. We have partially covered this issue in this ‘provenance’-related section trying to understand and match the semantics of provenance and AH data (in terms of questions).

**Diversity in data types and many places of data origin.** As mentioned above, considering a generic layered structure of AHS we try to put things in order and clearly distinguish between the major questions first of Adaptation and then Provenance, thus reducing and foremost matching overall places of origin diversity. Anticipating the layered structure of AHS we foresee the idea of clear separation in such a way that already mentioned harvesting of the provenance data becomes transparent and clear which simplifies data analysis and reduces the number of ambiguous places of data origin.

Moreover as investigated in [83] some of these provenance problems related to data dynamics, diversity and overload and in particular issues of storing, retrieving (harvesting) and analyzing (interpreting) data in AH can be facilitated by using versioning techniques. There are many more problems to be considered, such as reusability and alignment of provenance data, different reasons for needing provenance, its representation and propagation. Finally implementing and using provenance could become an issue. Without fulfilling most of these requirements it may cause misuse and misinterpretation of the AH related data (e.g. misaligning user and a domain knowledge) and lead to unpredictable adaptation results (e.g. termination and confluence problems).

### 7.2 Versioning in AH

#### 7.2.1 Introduction to Versioning in AH

An ordinary user is now overwhelmed by different types of information flows (sending and receiving e-mails and news, editing documents, using social networks, and other daily routines). We receive a lot of information (and it is constantly growing) but can’t handle it all. As a way to handle information overload issues we propose to leverage two different technologies such as Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) and version control to handle these issues in one go. We would like to investigate information overload issues from two perspectives: from personalized visualization mechanisms exploiting AH methods and techniques, to maintaining and to some extent personalizing the versioned structure by creating adaptive versions of accessed information. Systems like DiffIE [127] or SIS (Stuff I’ve Seen) [51] can be considered as good motivating examples of bringing personalization and storing the historical data together. In this and following sections we scrutinize basic concepts of versioning in source control and adjacent fields, as well as the research concerned version management in other fields like Open Hypermedia (OH) structures [58], Semantic Web ontologies versioning [74] and leverage versioning in AHS [83] which provide adaptation and personalization to a concerned user filtering out irrelevant or not important information.
7.2.2 Capturing, accessing and retrieving versioned information

Structured, reliable and transparent logging facilities may be crucial in authoring, maintenance, support, behaviour or process analysis and eventually system control and user support. Based on the differentiation used in the source control systems (e.g. ClearCase, SVN) we distinguish automatically and manually controlled information capturing (or gathering). Essentially most of the source control systems provide these opportunities either to perform automatic or interfere and supervise this process. They also provide simple commands for retrieving the information, and can be extended with the third-party tools to gather detailed reports (such as code or text changes analysis and metrics).

Automatic information capture

Automatic information capture refers to the system’s capabilities to store the information about the change. This usually happens when the user accesses, modifies or deletes information elements from a data repository. Automatic information can be applied by means of scripts or system agents (e.g. applying labels or creating try-out branches on an element’s access events, performing trivial comparison and merge operations), however these operations initially require manual control, but after some proper treatment and test procedures can automatically function on their own.

Manually-controlled information capture

The meta-data annotations to a concerned version can be appended to an object manually, or alternatively by a pre-defined script triggered on a check or an event within the system (e.g. a new version has been committed to a repository, user has retrieved content from a previous version and compared to a current instance, etc.). These meta-data annotations usually include:

- Version labels/tags/branches - Version attributes are usually represented with the labels, tags or can be denoted by a particular branch of the element which belongs to a user or a group of users (e.g. users with different access permissions). They keep track of the instance milestones, such as baselines, major and minor versions, etc. The default labelling applied in this context is always a timestamp and an owner of the change, which already answers the who and when questions of data lineage. Apart from the central role which is to keep track of changes of any particular element or an instance of a concerned application or a model, labelling facilitates process control in such a way that version inclusions, linking and merging can easily answer the questions such as: what is the difference from the previous search results, or how did this webpage change since the last visit.

- Attributes - Attributes (name/value pairs) can be applied to elements, branches, and different versions. Attributes can keep track of different metrics and attributes of the content (such as dimensions of a picture or lines of text) so that AE can reason about and adapt accordingly. Attributes can also be used to define groups of versions involved in the same versioning task.
Hyperlinks - Versioned objects can be also connected with hyperlinks. These links may serve for a “conventional” cross-version navigation or tracing changes in the concerned hyperspace. The idea of handling everything by links comes from the ‘Xanadu’ system [99], where every document can essentially be linked to any other document and every new document version would be quoting (or as stated by T. Nelson “transcluding”) the original version without copying it. As well as in a common source control systems these links may be of the following types (figure 7.3):

- “loose” links connect two instances, irrespectively of their versions, these might be links between different types of objects or nodes. These links are not changed with the version history and are retained unless one of the elements is deleted or moved; - “tight” links connect particular versions of two elements. These links are “inherited” from version to version as the elements evolve until the link itself or the element (and its subsequent versions) is moved or deleted.

We dont foresee any difference in adapting versioned or inter-versioned hyperlinks and conventional hypermedia links. Adaptive navigation support should be the same.

![Diagram of Hyperlinks in Versioned Environment](image)

Accessing versioned data

In addition version control systems provide the following functionality to administrate access (and to some extent regulate information overload). These are access control operations that can be treated in the context of AH as follows:

- Individual and shared access to a certain information instances (e.g. certain concepts or web pages can be accessed only be a certain groups of users);

- Access should require authorization procedures and can have regulated (read/write/etc.) permission, by triggers (which can be both pre and post operational) (e.g. such as used in source control to check whether the naming convention for the label is consistent or to automatically run a script to apply a personalized view or a template to
accessed information based on the user profile) or locks (e.g. such as locking parts of the domain knowledge for students without sufficient knowledge in e-Learning applications);

- Local or shared data repositories facilitate collaboration efforts as well as access speed and privacy options.

**Properties of versioned elements, retrieving and Analyzing versioned information**

Aggregated information of a particular element in a version control system usually is

- label/baseline/tag these are the basic attributes that can be applied to a concerned version in order to keep track of, comprise complex structures (e.g. baselines consisting of multiple documents), annotate and retrieve data from the versioned repository according to particular label or tag;

- timestamps are the basic properties of the element instance and retains historical properties of the element. As described in [71] timestamps are the basis for history reconstruction and can help in temporal page analysis;

- user/owner the information about a version creator, owner and group. It helps to extract data according to UM and serves as a personalization property.

In general conventional version control systems may exploit the following metadata: time, date, owner, user, last change (by whom), label, tag, configuration of the version, path, personalized view(s), branches, version, annotation, directory, attributes, links, merge arrows (which contribute to information provenance), triggers.

**Meta-Data Annotations**

To support the information annotation can be explicitly done by the users. In general hyperlinks and merge arrows are also meta-data as well as attribute-value pairs and labeled data. Based on the meta-data used in the system, information instances, users and content fragments can be processed and analyzed using Data Mining techniques, such as aggregating or clustering similar types of changes (similarly annotated pages), classifying them (group for a particular user group or time). Apart from using conventional retrieval and querying approaches in Version control systems and multi version file systems as a high level approach we can propose OLAP (multi-dimensional analytical queries): first to construct an OLAP cube which will aggregate specific dimension (tag, label, other meta description) of the versioned base and second, to retrieve and analyze (since each element can be summarized using the hierarchy of versions) versioned data ‘slicing’ and ‘dicing’ data for a particular user or user group, set of documents or a concerned change in the system. This may considerably decrease information overload, both in terms of extraction and analysis done by the system and user handling and more intuitive presentation.
7.2.3 Versioning Changes to Support Personalization in a Dynamic Web Environment

Considering the basic concepts of the versioning we can come up with the following classes of operations which will reflect typological and structural types of changes and capture changes in the dynamic web environment. The following taxonomy of changes was mentioned in [74] in application to ontology evolution, and extended in the field of AH [83]. Here we extend and elaborate it in terms of web dynamics, describing properties and potentials of versioning operation which could be used mostly as a backend solution to store, keep track of changes and retrieve them for a further analysis:

**Transformation** is a set of actual changes that take place over the evolving structures, content, properties, and information instances in general. For instance these changes can be found at the DOM level of a web page (e.g. in “DiffIE” [127] changes are identified comparing hash trees of the pages). These changes include: addition, change, deletion and movement. **Conceptual changes** include concept and concept relationship changes. These modifications refer to a conceptual and more abstract (than real transformation) changes of a structure, relationships (including relations between constructs of two versions of a model or a system), or presentation aspects. This type of changes includes changes of types, relations, conceptual knowledge representation, system notions and definitions. **Descriptive changes** deal with the metadata describing the intentions, user or author credentials, and the reasoning behind the change or operation (information access, content retrieval, etc.). Descriptive changes can’t contribute to the actual transformation of a data instance (e.g. change UM attributes, access to the web page), however they facilitate reasoning over multiple versions of the same instance (taking into account contextual information about the time or place of a change in order to refine a user query). Descriptive changes could be exploited to describe the information provenance, thus introducing even more elaborated changes, which can be used to overcome information reliability and currency issues, as well as to provide additional explanations to support complex reasoning. **Context changes** describe the environment in which the current update occurs and the environment where it is valid (changing a particular web page, concept in DM or a hyperlink). Context changes to some extent are the changes that drive versioning in most cases, both considering usage or user contexts. At the same time the system environment itself can be considered as a context. Context changes are usually the most space, time and effort consuming. They usually require domain experts to take part in the analysis process in order to capture a complete picture of a change.

In [115] we can see that to overcome the overload issue so-called “Milestones in Time” (aka. “Memory landmarks”) are described. This is a set of public and personal time labels referring to a particular event, (in fact timestamp) according to which the information can be easily retrieved. It mostly relies on the visualization of the results of the personal content index while displaying the results of queries. The SIS (“Stuff I’ve Seen”) system [51] is a personal indexing and search system which provides personalized results for the aforementioned “Memory landmarks” visualization. SIS indexes full text and metadata which enables a fast way to search through the content. The result in SIS had a psychological aspect of an episodic memory and reduced the search time and in some
cases influenced whether the user would prefer to re-search information or go directly to
an already defined public or personal “landmark”.

7.2.4 Overcoming Visualisation Overload Issues

Visualizing information

Adaptation techniques and methods are used to adapt presentation, content and naviga-
tion in AH systems and applications. Here we present that presentation techniques (incl.
content and layout adaptation) can be used (probably with some modifications aligned
with the versioning specifics) to enhance the ‘visual difference’ experience of the user.
In this section we take a look at the versioning visualization concerns throughout AH re-
search and explain how to use content and presentation adaptation techniques to support
versioning visualization and tackle information overload issues. This set of adaptation
techniques and methods makes up a toolkit of AH.

Overcoming Visualisation Overload: content and presentation adaptation techniques

Information presentation can be influenced in two ways: by showing and hiding or by
emphasizing and deemphasizing certain information. The essential difference here is de-

fined by the fact whether the concerned information is accessible or not. When inserting,
removing, or altering fragments the presented information content is actually changed.
Other techniques like dimming, sorting, zooming, and stretchtext suggest reading only
the part of the available information. Mostly these are changes of the presentation. They
can be also used for additional explanations. Change summarization when a textual con-
tent is analyzed statistically and linguistically and when a summary text is generated from
these important sentences can be performed as well. In stretchtext only the title is shown
whereas in zooming/scaling the entire information content is shown, but it may be scaled
down (zoomed out) so much that it becomes unreadable. Accessing the information also
causes UM updates so as to influence the adaptation in the future. Changing the presen-
tation can be used to emphasize or deemphasize parts of the content or to suggest links to
follow. There is also a presentation adaptation for different reasons though, such as device
adaptation (to a device with limited capabilities, such as small screen, when the presen-
tation can be scaled down or re-arranged to fit in the screen dimensions), accessibility
adaptation or when a different preferred presentation layout or a theme is applied. Layout
adaptation may also concern adaptation to a predefined presentation format, which may
have a high value working with the open corpus domain where the presentation formats
usually vary. One of the most popular methods in this respect is the usage of different
CSS templates defining the web page layouts. A comprehensive survey of AH methods
and techniques can be found in [82].

7.2.5 AH Personalization Aspects

As shown long ago in [125, 95, 51] the rate of re-visitation and re-searches on the web
is very high. We prefer to re-discover and re-explore the web rather than come back us-
ing saved results. And this is where the idea of keeping, using and presenting historical changes comes into place (and this is not only saving bookmarks or using browser cache information). Views which are commonly used in source control systems can be to some extent considered as a personalization filter, delivering personalized content from the versioning system. Usually it is done manually or by means of a configuration specification set by the user to retrieve the required versions of the files (e.g. ‘configspec’ in ClearCase or ‘client spec’ in Perforce system). So in every particular case the view becomes a personalized representation of the file system (both in time (different versions) and file space (selecting only required files and leaving others out of the scope)). As a result we see that these so-called views can be enhanced with an AH approach: first, by providing means to select versions automatically based on the state of UM, and secondly, by presenting content and corresponding changes by means of AH techniques (see figure 7.4).

In the web environment this can be compared to a proxy server which processes, compares, retrieves, adapts and then presents versioned information to the user, providing an opportunity to see what other related web search queries and results were acquired, how these results relate to those of other users (e.g. as concurrent versions) and what pieces of the information can be re-used. This discussion relates to the (re-)visitation and (re-)search problems described in [1, 127, 126]. An AH component (by presenting a personalized view to the user) contributes to creating a new personalized version of a document or a content presentation of a particular concept in case of a fine grained domain structured system. Thus AH creates (authors) and supports versioned structure. The comparison of personalized visitation paths (or in general patterns) can be used for instance in recommender systems to analyze and relate user visitations and searches and for example do collaborative recommendations by matching individuals to a group, hence reducing information overload by filtering out only relevant users and corresponding results. Time distribution of a web page visitations and search results is the most logical. Every browser has an option to provide historical information (so called ‘History’) of visitations

Figure 7.4: Conventional and AH personalized information access in Version Control
7.2.6 A View on an adaptive proxy architecture

In this section we would like to summarize the ideas about the proxy architecture which has been schematically presented in figure 7.4. The architecture takes advantage of the versioning and source control benefits. The major components of the architecture are:

- View replaces Presentation model of a conventional AHS. View is a similar to a source code personal configuration (the number and the order of files we retrieve from the system) thus it is a personalized presentation;

- Versioning module keeps track, retrieves, annotates and in general is capable of performing all those versioning operations described in section 7.2.2. Due to this component UM, DM, AE information is efficiently stored and handled, providing structured changes logs;

- DM, UM are the basic AH elements. Here we assume that both UM and DM are better represented as versioned trees (the same as in source control systems) retaining all the structural changes of the respective model, besides we dont exclude historical databases implementation here;

- AE apart from the conventional reasoner should include or be capable of reasoning over the versioned domains. This could be a simple access operation or retrieving a historical information according to a designated version of the user, engine, etc. (using the operations discussed in section 7.2.9) or different type of extracting information (e.g. querying historical databases in case we use them to support historical data). As described later in the use-cases section 7.2.9 AE rules can
have several concurrent instances. Refining and storing separate versions of these rules allows us to have concurrent versions of the engine, update these versions separately, or be deployed by a number of a different domain experts. Other than that AE should be able to handle not only domain concepts and reason upon then, but versions of these concepts as well.

### 7.2.7 Outlining benefits of versioning and AH

Here we would like to outline the innovative aspects and benefits of AH and versioning solutions that help to overcome various information overload issues. In this section we have mainly described AH and personalization concerns, but would like to emphasize some other advantages of bridging these two technologies. They are:

**Personalization** as we have scrutinized versioning can facilitate personalization in two ways. On the one hand storing and retrieving information from the version control system provides more flexibility and allows to perform more elaborate reasoning according to different versions of both content structure and according presentation and UM state. On the other hand, AH techniques contribute to the version control, creating new and new personalized versions that can be used for a further analysis.

**Authoring and Design** Here versioning facilitates creation, re-use, reconciliation of a concurrent versions (e.g. web site map and the corresponding content). In general authors can access and see a complete tree of versions of an application or its instances, compare, branch, merge changes from multiple instances in order to create new versions of this application, prepare try-out versions or perform test runs. This helps to overcome redundant authoring and design efforts, provides system authors as well as users with flexible options to manipulate application versions and reduces the information overload. Moreover AH approach (by deducing a newly adapted instance of the document presentation) allows to create/author the versioned structure that can be re-used later for other users or for the same user to perform backwards reasoning on his progress.

**Separation of concerns** Apart from the design benefits we would like to outline that versioning can be a universal solution for a separation of concerns in many application areas (Personalization, Adaptation, User Modelling etc.).

**Storing and Management** versioning provides an efficient way to store changes, including post-processing to create OLAP-cubes, to create labels or annotate versions in the versioning environment which facilitates management operations such as information retrieval from the versioned repository. This also saves space in large scale systems and keeps the changes sorted historically and by the user/owner/application which makes reasoning and analysis just easier by default, not mentioning any annotations or labels that can be used to perform more elaborate analysis or back-track/roll-back operations which are immediately available. On the other hand AH produces new versions of information
instances (e.g. news, blogs, web pages) thus contributing to a version control by creating new personalized versions that can be re-used by the users with similar interests or preferences. And as aforementioned separation of concerns only facilitated storing and authoring of AHS.

**Support and Maintenance** - versioned changes and corresponding operations (e.g. resolve, commit, merge, etc.) are enough to maintain and reconcile applications structures and support needs (e.g. the hierarchy used to log changes in two different applications can be easily reconciled for a single user and a common log can be produced for further analysis). This analysis contributes to a collaborative or group UM that can be later used in Recommender systems to filter out not interesting or irrelevant content.

**System Logging and Analysis** - Versioning logging facilities provide incremental logging according to the type of change happening in the system (transformations, descriptive change, conceptual or contextual change). This helps to facilitate provenance of every particular change, provides flexible playback/roll-back possibilities, and serves as a background structure for system analysis (e.g. logging user profile updates provides a ground for users’ patterns comparison in order to provide suggestions or recommendations). Moreover user behaviour can be inferred analyzing personalized versions of the documents thus contributing to UM.

**Transparency** - Transparency is defined in such a way that at any given moment a user can see or retrieve (or depending on his privileges access and modify) any versioned change and at the same time retrieve the initial state of the document. Besides that user may retrieve personalized versions of the document based on their UM thus reducing information overload and being presented only relevant information.

**Copyright issues** - As mentioned by T. Nelson in [100] and some other of his works, the copyright issue can be solved by inducing transclusions.

### 7.2.8 Versioning Systems in Personalization: practical examples and AH use-cases

**Versioning systems in the wild**

Here we present a number of examples illustrating the idea of versioning and personalization that benefited from bringing these two technologies to an advantage in overcoming the information overload. These examples help to understand the introduced adaptive versioning proxy (section 7.2.9) better. Some of these systems implicitly implement versioning support, some will clearly benefit from having one. So let’s have a look at these systems and applications.

- Xanadu [99] is a very good example of keeping and accessing multiple versions of the document. Essentially Xanadu doesn’t change web pages, it creates a new
version of a page every time it changes (or is edited) and then links these pages. It allows easy management of many simultaneous versions (e.g. two versions can be compared side by side, versions support alternative views of the same document, etc.). Besides it implements transclusions providing ‘recognisability’ between contents of the documents and the versions showing origins of a particular information. It also touches upon copyright issues [100] and proposes the solution by making any content re-usable through versioning. The Transclusion concept was implemented in the Pyxi system and is shown in figure 7.6.

- In the e-Learning domain the course content, structure and navigation is adapted according to the student knowledge, competencies and preferences, so that an average student will not get too little or too much information designated for the course and is less likely to get lost or misunderstand the course information [20].

- Recommender systems may employ the same techniques for visual relevance ranking to relieve the user from manual filtering and organizing the results relevant to his or her profile (e.g. sorting search result snippets or annotate them with the additional data as a timestamp or collaborative results of a similar user interests) (partially done in [120]).

- An adaptive museum tour guide system based on the user preferences exploits UM and provides recommendations of the interesting museum items to follow. The system personalizes the structure of the tour as well as performs the device adaptation for those users who follow the tour on the handheld device [137].

- The SIS (“Stuff I’ve Seen”) system [51] uses personal indexing and search which provides personalization. The ‘SIS’ system uses aforementioned ‘memory landmarks’ [115] to provide visualisation of historical data and aligns it to certain time stamps that may correspond to memorable events, holidays or some personal time labels. Then indexes full text and metadata that facilitates the search through the user content.

- **Diff-IE** is a prototype Internet Explorer add-on. It implements changes highlight since the last page visitation and enables the comparison and view of the cached and the current page. As shown in [127] by comparing hashes of the evolving DOM structures of the web pages helps to identify and present the version changes to the user.

- OHP-Version [58] helps to reconcile versioning and context in Open Hypermedia (OH) structures. It helps to store structures according to the viewer’s perspective.

- WebDAV (Web Distributed, Authoring and Versioning) [138] extends the HTTP protocol to provide version control operations over the documents on the web with the possibility to retrieve, delete, copy, move and lock respective versions.

- The “iProxy” system proposed a non-adaptive way to deal with the changing web and manually store personal web results [113]. Though this system emerged from
technologies leveraging adaptive and personalization functionality

In the field of web archiving [94] it has designed a sort of a personalization proxy that helped to overcome the issues of constantly changing web content by saving interesting (favorited) pages in a repository.

- **Google BigTable** [38, 39] is a distributed storage system for a structured data. On a very large scale it provides an effective and successful solution for many Google products (such as web indexing, Google Finance, Google Earth and others). Each cell in a ‘BigTable’ contains multiple versions of the same data indexed by the timestamp which provides a dynamic control over multiple versions and facilitates cache storing and access.

- “NewsJunkie” [56] represents news as a stream of information with evolving events. The main questions here are how to personalize news items using information novelty based on the time changes that these news is based upon. This involves identifying clusters of related news articles, characterizing what a user knows about the event and finally computing the novelty of new articles relative to this background.

### 7.2.9 Versioning Use-cases in AH

In this section we present a number of diverse use-cases showing the applicability of the proposed ‘AH versioning’ concept. We start with a generic example of web-pages versioning and retrieving personalized difference of the page, then continue with the recommender system use-case and in the end present an AE and rules refinement process in the ‘versioned’ environment.

**Adaptive Hypermedia versioning proxy**

In figure 7.7 we present a use-case bridging versioning approaches used to track user activities in the dynamic web environment with the AH presentation of the versioned content (e.g. user search results history, changes in a web page, etc.). There is a user searching and browsing through the web. The initial state of the user profile (UM ver.1) starts accumulating search and visitation history, hierarchically structuring UM versioned instances according to the descriptive changes and the context changes happening with the user. After a few searches there is already enough information gathered to process. The user continues the interaction and posts a new query. The proxy retrieves the previous state of UM and information such as search queries and corresponding result lists with (descriptive, context, conceptual (if any available)) information about UM changes. These changes are processed and compared by the proxy and then presented to the user, providing an opportunity to see what other related queries and results he has already performed and received. As a result actual changes of a particular page (chosen by the user from his search results) can be retrieved and presented using AH presentation techniques (see section 2.3) (e.g. annotating new parts of the page with older descriptions or showing both versions on one page and dimming the old content). Search results could be also presented using AH techniques and re-arranged according to a new global
or personalized ranking that may change over time for various reasons (e.g. in e-learning system a certain information object has changes a status from ‘to be learned’ to ‘mastered’ or in the news search a particular event is not a news item anymore or with respect to the user profile this news item is already read (known), etc.). Here the difference between other users’ results may be presented as well considering UM versions of multiple users from the same group or a random user with a similar query. Furthermore as mentioned in [77] this comparison can be used not only to present differences but also to make recommendations and suggestions.

**Recommender System use-case**

In our second use-case (figure 7.8) we would like to outline the advantages of applying revision (version) control in recommender systems. Typically, comparing a UM state to some reference characteristics, and predicting the user’s choice, the system evolves from the initial user profile. Each recommendation step (viewing an item, ranking it and get-
Figure 7.7: User web activities in versioned environment

ting recommendations) corresponds to a change in UM, which in a conventional system is committed to the latest state not taking into account user interactions and updates. Considering a versioning structure, we can store the difference in UM between two commits, thus logging user behaviour, and annotating it with the action (ranking) done by the user at each step. Later such a pattern of successful behaviour can serve as a recommendation to the other users providing the provenance of each recommendation step (how was this recommended and when, in what context, what was UM state at that point in time and what has influenced the recommendation). The same happens with the recommended item, which evolves and can be modified and in general have its own history of ratings. For instance a new book edition or an issue will become a separate instance in most of the RS or some custom approach will be used to relate these items to each other. Based on the assumption that a new book edition will become a branched product in the versioned system of the ratings associated with some key features (e.g. author of the book or the series) may be transferred to this new instance. Thus users will not have to rate it all over again and would be likely recommended this new book edition or a journal issue.

If the user moves from one system to another, he will face a problem of the user profile alignment, where the history of ratings that he made may help to resolve conflicts. On the other hand labelling and tagging of user and system behaviour may become a basis for the OLAP analysis. Building an OLAP cube where numeric facts (or measures), categorized by dimensions can have a set of labels or associated metadata (which is essentially corresponding to the labels used in the versioning system) will allow to organize everything in a form of a multidimensional conceptual view and apply ‘slice and dice’ operation as the most essential analysis tool in this respect, instead of a simple system or user logging and then applying complicated and time-consuming extraction from a plain log. This will facilitate quick extraction of rating information of a particular date or a timeframe, or a
set of users who rated the product a year ago. The same approach can be undertaken to version rated items in order to trace back the changes and the associated ratings (as well as the corresponding UM values) if the product or its description or properties change.

**Adaptation Engine: Rule System Versioning**

Let’s consider now the core AHS functionality - AE (Adaptation Engine) and the adaptation rules as the main mechanism and the rules refinement process. In this example we deal with a conventional adaptation rule (ECA Event-Condition-Action type of rules) that has been changed by two domain experts or maybe automatically refined (for example using some data mining tools). This was done to modify the rule’s conditions in order to change the adaptation strategy. Now there are two different rules (however in both cases we represent them using the difference (delta) data). In figure 7.9 Rule2 has a different event E2 which for example may reflect a different response of a system (reaction on a different triggers) and has been updated by an expert after analyzing the test results or as a result of changes in the system environment. Rule3 is refined by changing its condition from C1 to C2 which is more strict (comparing to C1) in a certain application domain (which for instance in e-Learning domain results in a better pass/knowledge rate).

Considering these premises we need to combine both types of changes in a given application domain because both (as discovered) can provide a better adaptation outcome. We have a few possibilities of doing that. If we use the same application domain and one author or an expert wants to re-use common successful results or practices shared within this domain he or she can just merge the changes to a personal branch and create a new version of the rule (or thus create a new AE version to run the experiment on the refined engine). Besides this rule merge can be done automatically. System may also evolve and
produce new rules which combine the parameters of each of the latest versions branched from the parent node. This gives a wider choice and possibilities to a domain expert to evaluate adaptive engine functionality and new (deduced) rules deployment. In some cases refined or automatically generated rules may be applied in the system without a domain expert. For example if two different conditions and the same triggering event initiate a similar action, both rules can be automatically merged evolving in a single rule with composite condition (C1 OR C2).

Keeping each rule’s tree (or in a general case - AE evolution tree) is a straightforward way to keep track of all the changes applied in the engine which as a result can be used to analyze changes, modify engine rules (both manually and automatically), help in keeping system log and AE updates deployment.

At the same time the aforementioned versioned structures help to re-calculate and propagate user’s knowledge in a simple manner. A number of systems (e.g. AHA!) in case when a new child concept emerges (for instance when the domain author decides to broaden the knowledge representation on a particular topic) propagate these changes in UM (based on the average contribution of each child concept). In the versioned environment all the structural and rule changes (and moreover versioned UM’s) are scrutinized which facilitates this type of the knowledge propagation.
Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

The coming years will bring more and more use-cases of how AHS can provide adaptation, what techniques will be introduced, and what research areas will become adjacent to AH field and introduce new technologies. In this concluding chapter we summarize the results of the GAF research and give some pointers for the future.

8.1 Conclusions: Revisiting the Research Question

In this dissertation we have studied the field of AHS modelling and devised a new up-to-date reference adaptation framework. We have started the research by stating seven research question in section 1.3. Hereafter we summarize our findings and give the answers.

• Question 0: What is use of a generic framework and what is the specific use of GAF?

This question defined the motivation and the purpose of the GAF research. It has been answered in motivational section 1.1 and substantially has been proven throughout the dissertation particularly in chapters 5 and 6 where a number of system types and real systems have been studied.

• Question 1: Is it possible to capture all up-to-date AHS functionality and developments? What would be the exemplary set of systems that can serve as a basis to capture the generalities of AH? What approaches, methods and techniques exist to support up-to-date adaptive hypermedia solutions?

In chapter 2 we came up with an up-to-date review of AH research for the past 15 years and the resulting requirements for a modular composition of a new AHS reference model that captured all new trends and adjoining technologies to support users within rich and diverse hyperspaces, bringing a new level of adaptation to the user experience. First and foremost we presented a survey of AH architectures, models and systems, and defined a new taxonomy of adaptation techniques. Secondly, we have obtained many requirements for a new reference model that we design and
that builds on the experience gained with existing models and that draws from the many new research ideas that show up in (prototype) adaptive models.

- **Question 2**: Is it possible to bring conventional pre-authored Adaptive Hypermedia together with a data-driven approach to personalization?

To answer this question we touched upon the problems of data-driven approaches in adaptation and reasoning in chapter 3. Moreover in the compliance study chapter 5 we investigated a number of data-driven personalization aspects such as RecSys, SE, etc., and conducted a number of compliance studies in chapter 6 to bridge these two approaches together (conventional adaptation and data-driven approaches). We tried to breach this gap between conventional and data-driven systems and show that essentially many web-based personalization systems, application and approaches can be expressed in AH terms, which opens a whole new field to bring into AH research and vice versa.

- **Question 3**: What are the framework requirements ("mandatory" and "optional" building blocks)? How the reference architecture of a generic adaptation framework would look like?

To answer these questions we first investigated the modelling aspects of GAF in chapter 3 and presented the reference architecture of GAF in chapter 4, where we elaborated on the structure, functionality, relationships and the necessary interfaces and corresponding layers' connections.

- **Question 4**: Is it possible to devise a reference adaptation process out of the existing data models in order to clue together data representations the AH research field has been using for so long?

In chapter 3 we introduced the notion and the definition of the generic adaptation process GAP and aligned it with a layered GAF architectural building blocks. The Adaptation process describes interactions in AHS usually starting with the goal statement, exploiting features of the user and domain models in different contexts and adapting various aspects of the information and presentation to the user. GAP tightens the building blocks of the reference model and can be considered as the reference adaptation process or GAP.

- **Question 5**: Does such a framework exist and how do we evaluate the framework?

In order to prove the framework existence and evaluate GAF we first introduced the definition of the framework compliance and presented a number of compliance use-cases in chapter 5 where the framework structure was evaluated against different types of systems (Adaptive e-Learning Course, Recommender System and Search Engine). Then in chapter 6 we described a number of a real system studies where these systems were described in terms of GAF identifying pros, cons and further system extensions. Evaluating the proposed general-purpose AHS architecture against RS and SE has shown that the GAF architecture is generic enough to
accommodate the description of different systems, as well as provide the flexibility in one go by building a custom system with the GAF building blocks. These studies gave a number of new challenges to investigate the applicability of different recommendation approaches, as well as new developments in adaptive information systems. And eventually we introduced the framework analysis approach in section 6.5 which in combination with the reference architecture description should be able to provide a detailed picture for each system or an application being evaluated.

**Question 6: What are the technologies leveraging and extending the potentials of AH? How GAF can use these technologies?**

In chapter 7 we discussed the importance of the provenance and versioning in AH and essentially any type of personalization web-based system. First, we aligned adaptation questions and also corresponding answers with the provenance model thus enriching the conventional AH modelling approach. Second, we introduced the versioning framework and investigate information overload issues from two perspectives: from personalized visualization mechanisms exploiting AH methods and techniques, to maintaining and to some extent personalizing the versioned structure by creating adaptive versions of accessed information.

### 8.2 Future Work

We have already started the future work discussion in chapter 7. There we have investigated a number of close to AH approaches and techniques, outlined their use and benefits, weighed pros and cons, thus giving a head start to a new system development. In future it would be interesting to study the aforementioned examples of provenance importance in depth, analyze the impact on the adaptation process and comparing results with the conventional AHS and to evaluate the utility of AH provenance in deployed systems. Considering future of the AH versioning we can think of describing layers of a generic adaptation framework in a versioning context (or essentially looking at the basics of adaptation through versioning), investigate technologies (e.g. source control, historical data bases, etc.) that meet the requirements of each and every model of the framework.

A complete implementation was not feasible within the boundaries of the GAF research and the research observations. In future additional effort might be put into the development of a general-purpose software system combining aforementioned developments and setting new standards in AH field.

In the future the search adaptation process sequence should be extended, and inter-layer communications in particular, emphasizing the interoperability of a new AH developments in the context of (web) search. This may require unifying search and linking methods (incl. adaptive navigation techniques) for AH field.

So far a study of existing approaches in RS was done to comply with the layered structure of adaptive information systems, which has resulted in an overlay models presented in the dissertation providing an overview of a RS functionality and a corresponding overlay of AHS layers and adaptation process. Evaluating the proposed general-purpose AHS
architecture against RS has shown that the GAF architecture is generic enough to accommodate the description of different recommenders, as well as provide the flexibility of both AH and RS in one go by building a custom system with the GAF building blocks. As a result we can foresee some further developments and research strategies in bringing recommendations to the field of AHS. Coming up with up-to-date requirements which would bootstrap AHS and RS development using heterogeneous information sources is important at this stage. The real case study of the 'HeyStaks' social RS has proven these points. It has given us new challenges to investigate the applicability of different recommendation approaches, as well as new developments in adaptive information systems which will allow to decide on the system composition on the implementation level. Thus studying in depth a particular use-cases of the 'HeyStaks’ RS compliance and analyzing it in the context of adaptation process and vice versa, is helpful in further system development and adding new features to such systems.
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Summary

The research field of adaptive hypermedia (AH) and adaptive web-based information systems (AHS for short) has been growing rapidly during the past 15 years and this has resulted in new terms, models, methodologies, and a plethora of new systems. Adaptive systems are becoming more popular as tools for user-driven access to information. Adaptation of an information system or service to a user has been proven to be a powerful and useful concept. It is particularly helpful for the reduction of the information overload, which is frequently experienced on the Internet or any other information system of a large scale. But it is equally helpful for guiding users towards interesting topics, products, artifacts or descriptions thereof in electronic shops, libraries or museums, or for filtering appropriate items from a general or a domain-specific news feed.

The Generic Adaptation Framework (GAF) presented in this dissertation first and foremost creates a common framework for describing current and future AHS and adaptive web-based systems in general. It provides a commonly agreed upon taxonomy and a reference model that encompasses the most general architectures of the present and future, including conventional AHS, and different types of personalization-enabling systems and applications such as Recommender Systems (RS), personalized web search, semantic web enabled applications used in personalized information delivery, adaptive e-Learning applications and many more. At the same time GAF is trying to bring together two (seemingly disjoint) views on the adaptation: a classical pre-authored type, with conventional domain and overlay user models and data-driven adaptation which includes a set of data mining, machine learning and information retrieval tools. To bring these research fields together we conducted a number GAF compliance studies including RS (such as HeyStaks and Twittomender), AHS (such as KBS-Hyperbook, AHA!, APeLS and others), and other applications (e.g. CHIP (Cultural Heritage Information Personalization) and RPM (Remote Patient Management) systems) combining adaptation, recommendation and search. We also performed a number of real systems case-studies and a detailed analysis and evaluation of the framework. Secondly it introduces a number of new ideas in the field of AH, such as the Generic Adaptation Process (GAP), which aligns with a layered (data-oriented) architecture and serves as a reference adaptation process. This also helps to understand the compliance features mentioned earlier. Besides that GAF deals with important and novel aspects of adaptation enabling and leveraging technologies such as provenance and versioning. The existence of such a reference basis should stimulate AHS research and enable researchers to demonstrate ideas for new adaptation methods much more quickly than if they had to start from scratch. GAF thus helps bootstrap any adaptive web-based system research, design, analysis and evaluation.
The GAF reference model presented in the dissertation is important for a number of reasons. First and foremost it allows people to communicate about the architecture of AH systems using a common framework and vocabulary. It allows people to specify the functionality of a system and to compare the architecture and functionality of different systems using the same terms and definitions. And this becomes the key point because many researchers simply don’t use the same terminology to describe similar or identical things thus producing systems with the same or slightly different functionality over again. Besides, they hardly look out for seemingly unrelated concepts from outer research fields and hardly accept new trends leaving AH research field relatively closed. Essentially in this dissertation we offer a common AH research language for the researchers to communicate, explain the terms and definitions they’ve been using, elaborate on the functionality, which has multiple interpretations. The reference model also stimulates the development of new systems and application that match more of the functionality captured by the reference model (than the systems existing before the creation of the reference model). Thus having an up-to-date common reference baseline new systems would be able to compare and evaluate the functionality (basically speaking the same language). Besides, previous reference models described the architecture of mainly closed and small to medium size adaptive hypermedia applications, besides many newer aspects that have entered the AH research field cannot be expressed and are not implemented. Thus there is also a need to breach this and bring adjacent research initiatives in the new generic reference AH model which the current dissertation covers.
Samenvatting

Het onderzoeksgebied van adaptieve hypermedia (AH) en adaptieve web-gebaseerde informatiesystemen heeft een snelle groei doorgemaakt gedurende de voorbije 15 jaar en deze groei heeft geresulteerd in nieuwe termen, modellen, methodologieën en een overvloed aan nieuwe systemen. Adaptieve systemen worden in toenemende mate populair als instrumenten voor user-driven toegang tot informatie. Adaptatie van een informatiesysteem of dienst aan een gebruiker is een krachtig en nuttig concept gebleken. Het helpt vooral de overvloed aan informatie terug te dringen die vaak ervaren wordt op het Internet of andere grote informatie systemen. Maar het helpt ook gebruikers te leiden naar naar “interessante” onderwerpen, producten, artefacten of beschrijvingen in electronica winkels, bibliotheken of musea, of om relevante artikelen te filteren uit een algemene of domein-specifieke nieuwsbron.

Het Generic Adaptation Framework (GAF) dat wordt gepresenteerd in deze dissertatie creëert ten eerste een algemeen raamwerk dat huidige en toekomstige AHS en web-gebaseerde adaptieve systemen in het algemeen beschrijft. Het introduceert een taxonomie en een referentiemodel dat de meeste algemene huidige en toekomstige architecturen omvat, inclusief conventionele AHS, en andere types van personaliseerbare systemen en toepassingen zoals Recommender Systems (RS), gepersonaliseerde web search, semantic web toepassingen die gebruikt worden in het aanbieden van gepersonaliseerde informatie, adaptieve e-learning toepassingen en vele anderen. Tegelijkertijd probeert GAF twee (ogenschijnlijk niet overlappende) inzichten in adaptatie te verenigen: een klassiek pre-authored type, met een conventioneel domein en overlay gebruikersmodel, en data-driven adaptatie wat een verzameling machine learning, datamining en information retrieval mechanismen omvat. Om deze onderzoeksgebieden samen te brengen hebben we een aantal compliance studies gedaan waaronder RS (zoals HeyStaks en Twittomender), AHS (zoals KBS-Hyperbook, AHA!, APeLS en anderen), en andere toepassingen (bijvoorbeeld CHIP (Cultural Heritage Information Personalization) en RPM (Remote Patient Management) systemen) waarin we adaptatie, aanbevelingen en zoekopdrachten combineren. We hebben ook een aantal casussen bestudeerd met echte systemen en een gedetailleerde analyse en evaluatie van het raamwerk uitgevoerd. Ten tweede introduceert het raamwerk een aantal nieuwe ideeën op het gebied van AH, zoals het Generic Adaptation Process (GAP) dat op een lijn ligt met een gelaagde (data-oriented) architectuur en dienst doet als een referentie adaptatieproces. Dit helpt ook met het begrijpen van de eerder beschreven compliance eigenschappen. Afgezien daarvan behandelt GAF ook belangrijke en nieuwe aspecten van het mogelijk en gebruik maken van adaptatie zoals provenance en versiebeheer. Het bestaan van een dergelijke referentiebasis zou het on-
onderzoek naar AHS moeten stimuleren en onderzoekers in staat moeten stellen om nieuwe ideeën voor adaptatie methodes veel sneller te demonstreren dan wanneer zij vanaf nul hadden moeten beginnen. GAF helpt dus met het opstarten van een willekeurig adaptief web-gebaseerd systeemonderzoek, ontwerp, analyse en evaluatie.

Het GAF referentie model dat wordt gepresenteerd in deze dissertatie is belangrijk vanwege een aantal redenen. Ten eerste stelt het mensen in staat te communiceren over de architectuur van AH systemen in een gemeenschappelijk raamwerk en vocabulaire. Het stelt mensen in staat om de functionaliteit van een systeem te specificeren en om de architectuur en functionaliteit van verschillende systemen te vergelijken met dezelfde termen en definties. En dit is het centrale punt, omdat veel onderzoekers gewoonweg niet dezelfde terminologie gebruiken om gelijkaardige of identieke dingen te beschrijven en zo meerdere keren systemen met vergelijkbare functionaliteit produceren. Afgezien daarvan kijken de onderzoekers nauwelijks uit naar ogenschijnlijk ongerelateerde andere onderzoeksvelden en ze accepteren nauwelijks nieuwe trends waardoor het veld van AH relatief gesloten blijft. In deze dissertatie bieden we de onderzoekers een gemeenschappelijke AH onderzoekstaal om mee te communiceren, leggen we de termen en definties die ze gebruikt hebben uit en werken we de functionaliteit, die meerdere interpretaties heeft, verder uit. Het referentiemodel stimuleert ook de ontwikkeling van nieuwe systemen en toepassingen die meer overeenkomen met de functionaliteit zoals beschreven door het referentie model (dan de systemen die bestonden voor het creëren van het referentie model). En zo hebben ontwikkelaars van nieuwe systemen, gegeven een gemeenschappelijke up-to-date referentie baseline, de mogelijkheid om de functionaliteit te vergelijken en te evalueren (omdat ze een gemeenschappelijke taal hebben). Behalve dat beschreven eerdere referentie modellen de architectuur van meestal gesloten en kleine tot middelgrote adaptieve AH toepassingen, zodat vele nieuwe aspecten die het AH onderzoeksveld zijn binnen gekomen niet konden uitgedrukt of geïmplementeerd worden. Dus is er een noodzaak om dit te doorbreken en om gerelateerde onderzoeksinitiatieven in het nieuwe generieke AH veld samen te brengen zoals wordt behandeld in deze dissertatie.
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